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In this thesis, we address the issue ofmodel-based verification and validation ofsystems
engineering design models expressed using UML/SysML. The main objectives are to assess
the design from its structural and behavioral perspectives and to enable a qualitative as
well as a quantitative appraisal of its conformance with respect to its requirements and
a set of desired properties. To this end, we elaborate a heretofore unattempted unified
approach composed of three well-established techniques that are model-checking, static
analysis, and software engineering metrics. These techniques are synergistically combined
so that they yield a comprehensive and enhanced assessment. Furthermore, we propose
to extend this approach with performance analysis and probabilistic assessment of SysML
activity diagrams. Thus, we devise an algorithm that systematically maps these diagrams
into their corresponding probabilistic models encoded using the specification language of
the probabilistic symbolic model-checker PRISM. Moreover, we define a first of its kind
probabilistic calculus, namely activity calculus, dedicated to capture the essence of SysML
activity diagrams and its underlying operational semantics in terms of Markov decision
iii
processes. Furthermore, we propose a formal syntax and operational semantics for the input
language of PRISM. Finally, we mathematically prove the soundness of our translation
algorithm with respect to the devised operational semantics using a simulation preorder
defined upon Markov decision processes.
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Modern society relies heavily on systems. Nowadays, one can readily notice the omnipres-
ence of systems in various domains including communications, healthcare, transportation,
and industry. Every day, new systems are designed with the intention to improve the qual-
ity of life, increase the productivity, and make daily tasks easier. However, life can turn
out to be a nightmare if these systems fail. Their failure may have profound implications
ranging from serious endangerment of human lives and severe damage to equipments to
money loss. Thus, the importance of building fail-safe systems that meet their design ob-
jectives is now greater than ever before. In addition to reliability, today's systems need to
be sustainable, highly performing, and produced at reasonable costs. All these constraints
have increased the challenge of developing profitable systems.
A system is defined as a collection of components, including people, hardware, and/or
software, that are working together in order to accomplish a set of common specific ob-
jectives [I]. The design and realization of successful systems as well as the effective
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management of engineering projects represent the prime concerns of Systems Engineer-
ing (SE) [2]. Notably, the critical aspect in the development of systems is not represented
by conceptual difficulties or technical shortcomings, but it is rather related to the diffi-
culty of ensuring specification-compliant products. This is due to many factors including
the increased complexity of the engineered systems and the controversial effectiveness of
the applied methods. In fact, the complexity of modern systems is continuously growing
as more sophisticated products integrating new functionalities, electronics, and software
components are in demand. With this increase in complexity and size of systems, the com-
plexity of applying quality assurance methods skyrockets and testing becomes complicated
and lengthy. Additionally, real life systems may exhibit stochastic behavior, where the no-
tion ofuncertainty is ubiquitous. Uncertainty can be viewed as a probabilistic behavior that
models, for instance, risks of failure or randomness. As example of such systems we can
cite lossy channel systems [3], randomized dining philosophers problem [4], and dynamic
power management systems [5].
Verification, validation, and accreditation are expected to be an integral part of the
SE process that span the product life cycle. Basically, verification is the assurance of the
correctness with respect to the technical assumptions while validation is the assurance of
the conformance to the requirements. The subsequent results of the V&V process are
subjected to accreditation. The latter consists in inspecting the results in order to take an
official decision on whether to accept the system or not. However, in practice, the W&A
effort is mostly concentrated on the final product and little to no effort is dedicated to the








































Figure 1 : Committed Life Cycle Cost Against Time
belief that testing the final product is enough, the willing to minimize efforts, decrease
the time-to-market, and save costs. Moreover, some limitations imposed by conventional
quality assurance methods in the face ofthe increased complexity of systems may represent
an additional contributing factor.
Generally, if quality assurance activities are performed according to the standard op-
erating policies and procedures, they may be costly and time-consuming. Quality assur-
ance costs include direct costs such as time and effort of V&V professionals and resources
consumption (i.e. computer systems and support facilities). Furthermore, there are indirect
costs such as training, acquisition, and support for related tools as well as meetings time [6].
Moreover, people usually believe that V&V costs may outweigh the earned benefits. How-
ever, this contradicts many studies that find out a return of investment in the case of the
early detection of errors since this allows decreasing the maintenance time, effort, and cost.
For instance, Bohem [7] provided interesting findings on software quality costs: "fixing a
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defect after delivery can be one hundred times more expensive than fixing it during the re-
quirement and the design phases". In the same vein, the INternational Council On Systems
Engineering (INCOSE) confirms that the cost of finding the errors late during the system
life cycle drastically increases [8]. As such, Figure 1 illustrates the Life Cycle Cost (LCC)
accrued over time, the committed costs by the decisions taken, and the cost over time to
extract defects. The light arrow under the curve indicates the multiplication factor of the
expenses spent in order to remove errors depending on the considered life cycle phase.
Additionally, traditional SE design outcome is essentially composed of a set of docu-
ments informally describing the proposed solution that cannot be analyzed using any auto-
mated V&V means but human-based inspection of trained people. This may be tedious and
complex and consequently contribute to the willing of delaying the V&V tasks to the latest
development phase. In contrast to the traditional document-centric SE approaches, modern
SE practices have undergone a fundamental transition to a model-based approach [9]. In a
Model-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE), a system model, storing design decisions, is
at the center of the development process (from requirements elicitation and design to im-
plementation and testing). The advantage of such a model is its suitability to be subjected to
systematic analyses using specific V&V techniques. In order to cope with this new model-
based approach, SE community and standardization bodies developed interest in first using
existing standard modeling languages, namely the Unified Modeling Language (UML) and
then developing a dedicated systems modeling language, namely SysML [1O].
In this thesis, we propose an innovative unified approach for the V&V of SE design
models expressed using UML/SysML. It is part of a major research initiative supported
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by Defence Research and Development Canada (DRDC)1 and conducted in the Computer
Security Laboratory at Concordia University. This chapter is organized as follows. Section
1.1 presents the motivations that determine the raison d'être of this thesis. Then, Section
1 .2 describes the problem statement. Section 1 .3 provides a general overview of the pro-
posed approach. Next, Section 1.4 lists the objectives of this thesis. Section 1.5 highlights
our main contributions. Finally, Section 1.6 summarizes the structure of the remainder
chapters.
1.1 Motivations
As stated before, even though V&V is expected to be carried on along the life cycle of the
system, most of the efforts are concentrated on testing the final product. Testing consists
in exercising each test scenario developed by engineers on various fidelity levels testbeds
ranging from simulators to actual hardware [11] and comparing the obtained results with
the anticipated ones. Even though testing is essential in order to make sure that systems
operate as expected, it can be complex and overwhelming. Also, it can reveal only the
presence of faults and never their absence [12]. Moreover, it only allows the late discovery
of errors whereas leaving some types of errors unexplored. Furthermore, testing some
systems in their actual operational conditions can be costly and difficult to realize.
Concerning current trends in terms of V&V of design models, systems engineers rely
' The collaboration has started within the Collaborative Capability Definition, Engineering and Manage-
ment (CapDEM) project, which is an R&D initiative within the Canadian department of defence. The latter
aims to the development of a Systems-of-Systems engineering process and relies heavily on Modeling &
Simulation.
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on inspection and simulation or a combination of both. Inspection is a coordinated activity
that includes a meeting or a series of meetings directed by a moderator [13] where the de-
sign is reviewed and compared with standards. It is based on the subjectiveness of human
judgment, which cannot be regarded as the absolute truth because of its inherent nature
of being error-prone. Furthermore, the success of such activity depends on the depth of
planning, organization, and data preparation preceding the actual inspection activity [14]
as well as on the expertise of the involved parties. However, this technique is based on
documented procedures and policies that are difficult to manage and needs training the
involved people. Furthermore, this task becomes more tedious and sometimes even impos-
sible with the increase in size and complexity of design models. Alternatively, simulation
is an experimental method performed with a simulation model in order to get informa-
tion about the real system without actually having it. It involves an organized process of
stimulating the model and measuring its responses [14] based on a pre-established plan, a
predefined setup, and predicted responses. Though extremely useful, this technique is not
comprehensive enough since it covers only predefined computation paths.
Integrating V&V during the design phase helps continuously identifying and correcting
errors as well as gaining confidence in the system, which leads to significant reduction of
costs incurred while fixing errors at the maintenance phase. Additionally, correcting errors
before the actual realization of the system enables the reduction of project failure risks
occurring while engineering complex systems. Furthermore, it improves the quality of
systems and accelerates the time-to-market.
Finally, our motivations behind the integration ofprobabilistic aspects analysis early in
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the systems life cycle is due to many factors. Firstly, a range of systems inherently exhibit
uncertainty, which is usually expressed by means of probabilities. Consequently, taking
into account this aspect leads to more realistic models. For example, many communication
protocols are probabilistic in nature in the sense that sending correctly messages over a
faulty media can only be guaranteed with a given probability. Secondly, most of quality
attributes such as performance, reliability, and availability have a probabilistic nature. For
instance, performance is generally expressed by means of expected probability. Reliability
is by definition the probability that a system successfully operates and availability is the
probability that a system is operating satisfactorily when needed for a particular mission or
application [15]. Finally, performing quantitative assessment of systems after integration
testing is generally the norm in the industry. However, quantitative assessment of the sys-
tem early in the development life cycle may reveal important information that qualitative
assessment misses.
1.2 Problem Statement
Various design V&V methodologies are proposed in the literature. While reviewing related
works, the following remarks can be emphasized. Most of the proposals rely on a single
verification technique, which application concentrates on a unique aspect of systems' char-
acteristics. Furthermore, structural and behavioral perspectives are quite often addressed
separately. Moreover, the verification of either functional or non-functional requirements
is usually addressed, but rarely both. In addition, with respect to systems' behavior, state
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machine diagrams are extensively studied whereas activities are considered as secondary
derivative diagrams. Moreover, the proposals are rarely supported by formal foundations
and proofs of soundness. From another side, SysML [10] is a very young language that
augments a subset of UML with new features specific to systems modeling. Thus, we can
hardly find significant related work on the subject.
Ideally, an efficient V&V approach needs to comply with the following guidelines:
• Enable automation as much as possible. This optimizes the V&V process and pre-
vents potential errors that may be introduced by manual manipulation.
• Encompass formal and rigorous reasoning in order to minimize errors caused by
subjective human-judgment.
• Support the graphical representation provided by the modeling language for the sake
of conserving the usability of the visual notation and hide the intermediate transfor-
mations underlying the mechanisms implemented by the proposed approach.
• Combine quantitative as well as qualitative assessment techniques.
In the field of verification of systems and software, we pinpoint three well-established
techniques that we propose in order to build our V&V framework. On the one hand, auto-
matic formal verification techniques, namely model-checking, is reported to be a successful
approach to the verification of the behavior of software and hardware applications. Model-
checkers are generally capable of generating counter examples for failed properties. Also,
their counterpart in the stochastic world, namely probabilistic model-checkers, are widely
applied to quantitatively analyze specifications that encompass probabilistic information
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about systems behavior [16]. On the other hand, static analysis that is usually applied on
software programs [17], is used prior to testing [18] and model-checking [19]. Particularly,
static slicing [19] yields smaller programs, which are less expensive to verify. Furthermore,
empirical methods, specifically software engineering metrics, have proved to be successful
in quantitatively measuring quality attributes of object-oriented design models. As we can-
not compare what we cannot measure [20], metrics provide a means to evaluate the quality
of proposed design solutions and help reviewing some design decisions.
In this light, this thesis aims at answering the following questions:
• How can we apply probabilistic and non-probabilistic model-checking on UML/SysML
behavioral models?
• How can we synergistically integrate static analysis and metrics with model-checking
in order to efficiently analyze behavioral diagrams?
• How can we benefit from the software engineering metrics by applying them on
artifacts other than the structural diagrams?
• How can we assist systems engineers in their mission while ensuring a smooth learn-
































Figure 2: Proposed Approach
1.3 Approach
In this doctoral thesis, we aim at dealing with the issue of V&V of systems engineering
design outcome. Thus, we propose an original unified approach for the V&V of SE de-
sign models expressed using UML/SysML modeling languages. The proposed approach
synergistically integrates three well-established techniques that are model-checking, static
analysis, and software engineering techniques. Figure 2 illustrates a summary of our ap-
proach. The main objectives are to enable a structural as well as a behavioral coverage of
IO
the system design model in addition to providing the means to qualitatively and quantita-
tively verify its conformance with its requirements. With respect to behavioral diagrams,
we propose to apply model-checking technique. Formally, the model-checker operates on
the formal semantics describing the meaning of the model. It verifies the model by explor-
ing the state space searching whether a given property holds or fails. In order to optimize
the model-cheeking procedure from time and resources point ofviews, we advocate the use
of static analysis techniques. More precisely, we inspired from static slicing of software
programs in order to slice the semantic model prior to model-checking. This focuses the
inquiry on specific parts of the design depending of the property of interest. Moreover, we
propose to apply metrics on the semantic model generated from the behavioral diagrams
in order to have an appraisal of its size and complexity. This allows the estimation of
whether there is a need to apply static analysis. With respect to structural diagrams, we
propose empirical metrics in order to quantitatively measure relevant quality attributes of
the design. Besides, we extend this unified approach in order to cope with performance
analysis and probabilistic behavior assessment. Therein, we focus essentially on SysML
activity diagrams for three reasons. First, activity diagrams were most of the time treated
as secondary, with a semantics tightly related to the Statecharts semantics. However, this
is no more the case since the release of the new revision of UML, namely UML 2.0 [21]
and consequently SysML 1.0 [10]. Second, activity represents an important diagram for
systems modeling due to its suitability for functional flow modeling commonly used by
systems engineers [22]. Finally, SysML has added support for probabilistic information
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modeling in activity diagrams. Therefore, we propose a translation algorithm that auto-
matically generates the input of a probabilistic model-checker from a given SysML activity
diagram. In order to add formal foundations to our approach, we define a hitherto unat-
tempted calculus dedicated for SysML activity diagrams, namely Activity Calculus (AC).
The latter captures the expressive power of activity diagrams in an algebraic fashion and
is used in order to define an operational semantics for these diagrams. Finally, we demon-
strate using a mathematical proof the soundness of the translation algorithm with respect
to the derived operational semantics. This proof gives confidence to systems engineers that
the results returned by the implementation of our algorithm are correct.
1.4 Objectives
The present thesis has as a principal objective to present an innovative unified approach
for the V&V of systems engineering design models that are expressed using UML/SysML
modeling languages. This can be decomposed into sub-objectives as follows:
• Study the state of the art in the following research areas: V&V of UML and SysML
design models, performance analysis of such design models, formal semantics for
UML and SysML activity diagrams, and software engineering metrics.
• Elaborate a unified approach for the V&V of UML/SysML design models based on
three complementary well-established techniques that are:
- Automatic formal verification,
- Static analysis,
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- Empirical software engineering quantitative methods.
• Take into account the stochastic nature of real-life systems by supporting probabilis-
tic behavior assessment using probabilistic model-checking technique.
• Define an algebraic calculus that captures the essence of SysML activity diagrams
and investigate the formal foundations of its underlying operational semantics.
• Investigate the correctness of the proposed probabilistic verification approach.
• Implement and apply our approach on case studies to practically demonstrate its
viability and benefits.
1.5 Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows:
• An innovative V& V approach based on a synergy between model-checking, static
analysis, and empirical software engineering quantitative methods: We elaborate
a practical framework for the V&V of UML/SysML design models that integrates
three well-established techniques that are model-checking, static analysis, and soft-
ware engineering metrics. On behavioral diagrams, we apply model-checking syn-
ergistically combined with static analysis and metrics. Moreover, we use metrics in
order to measure relevant design quality attributes.
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• Performance analysis andprobabilistic behavior assessment ofSysML activity dia-
grams: We extend the aforementioned approach by proposing a systematic transla-
tion algorithm that maps SysML activity diagrams into the specification language of
the selected probabilistic symbolic model-checker PRISM. This enables quantitative
as well as qualitative assessment of the design against functional and non-functional
requirements.
• A probabilistic calculus establishing the semanticfoundations ofSysML activity dia-
grams: We define a dedicated heretofore unattempted calculus, namely Activity Cal-
culus (AC) that captures the essence of SysML activity diagrams. Furthermore, we
build AC underlying operational semantics in terms of Markov decision processes.
• Timed actions assessment: We annotate action nodes in SysML activity diagrams
with time constraints and propose Markovian reward mechanism in order to analyze
timing-related properties.
• A formal syntax and semantics for PRISM language: We propose a formal syntax
and operational semantics for the specification language of the selected probabilistic
model-checker PRISM.
• Soundness ofthe translation algorithm: We formulate and prove, using a simulation
relation upon Markov decision processes, the soundness theorem for the translation
algorithm that maps SysML activity diagrams into the input language of PRISM.
The proof is performed with respect to the operational semantics of SysML activity
diagrams and uses the defined operational semantics of PRISM language.
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1.6 Thesis Structure
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows:
• Chapter 2 introduces some important aspects related to the topic background. First,
we present systems engineering and its related concepts. We particularly focus on
the verification and validation process as well as on the activities related to design
and modeling. Then, we provide an overview of the modeling languages of our inter-
est, namely UML and SysML. Afterwards, we discuss activity, sequence, and state
machine diagrams related notations and their underlying meaning. After that, we lay
down the existing verification and validation techniques. Next, we describe model-
checking technique principles in both probabilistic and non-probabilistic cases. Then,
the following section is dedicated for the probabilistic symbolic model-checker PRISM
and its input language. Finally, the definitions ofthe formal models related to our so-
lution are presented.
• Chapter 3 provides a comprehensive review of relevant research initiatives concern-
ing the V&V of UML and SysML design models. Moreover, related work on perfor-
mance analysis applied to such design models is presented. Following that, software
engineering metrics are investigated. Finally, the research proposals on ascribing a
formal semantics to activity diagrams are discussed.
• Chapter 4 is dedicated to the description of the proposed unified approach for the
V&V of UML/SysML design models. First, the overall approach is presented. Then
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the methodology is thoroughly explained . Therein, the different techniques compos-
ing our proposal are detailed. First, we explain the generation ofthe non-probabilistic
model-checker input from UML behavioral diagrams. Thereafter, we present how
we intend to synergistically integrate metrics and static analysis techniques prior to
model-checking. After that, we present the application of software engineering met-
rics on structural diagrams. Next, we summarize the proposed extensions for sup-
porting probabilistic verification. Finally, the framework V&V tool implementing
our approach is described.
• Chapter 5 presents the probabilistic verification of SysML activity diagrams with
and without time-annotation. Therein, we first explain the proposed time-annotation.
Then, we explain the translation algorithm that maps this type of diagrams into the
input language of the selected probabilistic model-checker and the use of rewards
mechanism in order to assess timing aspects. Finally, we present a case study that
demonstrates the proof of principle for our approach so that V&V as well as perfor-
mance analysis are performed on SysML activity diagrams.
• Chapter 6 describes our probabilistic calculus, namely Activity Calculus (AC). First,
we present AC language syntactic definition and summarize the mapping of activity
diagram's graphical notation into AC terms. Afterwards, we elaborate the definition
of its corresponding operational semantics. Finally, we illustrate the usefulness of
such a formal semantics on a case study consisting ofa SysML activity diagram mod-
eling an hypothetical banking operation on an Automated Teller Machine (ATM).
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• Chapter 7 examines essentially the soundness of the translation procedure described
in Chapter 5. To this end, we first explain the methodology that we applied. Then, we
present a formal description of the translation algorithm using a functional core lan-
guage. After that, we propose an operational semantics for the specification language
of the selected probabilistic model-checker, namely PRISM. Finally, we present a
simulation preorder upon Markov decision processes that we use for formulating and
proving the correctness of the translation algorithm.
• Chapter 8 concludes the thesis with a summary of our contributions and discusses




This chapter introduces the fundamental background and the main concepts within the
scope of this thesis. Section 2.1 provides an overview ofthe systems engineering discipline
and the related principles and practices. This includes the main definitions, a description of
the verification and validation process, and the main activities related to design and model-
ing. Section 2.2 focuses on the modeling languages ofour interest, namely UML 2.1 .2 [21]
and SysML 1.0 [10]. Therein, the main concepts and notations of UML/SysML design
models are introduced. We particularly focus on behavioral diagrams syntax and semantics
as described in the corresponding standard, namely activity, state machine, and sequence
diagrams. Section 2.3 briefly presents the existing verification and validation techniques.
Section 2.4 reviews non-probabilistic and probabilistic model-checking techniques. The
description of the probabilistic symbolic model-checker that we are using in this thesis,
namely PRISM, can be found in Section 2.5. Finally, Section 2.6 discusses various formal
models related to our work.
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2.1 Systems Engineering
Systems Engineering (SE), as its name stands, is the engineering discipline that is con-
cerned with systems. The most common definition used for a system is "a set of interre-
lated components working together toward some common objective" [I]. As many other
engineering disciplines, SE is supported by a number of organizations and standardization
bodies. One of the most active organization is the International Council on Systems En-
gineering (INCOSE). Its primary mission is "to advance the state of the art and practice
of systems engineering in industry, academia, and government by promoting interdisci-
plinary, scalable approaches to produce technologically appropriate solutions that meet
societal needs" [23].
SE is defined by INCOSE as an interdisciplinary approach that enables the realization of
successful systems focusing on the system as a whole [2]. Although SE has been applied
for a long time [2], it is sometimes referred to as an emerging discipline [24]. This can
be understood in the sense that its importance has been recognized in the context of the
increased complexity of today's problems. Ubiquitous systems such as hi-tech portable
electronics, mobile devices, ATMs as well as many other advanced technologies like aero-
space, defense or telecommunication platforms represent important application fields of
systems engineering.
The ISO/IEC 15288 standard [25] distinguishes four system life cycle processes groups
supporting SE: technical processes, project processes, enterprise processes, and agreement
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processes. Project processes include but not limited to planning, control, and decision-
making. Enterprise processes involve investment management, system life cycle processes
management, and resource management. Agreement processes address acquisition and
supply. Finally, technical processes group encompasses processes such as requirements
definition, requirements analysis, architectural design, implementation, integration, verifi-
cation, validation, and maintenance [8].
The mission of SE can be summarized as stated by IEEE [26]: "to derive, evolve,
and verify a life cycle balanced system solution that satisfies customer expectations and
meets public acceptability". In other words, besides deriving an effective system solution,
SE duty is to ensure that the engineered system meets its requirements and its development
objectives and that it performs successfully its intended operations [I]. To this end, systems
engineers attempt to anticipate potential problems and to resolve them as early as possible
in the development cycle. According to [8], six system product life cycle stages are iden-
tified in ISO/IEC 15288 [25]: concept, development, production, utilization, support, and
retirement. Verification and Validation (V&V) activities are supposed to be performed con-
tinuously throughout the system product life cycle (from requirements elicitation through
system delivery).
2.1.1 Verification, Validation, and Accreditation
There are many definitions for the terms verification and validation depending on the con-
cerned group or the domain of application. In the SE world, the most widely used defini-
tions are provided by the Defense Modeling and Simulation Organization (DMSO) [27,28].
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On the one hand, verification is defined as "the process of determining that a model imple-
mentation and its associated data accurately represent the developer's conceptual descrip-
tion and specifications" [27]. On the other hand, validation is defined as "the process of
determining the degree to which a model and its associated data provide an accurate rep-
resentation of the real world from the perspective of the intended uses of the model" [27].
As the absence of a consensual definition for V&V raises ambiguities leading to incorrect
use and misunderstanding [14, 29], the following illustrative example (inspired from [29])
is meant to clarify how we intend to use these two terms in this thesis. For instance, if a
developer designs a system that complies with the specifications, but presents logical bugs,
the system would fail the verification but successfully passes the validation. Conversely,
if the system design is bug-free whereas it does not behave as expected, the model would
fail the validation even though it passes the verification. In more common terms, the main
purpose of V&V is to answer two key questions: 1) "Are we building the system right?"
(Verification) and 2) "Are we building the right system?" (Validation).
At the start of system life cycle, the end users and the developers have to identify
the systems' needs then to translate them into a set of specifications. Within this process a
collection of functional and non-functional requirements are identified. Functional require-
ments specify what functions the system must perform, whereas the non-functional ones
define how the system must behave, which might impose constraints upon the systems
behavior (such as performance, security, or reliability). The collection of requirements
represents a highly iterative process that ends up when the requirements reach a level of
maturity sufficiently enough for initiating the development phase. Then, throughout the
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system development phase, a series of technical reviews and technical demonstrations are
held in order to answer the questions related to V&V [30]. At the end of the V&V process,
the subsequent results are inspected in order to take an official decision on whether to ac-
cept the system or not. This is known as accreditation and it is commonly performed by an
accreditation authority. Accreditation is defined as "the official certification that a model, a
simulation, or a federation ofmodels with simulations and the associated data is acceptable
for use for a specific purpose" [27].
Basic V&V activities include inspection/examination, analysis, and testing [8]:
• Inspection: It consists in examining an item against the applicable documentation in
order to confirm its compliance with requirements. Only observable properties can
be verified by examination.
• Analysis: It uses analytical data or simulations under defined conditions to show
theoretical compliance when testing the system in a realistic environment is difficult
to realize or not cost-effective.
• Test: It consists in conducting specific actions in order to verify the operability, sup-
portability, or performance capability of an item when subjected to real or simulated
controlled conditions. It often involves the use of special test equipment or instru-
mentation in order to obtain accurate quantitative data for analysis.
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2.1.2 Modeling and Simulation
Modeling and Simulation (M&S) is a design approach that is widely used by systems en-
gineers. It helps gaining insights into the system structure and behavior before effectively
producing it in order to manage the risk of failure to meet the system mission and per-
formance requirements [8]. Modeling is defined in [31] as "the application of a standard,
rigorous, structured methodology to create and validate a physical, mathematical, or oth-
erwise logical representation of a system, entity, phenomenon, or process". With respect
to simulation, it is defined by Shannon [32] as "the process of designing a model of a real
system and conducting experiments with this model for the purpose of understanding the
behavior of the system and/or evaluating various strategies for the operation of the sys-
tem". Generally, it is the duty of subject matter experts to develop and validate the models,
conduct the simulations, and analyze the results [8].
A model may be used to represent the system, its environment, and its interactions with
other enabling and interfacing systems. M&S is important for decision-making since it en-
ables to predict systems characteristics including performance, reliability, and operations.
The predictions are used to guide decisions about the system design, construction, and op-
eration, and to verify its acceptability [8]. However, simulation is hardly able to keep up
with the rapidly increasing complexity of modern system design. In fact, the number of
simulation cycles required in the verification process is continuously growing and simula-
tion based methodologies require the time consuming step of creating the test inputs.
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2.1.3 Model-Based Systems Engineering
MBSE is defined by INCOSE as the formalized application of modeling to support system
requirements, design, analysis, verification and validation. It starts from the conceptual
design phase and continues throughout the development and later life cycle phases [33].
MBSE for systems engineering is what Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) is for software
engineering. They both target the use of a model-based approach to the development where
the functionality and the behavior of the developed system are separated from the imple-
mentation details. In MBSE, the principal artifact is a coherent model of the system being
developed. It is intended to support activities of systems engineering that have traditionally
been performed according to a document-based approach. This aims at enhancing com-
munications, specification and design precision, system design integration, and reuse of
system artifacts [9]. Prominent visual modeling languages such as UML and SysML are
supporting MBSE methodologies and are discussed in the next section.
2.2 Modeling Languages
Modeling is defined as a means to capture ideas, relationships, decisions, and requirements
in a well-defined notation [34], namely a modeling language. Modeling languages are
commonly used to specify, visualize, store, document, and exchange design models. In
addition, they are domain-specific, thus containing all the syntactic, semantic, and pre-
sentation information regarding a given application domain. Various modeling languages
have been defined by organizations and companies targeting different domains such as web
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(WebML) [35], telecommunications (TeD) [36], hardware (HDL) [37], and software and
lately systems (UML) [38]. Other languages such as IDEF [39] were designed for a broad
range of uses including functional modeling, data modeling, and network design.
Although SE exists since more than five decades, until recently, there has been no ded-
icated modeling language for this discipline [40]. Traditionally, systems engineers rely
heavily on documentation to express systems requirements and use various modeling lan-
guages in order to express the complete design solution, lacking of a specific standard
language [41]. This diversity of techniques and approaches limits the cooperative work
and the exchange of information. Among existing modeling languages that have been used
by systems engineers we can cite HDL, IDEF, and EFFBD [42^44]. In order to remedy to
this, OMG and INCOSE with a number of experts from the SE field have been collaborat-
ing in order to build a standard modeling language for SE. Being the modeling language
par excellence for software engineering, UML has been selected to be customized for sys-
tems engineers needs. However, as the old version UML 1.x was found to be inadequate
for systems engineering use [45,46], the evolving revision of UML (i.e. UML 2.0) has
been issued with features of interest for systems engineers. On April 2006, a proposal for
a standard modeling language for systems modeling, namely SysML, has been submitted
to the OMG in order to achieve the final standardization process. In the sequel, we provide
a description of the main ideas concerning UML 2.x [21] and SysML 1.0 [10] modeling
languages.
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2.2.1 UML: Unified Modeling Language
UML stands for Unified Modeling Language and it had originally been built in order to
serve modeling software systems. It is a result of the merging of three major notations:
Grady Booch's methodology for describing a set of objects and their relationships [47],
James Rumbaugh's Object-Modeling Technique (OMT) [48], and Ivar Jacobson's approach
that includes "use case" methodology [49]. Its maintenance and revisions are assumed by
OMG since 1997. It is a general-purpose visual modeling language that can be used for
modeling standard software products, but also provides system architects, software en-
gineers, and software developers with tools for analysis, design, and implementation of
software-based systems as well as for modeling business processes and alike [21]. Further-
more, the strength of UML resides in its wide acceptance by many industrials and in the
fact that it is non-proprietary, extensible, and supported by many tools and textbooks.
UML is defined using a meta-model, which is an abstraction of the UML model it-
self highlighting the properties of the language as well as the rules, constraints, and pro-
cesses used to form the model. It offers a number ofhigh-level modeling concepts allowing
compact and abstract description of some systems properties. This abstractness capability
offered by UML allows disregarding implementation details, which helps focusing on the
essential business aspects of a solution. Furthermore, UML supports extension mechanisms
(known as profiling mechanisms) such as constraints, stereotypes, and tagged values, which
permit adapting it to a specific domain. A UML profile is a collection of extensions to the
UML notations added for the purpose of tailoring the language to specific areas. Among
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Figure 3: UML 2.1.1 Diagrams Taxonomy
Analysis of Real-time and Embedded Systems (MARTE) [51], and SysML [10].
UML standard has been revised many times, which results in the edition of many ver-
sions. In August 2003, a major revision has been issued in the form of UML 2.0 [52] in
order to correct shortcomings discovered in the UML 1 .x [38,53]. We base our work on the
specification UML 2.1.2 [21]. The OMG distributes the UML standard as four specifica-
tion documents [34]: The diagram interchange [54], the UML infrastructure [55], the UML
superstructure [21], and the Object Constraint Language (OCL) [56]. The diagram inter-
change document provides a way to share the UML models between different modeling
tools (elaborated by XML schema in the previous versions of UML). The UML infras-
tructure document defines its meta-model concept. The superstructure document consists
of the definitions the user-level UML constructs. Finally, the OCL specification defines
a simple language for writing constraints and expressions in UML models. Particularly,
the superstructure document contains the description of the UML syntax, including the
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diagrams specifications, and their underlying semantics explained in natural language. It
defines 13 diagrams that can be classified into two main categories: structural diagrams
and behavioral diagrams.
The structural diagrams category includes class, component, composite structure, de-
ployment, object, and package diagrams. These diagrams show the static features of a
model such as classes, associations, objects, links, and collaborations. These features pro-
vide the skeleton in which the dynamic elements of the model are executed. With respect to
the behavioral diagrams category, it contains activity, use case, and state machine diagrams
as well as a sub-class named interaction diagrams including communication, interaction
overview, sequence, and timing diagrams. They show the behavioral features and the func-
tionality of a system as well as the interactions between objects and resources modeled in
the structural diagrams. There exists a strong relationship between the diagrams themselves
and between the behavioral and the structural models. This relationship constitutes the ba-
sis for consistency of UML models. The classification of UML 2.x diagrams is shown in
Figure 3, reported from [21]. It highlights the diagram taxonomy differences with respect
to the UML version. For example, new diagrams are proposed in UML 2.x such as com-
posite structure, interaction overview, and timing diagrams. Others are updated compared
to their UML 1 .x version like activity and sequence diagrams.
2.2.2 SysML: System Modeling Language
SysML [10] is a modeling language dedicated for systems engineering. It has its roots in
UML 2. Indeed, it is a UML profile that reuses some UML packages and extends others
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with SE specific features, in order to better fit the needed practices and methodologies. The
mechanisms used in order to define these extensions are UML stereotypes, UML diagram
extensions, and model libraries. The relationship between the two modeling languages
UML and SysML is illustrated in Figure 4. The wide expressiveness ofUML, its robustness
and potential to be extended, as well as its large popularity have made it the best candidate
to be customized for SE use [40]. In the process of customization, various UML elements
that are not required in systems engineering have been excluded such as components that
are more dedicated to model software. Currently, SysML is gaining increased popularity
and many companies from various fields such as defense, automotive, aerospace, medical





Figure 4: UML-SysML Relationship
SysML extends UML by adding new diagrams such as requirement and parametric
diagrams and integrating new specification capabilities such as embedding allocation rela-
tionships into design in order to represent various types of allocation, including allocation
of functions to components, logical to physical components, and software to hardware.
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Furthermore, it has fundamentally modified some other UML diagrams such as class dia-
grams since they were no more suitable to SE. Instead, block definition and internal block
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The most recent specification of OMG SysML vl .0 [10] has been published in Septem-
ber 2007. It describes, in the same way as the UML specification, the graphical constructs
of the diagrams that can be used for the specification of systems architecture, structure,
and behavior. It also explains informally, using text, the meaning of these constructs and
the relationship among them. SysML diagrams cover four main perspectives of systems
modeling: structure, behavior, requirements, and parametrics.
SysML diagrams taxonomy can be found in [10] and is reported in Figure 5. The
correspondence between SysML and UML diagrams is summarized in Table 2.2.2 [57].
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SysML Diagram Purpose UML Analog
Activity Shows system behavior as control and data
flows. Useful for functional analysis.
Activity
Shows system structure as components
along with their properties, operations,
and relationships.
Block Definition Class
Internal Block Shows the internal structures of compo-




Package Shows how a model is organized into
packages, views, and viewpoints.
Package
Parametric Shows parametric constraints between
structural elements.
N/A
Requirement Shows system requirements and their rela-
tionships with other elements.
N/A
Sequence Shows system behavior as interactions be
tween system components.
Sequence
Shows system behavior as sequences of
states that a component or interaction ex-
perience in response to events,
State Machine State Machine
Use Case Shows systems' functions and the actors
performing them.
Use Case
Table 1 : Correspondence Between SysML and UML
Next, we detail activity, state machine, and sequence diagrams by describing their con-
structs and their corresponding meanings.
2.2.3 Activity Diagrams
Initially, UML 1.x defines activity modeling using activity graphs that are endowed with a
statechart-based semantics. Later, this concept has been modified with the release of UML
2.0, where activity graphs have been replaced with activity diagrams. More precisely,
UML 2.0 activity diagrams are endowed with a new semantics, which is independent of
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Statecharts semantics and supposedly based on Petri net semantics [21]. Generally, ac-
tivity diagrams are used in modeling control flow and dataflow dependencies among the
functions/processes that are defined within a system. They are widely used for instance
in computational and business processes modeling and use cases detailing. Basically, an
activity diagram is composed of a set of actions related in a specific order of invocation
(or execution) by control flow paths, optionally emphasizing the input and the output de-
pendencies using dataflow paths. An action represents the fundamental unit of a behavior
specification and cannot be further decomposed within the activity. An activity may be
composed of a set of actions coordinated sequentially, concurrently, or a combination of
these. Furthermore, it may involve synchronization and/or branching. In order to enable
these features, control nodes including fork, join, decision, and merge can be used. They
support various forms of control routing. Additionally, it is possible to specify hierarchy
among activities using call behavior action nodes, which may reference another activity
definition. The diagram graphical artifacts corresponding to activity nodes and control
flows are illustrated in Figure 6.
Concurrency and synchronization are modeled using forks and joins, whereas, branch-
ing is modeled using decision and merge nodes. While a decision node specifies a choice
between two possible paths based on the evaluation of a guard condition (and/or a proba-
bility distribution), a fork node indicates the beginning of multiple parallel control threads.
Moreover, a merge node specifies a point from where different incoming control paths
have to follow the same path, whereas a join node allows multiple parallel control threads
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Figure 6: Activity Diagram Concrete Syntax
Activity diagrams behavior could be described in terms of tokens' flow. The UML su-
perstructure [21] specifies basic rules for the execution of the various nodes by explaining
textually how a token can be passed from one node to another. At the beginning, a first
token starts flowing from the initial node and moves from one node to the next one(s) with
respect to the foregoing set of control routing rules defined by the control nodes until reach-
ing either an activity final or a flow final node. As soon as a given action receives a token, it
starts executing and when it terminates, the token is removed from the corresponding node
and then offered to the node's output edges. In the case of a fork node, the incoming token
is duplicated as many times as there are outgoing paths. With respect to the join node, the
traversal of the token downstream on the outgoing edge requires that all needed tokens on
the incoming edges are available and merged into one token. More specifically, the join
node requires a particular "join specification" requirement to be satisfied in order to issue a
token on its single outgoing edge. By default, this token traversal condition requires to have
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at least one token on each of the incoming edges of the join node. Finally, the first token
that reaches an activity final node stops all the other active flows in the activity diagram.






Figure 7: Probabilistic Decision Specification
As for SysML, apart from regular decision nodes, which describe choices between
outgoing paths, it is possible to specify probabilistic behaviors in activity diagrams. There
are two ways to use probabilities: On edges outgoing from a decision node and on output
parameter sets (the set of outgoing edges holding data output from an action node) [10].
According to SysML specification, probability on a given edge expresses the likelihood
that a token traverses this edge. An example of probabilistic decision node is shown in
Figure 7.
2.2.4 State Machine Diagrams
State machine diagrams are used for modeling discrete behavior of entities building sys-
tems or software in terms of its transitions and states. Unlike classic Finite State Machine
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Figure 8: Syntax of State Machine Diagrams
some states can be decomposed into smaller units, namely substates, allowing the refine-
ment of behavior. State machine diagrams are basically a structured aggregation of states,
transitions, and a number of pseudo state components. A state can be either simple or
composite (clustering a number of substates). A composite state can be either a simple
composite state (with just one region) or an orthogonal state (with more than one region).
A composite state has nested states that can be sequential or concurrent. A transition may
be decorated using an event (trigger), a guard condition, and an effect (actions). A pseu-
dostate is an abstraction that encompasses different types of transient vertices in the state
machine graph [21]. Pseudostates include initial, fork, join, choice, shallow history, and
deep history. The initial, join, fork, and choice pseudostates defined in state machines have
a close meaning to those defined in activity diagrams. However, being pseudostates in state
machine diagrams, the control tokens cannot reside in them (which is not the case in activ-
ity diagrams). Thus, pseudostates are not included in the execution configurations of state
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machines and their main function serves to only model various forms of compound tran-
sitions. A shallow history is indicated by a small circle containing an ?' and an asterisk
"*" is added inside the shallow history symbol in order to denote deep history. Figure 8
illustrates the different syntactic elements of the state machine diagrams.
The state machine execution evolves in response to a set of incoming events (dispatched
one at a time from an event queue). Each event may trigger one or more state machine tran-
sitions, which are in general associated with actions that are performed in response to the
corresponding event. Once all triggered transitions are taken, a set of target states become
active. Moreover, state machine diagrams are subject to the so-called run-to-completion
semantics [21]. This means that events are processed one at a time and the next event will
not be consumed until all actions related to the previous one are completed [40]. An event
that is not triggering any transition cannot be consumed and is discarded. In this case, the
state machine is said to stutter. As there can be more than one state active at a time, the
state machine dynamics is configuration-based rather than state-based. A configuration de-
notes a set of active states and represents a stable point in the state machine dynamics while
proceeding from one step to the next.
Concurrency in state machines can be described using orthogonal (AND) composite
concurrent states, which may contain two or more concurrently active regions. Each region
can be further clustering substates. A shallow History state represents the most recent ac-
tive substate of its containing state (but not the substates of that substate). A deep history
concept is an extension of shallow history in that it represents the most recent active con-
figuration within the composite state that directly contains this pseudostate (e.g. the state
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configuration that was active when the composite state was last exited). Consequently, it
descends recursively into the most recently active substaté until it reaches a basic active
state. The syntax and semantics of UML state machine diagrams remained unchanged in
SysML [10].
2.2.5 Sequence Diagrams
Among interaction diagrams, SysML includes only sequence diagrams. Both interaction
overview and communication diagrams were excluded because of their overlapping func-
tionalities and the fact that they are not offering other additional capabilities compared to
sequence diagrams for system modeling applications. Furthermore, the timing diagram
was also excluded due to its limited suitability for systems engineering needs [10].
Sequence diagrams describe the interactions within a system using communicating en-
tities represented by lifelines. An interaction is a communication based on the exchange of
messages in the form of operation calls or signals arranged in a temporal order [40]. Such
entities are roles assumed by objects (blocks in SysML terminology). The body of a lifeline
represents the life cycle of its corresponding object. A message is used for passing infor-
mation and it can be exchanged between two lifelines in two possible modes: synchronous
or asynchronous. There are four types ofmessages: operation call, signal, reply, and object
creation/destruction. It is denoted by an arrow pointing from the sender to the receiver.
Apart from lifelines and messages, sequence diagrams define other constructs in or-












Figure 9: Syntax of Sequence Diagrams
unit is called InteractionFragment [21], which represents a generalization of a Combined-
Fragment. The latter defines an expression of the former and it consists of an interaction
operator and interaction operands [21]. Combined fragments enable the compact illustra-
tion of traces of exchanged messages. They are denoted using a rectangular frame with
solid lines and a small pentagon in the upper left corner showing the operator and dashed
lines separating the operands [40]. On the one hand, an interaction operand contains an or-
dered set of interaction fragments. On the other hand, the interaction operators include but
not limited to conditional execution operator (denoted by alt), looping operator (denoted by
loop), and parallel execution operator (denoted by par). Finally, sequence diagrams define
interaction use constructs in order to reference other interactions. This allows the hierar-
chical organization of interactions and its decomposition into manageable units. Figure 9
illustrates a subset of sequence diagrams syntax.
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2.3 Verification and Validation
According to the Recommended Practices Guide (RPG) [58] published by the Defense
Modeling and Simulation Office (DMSO) in the United States Department of Defense,
verification and validation techniques can be classified into four categories:
• Informal: They rely only on human interpretation and subjectivity without any un-
derlying mathematical formalism. Even though they are applied with structure and
guidelines, following standard policies and procedures is tremendous and it is not al-
ways effective. Among this category, we can enumerate audit, desk checking (called
also self-inspection), inspection, and review.
• Static: They are applied to assess the static model design and the source code (im-
plementation), without executing the model by a machine. They aim at checking the
structure of the model, the dataflow and control flow, the syntactical accuracy, and
the consistency. Therefore, in order to provide a full V&V coverage, they have to
be applied in conjunction with dynamic techniques (defined in the next point). We
can cite as examples cause-effect graphing, control flow analysis, dataflow analysis,
fault/failure analysis, interface analysis, syntax analysis, and traceability assessment.
• Dynamic: In contrast to the static techniques, dynamic ones are based on the machine
execution of the model in order to evaluate its behavior. They do not only examine
the output of an execution but also watch the model as it is being executed. Thus,
the insertion of additional code into the model is needed to collect or monitor the
behavior during its execution. Debugging, execution testing, functional testing, and
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visualization/animation are examples of dynamic techniques. Simulation rums out to
be included in this category.
• Formal: These techniques are based on formal mathematical reasoning and proofs.
Among them, we can find model-checking and theorem proving.
With respect to formal verification techniques, we focus mainly on automatic verifi-
cation and in particular on probabilistic and non-probabilistic model-checking techniques,
which are presented in the following section.
2.4 Formal Verification Techniques
Recently, formal verification methods have become more popular and usable by industry.
There are two sorts of verification techniques: proof-based vs. model-based [59]. In a
proof-based approach, the system is described using a set of formulae expressed in a given
logic and the property to be verified is expressed as another formula. The verification
consists in finding the proof that the specification formula holds in the set of description
formulae. Conversely, in a model-based approach the system is described by a model
that is verified against a specification property expressed generally in an appropriate logic
or automaton [59]. In our case, we are interested in model-based approaches, namely
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Figure 10: Model-Checking
2.4.1 Model-Checking
Model-checking is an automatic model-based verification approach [59], that has been suc-
cessfully applied to automatically find errors in complex systems [60]. More specifically, it
has been essentially used in software and hardware applications verification such as space-
crafts [61] and microprocessors [62]. Contrary to simulators, model-checkers perform a
model analysis rather than a model execution. This technique consists of three main steps:
1 . Model the system: Systems are represented using formalisms (describing the seman-
tic model) such as automata or labeled transition systems with a generally finite num-
ber of states that have to be mapped into the model-checker's input language.
2. Express the properties to be verified: Temporal logics formulae that combine modal
operators with boolean connectives and atomic propositions are generally used.
3. Run the model-checker: This checks whether or not the properties hold in the model.
The resulting output is either a positive answer (the system satisfies the specification) or
a negative one (the system violates the specification). Most of the model-checkers generate
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a trace of the system behavior as a counter example for the failed property. This approach is
sufficient to reason about qualitative aspects of systems. Properties of the system that have
to be verified have to be written in suitable temporal logic formulae. There are various tem-
poral logics whose capabilities are tightly related to their expressiveness. Linear Temporal
Logic (LTL) [63] and Computational Tree Logic (CTL) [64] are examples of prominent
temporal logics.
In practice, due to its typical scalability issues, model-checking is generally limited to
the verification of small to medium-scale design models. Nevertheless, numerous efforts
have been deployed in order to address this problem in various ways, such as on-the-fly
model-checking [65], symbolic model-checking [66], and distributed on-the-fly symbolic
model-checking [67]. The main advantage of this technique is being fully-automatic as
well as being based on the precision and rigor of formal methods. As examples of model-
checkers we can cite SPIN [68], SMV [69], and NuSMV [70].
2.4.2 Probabilistic Model-Checking
As described earlier, non-probabilistic model-checking provides only a qualitative assess-
ment of the property. However, some specification properties may fail qualitatively, if the
scenarios satisfying these properties are very unlikely. Thus, probabilistic model-checking
is needed in order to quantify the likelihood of satisfying a given property.
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Probabilistic model-checking is a formal verification technique for the analysis of sys-
tems exhibiting probabilistic behavior. Typically, the input of non-probabilistic model-
checker are transition systems, where transitions specify the evolution of the system's be-
havior while progressing from one state to another. In the case of a probabilistic model-
checker, the transitions are labeled with probability information. The need of probabilistic
model-checkers emerged from the existence of systems with stochastic behavior such as
some algorithms or protocols, which need to make random choices when they execute.
Moreover, probability enables modeling failure of unreliable systems and may be used for
measuring system's performance. For instance, printing system performance can be mea-
sured by verifying the following property "the probability of the printing queue becoming
full within a certain interval of time t is less thanp". Among available probabilistic model-
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Figure 1 1 : Probabilistic Model-Checking
Properties to be checked have to be expressed using suitable temporal logics. However,
temporal logics such as CTL [64] and LTL [63] are not sufficient to express properties
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involving the measure or the comparison of probability values. Thus, temporal logics ex-
tended with probability quantification are needed. For instance, model-checking systems
specified as Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) requests expressing the properties using a
suitable logic such as the Probabilistic Computation Tree Logic (PCTL) [74]. The latter is
an extension of CTL [64] with probabilistic features. The next section is dedicated to the
description of the probabilistic symbolic model-checker PRISM, which we use in order to
support probabilistic behavior assessment.
2.5 PRISM: Probabilistic Symbolic Model-Checker
PRISM is a probabilistic symbolic model-checker developed first at the University of Birm-
ingham [75] and then moved to the University of Oxford [76]. It has been widely applied to
analyze systems from many application domains, including communication, multimedia,
and security protocols [77]. The choice of PRISM among available probabilistic model-
checkers is motivated by its wide application and other interesting features. Essentially, it
is the only free and open source model-checker that supports MDP, which represents the
probabilistic model of our interest in this thesis. Indeed, in real life systems, the notions
of non-determinism, uncertainty, and probabilistic behavior are ubiquitous. The fact that
MDP naturally encompass these features motivates our choice. Also, PRISM makes use
of efficient data structures in order to have a compact model that are Multi-Terminal Bi-
nary Decision Diagram (MTBDD), sparse matrices, and a hybrid of these two. Moreover,
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the applied numerical methods efficiency is reported to be acceptable in terms of execu-
tion time and memory consumption. A comprehensive comparative study of probabilistic
model-checkers can be found in [78]. PRISM employs a state-based language that relies on
the concept of reactive modules defined earlier by Alur and Henzinger in [79]. A compre-
hensive description of the PRISM language can be found within the manual published on
PRISM website [80]. An informal overview of the semantics ofPRISM input language can
be found in [81]. In the following, we provide a brief informal description of the syntax of
PRISM input language and its semantics.
2.5.1 Syntax
The input language of PRISM is based on the concepts of modules and variables. A given
model is built using a set (possibly singleton) of modules and global variables declaration
(if any). A module is composed of two main parts: local variables declaration and a set
(possibly singleton) of commands. A command has three parts: a labeling action, a predi-
cate guard over all variables of the model, and a set of updates over the local variables of
the containing module. A given command has the following form:
[action] guard -> p\ : updatei + ¦¦¦ + pn: updaten;
where p, is the probability of occurrence of the corresponding update update^ In addi-
tion to the specification of models, PRISM supports rewards (known also as costs) mech-
anism. A reward structure is composed of reward items specified in association with the
system model. A reward item can be assigned to one or many states and/or transitions in
the model. A reward structure has the following form:
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rewards ' 'rewardname' '
guard : reward;
[action] guard : reward;
endrewards
where rewardname is the identifier of the reward and reward is a real-valued ex-
pression. The reward value depends on the evaluation of the expression. Any state or
transition that does not satisfy the guard and the action label (if any) of a reward item will
have no reward assigned to it. If states and/or transitions satisfy multiple reward items,
the assigned reward is the sum of the rewards for all the corresponding reward items. This
mechanism allows the verification of properties based on reward such as the computation
of the expected cumulated cost or reward before a certain state is reached [82]. Rewards
allow wider range of quantitative measures relating to model behavior such as "expected
time", "expected number of lost message", or "expected power consumption" [83].
2.5.2 Semantics
Each module within a PRISM model can be thought of as a process running concurrently
with other modules and may interact with them. The values of the local variables define the
local state of their enclosing module, whereas the commands encode the module's dynam-
ics. The set of local states of all the modules defines the global state of the system. The
state space is therefore the set of all possible valuations of the local and global variables.
Given a model with a set of local and global variables, the initial state can be specified by
assigning specific initial values to the variables. The set of commands defines the possible
transitions between the states of a given model.
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The actions labeling the commands are used for synchronization between a given set of
commands located in different modules. The guard, which generally represents a predicate
over the variables of the model, plays the role of a trigger for the enclosing command.
When it is evaluated to true, the command is potentially enabled. Generally, a guard can
be satisfied by a set of states. A given state s satisfies a predicate over the variables in
V if by substituting all the variables in the predicate with their respective values defining
the state s, the predicate evaluates to true. If Sc denotes the set of states satisfying g
defined in the command c, each update unit of the command Uj is applied over the values
of the variables defining the state s e Sc. It consists of the assignment of new values to
the variables resulting from the evaluation of some expression. An update is generally a
probabilistic choice between a set of possible updates, where the probability values of all
the updates for a single command have to sum up to one.
Modules building a given PRISM model can be composed in parallel according to
three possible parallel composition modes: Full parallel composition with synchroniza-
tion on common actions, full asynchronous parallel composition, and a restricted parallel
composition with synchronization limited to only a specific set of actions. In the case of
synchronous mode, all the commands that synchronize on the same action have to be simul-
taneously enabled to be executed. In an asynchronous mode, each command is executed
independently of the others. The execution of the enabled command results in the occur-
rence of the specified updates and consequently in the modification of the global state of
the model.
PRISM supports three types ofprobabilistic models [84]: Discrete-Time Markov Chain
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(DTMC), Continuous-Time Markov Chain (CTMC), and Markov Decision Process (MDP).
More precisely, the choice of the commands to be executed depends on both the guard
evaluation and the specified model type. DTMCs and CTMCs are deterministic models.
However, MDPs, which are generalizations of DTMCs, contain non-determinism and are
limited to discrete-time like DTMCs. In the case of MDP, if there are multiple candidate
commands, the choice of the one to be executed at a certain point in time is done non-
deterministically. This choice is resolved by an entity called scheduler or adversary. In the
following section, we review the formal definition ofthe probabilistic and non-probabilistic
models that we encounter in this thesis.
2.6 Formal Models
In this section, we provide a description of the formal models that we may use later. We
start by providing a formal definition of labeled transition systems in Section 2.6.1 and then
we study briefly the probabilistic labeled transition systems in Section 2.6.2. Afterward,
we discuss in Section 2.6.3 the Markovian models and focus on MDP.
2.6.1 Labeled Transition Systems
The operational behavior of systems is usually given in terms of transition systems. From
an operational point of view, a system can be seen as a set of states (processes or config-
urations) and a set of transitions between these states. Usually, the transitions are labeled
with external and/or internal actions (or events).
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Definition 2.6.1. A Labeled Transition System (LTS) is a tuple (S, s0 L, T) such that:
• S is a set of states,
• S0 is the initial state,
• L is a set of actions,
• T: S ? L ? S is a transition relation such that (s, a, s') is the transition obtained from
a state s where an action a is selected and the target state s' is reached. D
A path through the LTS represents an execution sequence in the behavior of the corre-
sponding system.
2.6.2 Probabilistic Labeled Transition Systems
Probabilistic Labeled Transition Systems (PLTS) are an extension ofLTS where transitions
are further annotated with probability values in the range [0, 1]. The probabilistic infor-
mation denotes the likelihood of the transition to occur and it is generally introduced in
transition systems in order to quantify the non-determinism.
Definition 2.6.2. A PLTS is a tuple (S, L, P) such that:
• S is a set of states,
• L is a set of actions,
• P: S ? L ? S —> [0, 1] is a probabilistic transition function such that Va e L and
s, s' e S, P(s, a, s') is the probability that action a is selected from the state s and
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the target state s' is reached with the condition that Es'es P(s,a,s') e {0,1}. If
the sum is equal 1 s is said to be stochastic, otherwise s is said to be absorbing or
terminal. D
The choice of the action a can be either internal or external. Once an action a is chosen,
the probabilistic transition function P will be used to select which transition to take.
2.6.3 Markovian Models
Markov chains are a probabilistic extensions of finite automata. For a given state, a fi-
nite automaton only specifies the possible next states within the next step, whereas a
Markov chain precisely specifies the probability of the next transitions to each of the
other states. The well-known property that characterizes Markov chains is the memoryless
property: The future state (behavior) of the system is independent of the past (previously
visited nodes) but it depends only on the current state. The latter is also called history-
independence.
Markov decision processes describe both probabilistic and non-deterministic behav-
iors. They are used in various areas, such as robotics [85], automated control [86], and
economics [87]. A formal definition of MDP is given in the following [84]:
Definition 2.6.3. A Markov decision process is a tuple M=(S, S0, Act, Steps), where:
• S is a finite set of states,
• sqzS is the initial state,
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• Act is a set of actions,
• Steps:S->2ActxDist(-sî is the probabilistic transition function that assigns to each state
s a set ofpairs (a, µ) e Act ? Dist(S) where Dist(S) is the set of all probability dis-
tributions over S, i.e. the set of functions µ: S -> [0, 1] such that £s€<s µ(d) = 1. D
We write s ^- µ if and only if s e 5, a e Act, and (a, ß)€Steps(s) and refer to it as
a step or a transition of s. The distribution µ is called an a-successor of s. For a specific
action a € Act and a state s, there is a single a-successor distribution µ for s . In each
state s, there is a non-deterministic choice between elements of Steps(s) (between the
actions). Once an action-distribution pair (a, µ) is selected, the action is performed and the
next state, say s', is determined probabilistically according to the distribution µ, i.e. with a
probability ß(s'). In the case of µ of the form µ], (meaning the unique distribution on s',
i.e. µ(d') = 1), we denote the transition by s -> s' rather than s -» µ],.
2.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we introduced some important aspects that represent the background for our
thesis topic. Specifically, some of the presented concepts are crucial for the understanding
of the remaining chapters. In the next chapter, we present the reviewed related works on




This chapter discusses relevant research proposals from the literature on the V&V of design
models expressed using either UML 2.x [21] or SysML 1.0 [10]. The state of the art
with respect to UML design includes a significant number of initiatives. However, there is
scarcely works on the analysis of OMG SysML models. This is mainly due to the youth
of SysML. UML 2.0 has provided several improvements and modifications to the syntax
and semantics of the diagrams compared to the previous UML versions. Thus, we focus
our interest on proposals targeting mainly UML 2.x models but we briefly discuss the most
prominent ones on UML 1 .x.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 presents the related works on the
V&V of UML models. Therein, various proposed techniques such as model-checking,
static analysis, simulation, and theorem proving are highlighted. Section 3.2 is dedicated
to the review of the most relevant research initiatives on the V&V of SysML models. Sec-
tion 3.3 presents a set of software engineering metrics that can be found in the literature.
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Section 3.4 provides a detailed overview of propositions on the performance analysis of
UML/SysML design. Finally, Section 3.5 presents the existing works on the formalization
of UML/SysML activity diagrams semantics.
3.1 Verification and Validation of UML Models
There is a large body of research proposals that target the analysis of UML-based design
models analysis. There are works that focus on the analysis of UML diagrams from con-
sistency and data integrity point of views. The consistency issue is related to the fact that
various artifacts representing different aspects of the system should be properly related to
each other in order to form a consistent description of the developed system. Though these
aspects are important, the present thesis focus on a no less important issue, which is the ver-
ification of the conformance of behavioral UML design to its stated requirements. Thus,
we focus in this chapter on research proposals that fall in this area.
Some of the state of the art initiatives propose V&V approaches that jointly consider
a set of diagrams, whereas the majority focus on a single diagram and particularly on a
subset of its semantics. One can easily note that state machine diagrams have gained most
of the attention. In addition, a single V&V technique is generally proposed (e.g. auto-
matic formal verification, theorem proving, or simulation). Furthermore, there are works
proposing a formalization of the semantics of the considered diagram, which is subjected to
formal verification. However, other proposals prefer a direct mapping into the specification
language of a particular verification tool.
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There are various related work on simulation ofUML design models. For instance, sim-
ulation is proposed in [88,89] for performance analysis, and in [90-92] for model execution
and debugging. For instance, Hu and Shatz [91] propose to convert UML Statecharts into
Colored Petri Nets (CPN). Then, collaboration diagrams are used for connecting different
model objects so that a single CPN of the whole system is obtained. Then, the Design/CPN
tool is used for performing simulation. Sano et al. [92] propose a mechanism by which
model simulation is performed on four behavioral diagrams, namely, Statechart, activity,
collaboration, and sequence diagrams.
A surge of interest has been expressed in the application of model-checking to the
verification and validation of UML models. We can find a number of related papers in-
cluding [93-100] for UML 1.x and [101-108] for UML 2.x. Therein, a number of V&V
framework tools are proposed such as TABU [104], HIDE [98], PRIDE [96], HUGO [94],
Hugo-RT [93], and VIATRA [109].
Gnesi and Mazzanti [101] provide an interpretation of a set of communicating UML
2.0 state machine diagrams in terms of Doubly Labeled Transition System (L2TS). The
state/event-based temporal logic ¿uUCTL [110] is used for the description of the dynamic
properties to be verified. A prototype environment is developed around the UMC on-the-fly
model-checker [1 1 1]. Guelfi and Mammar [102] propose to verify UML activity diagrams
extended with timed characteristics. This is based on the translation of activity diagrams
into PROMELA code, the input language of the SPIN model-checker [68]. Eshuis [103]
proposes two translations of UML activity diagrams into finite state machines, which are
input to the NuSMV model checker [1 12]. The first is a requirement-level translation and
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the second is implementation-level. Both translation are inspired by existent statechart se-
mantics. The latter is inspired by the OMG Statecharts semantics. The resulting models
are used in model-checking data integrity constraints in activity diagrams and a set of class
diagrams specifying the manipulated data. Activity diagrams are first transformed into ac-
tivity hypergraphs by the means of transformation rules. Then, translation rules are defined
for activity hypergraphs in order to obtain the NuSMV code. However, the considered ac-
tivity semantics excludes multiple instances of activity nodes. Beato et al. [104] propose
the verification of UML design models consisting of state machine and activity diagrams
by means of formal verification techniques using the Symbolic Model Verifier (SMV) [69].
The diagrams are encoded into the SMV specification language via the XML Metadata
Interchange (XMI) format. Mokhati et al. [105] propose the translation of UML 2.0 de-
sign models consisting of class, state machine, and communication diagrams into Maude
language [113]. Properties expressed using Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) [63] are verified
on the resulting models using Maude's integrated model-checker. Only basic state ma-
chine and communication diagrams with the most common features are considered. Xu et
al. [106] propose an operational semantics for UML 2.0 activity diagrams by transforming
it into Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) [114]. The resulting CSP model is then
used for the analysis using the model-checker FDR. Kaliappan et al. [107] propose to con-
vert UML state machine into PROMELA code and map sequence diagrams into temporal
properties for the verification of communication protocols using SPIN model-checker [68].
Engels et al. [108] propose Dynamic Meta Modeling (DMM) technique, which is based
on graph transformation techniques, in order to define and analyze the semantics of UML
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activity diagrams based on its meta-model. The considered activity diagrams are limited to
workflow modeling thus imposing restrictions on their expressiveness as well as on their
semantics since workflows have to adhere to specific syntactic and semantic requirements.
DMM is used to generate the transition systems underlaying the semantic model of activity
diagrams. The analysis is limited to the verification ofthe soundness property ofworkflows.
The latter is expressed using CTL [64] temporal logic and then input into the GRaphs for
Object-Oriented VErification (GROOVE) tool [1 1 5] in order to apply model-checking over
the generated transition systems.
It is worthy to mention other related work concerning UML 1 .x Statecharts [93,99, 100].
Latella et al. [99] as well as Mikk et al. [100] propose a translation of subsets of UML stat-
echarts into SPIN/PROMELA [68] using an operational semantics as described in [116].
The approach consists in translating the Statechart into an Extended Hierarchical Automa-
ton (EHA). Then, the latter is modeled into PROMELA and subjected to model-checking.
Knapp et al. [93] present a prototype tool, HUGO/RT, for the automatic verification of a
subset of timed state machines and time-annotated UML 1 .x collaboration diagrams. The
model-checker UPPAAL [1 17] is used to verify state machine diagrams (compiled to timed
automata) against the requirements described in the collaboration diagrams (compiled to
observer timed automaton).
Concerning sequence diagrams, Grosu et al. [118] propose non-deterministic finite au-
tomata as their semantic model. A given diagram is translated into a hierarchical automa-
ton and both safety and liveness Buchi automata are derived from it. These automata are
subsequently used to define a compositional notion of refinement of UML 2.0 sequence
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diagrams. Li et al. [119] define a static semantics for UML interaction diagrams to support
verifying the well-formedness of interaction diagrams. The dynamic semantics is inter-
preted as a trace-based terminated CSP process that is used to capture the finite sequence
of message calls. Cengarle et al. [120] propose a trace-based semantics for UML 2.0 in-
teractions. Störrle [121] presents a partial order semantics for time constrained interaction
diagrams. Korenblat et al. [122] present a formalization of sequence diagrams based on the
7T-calculus [123]. The state machine diagrams of the interacting objects are considered in
order to identify feasible occurrence of sequences of messages. Accordingly, objects in a
sequence diagram are modeled as 7r-calculus [123] processes and the exchanged messages
as communications among these processes. The semantics of sequence diagram is defined
based on the structured operational semantics of p-calculus [123]. The corresponding se-
mantic model is a Labeled Transition System (LTS) that is used to generate the input of
model-checker.
Some other initiatives use a model-checker and a theorem prover [124]. The latter pro-
poses a V&V framework for UML 1 .0 integrating multiple formalisms such as the Sym-
bolic Analysis Laboratory (SAL) [125], CSP, and Higher Order Logic (HOL) [126] via
the object-oriented specification language Object-Z [127]. However, it needs the developer
intervention to choose the formalism to be applied, which constitutes a major inconvenient.
Other initiatives prefer the use of model-checking coupled with simulation [128, 129].
They emerged in the context of the 1ST Omega project1. Ober et al. [129] describe the
application of model-checking and simulation techniques in order to validate the design
'http : //www-omega . imag. f r/
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models expressed in the Omega UML profile. This is achieved by mapping the design to
a model of communicating extended timed automata in IF [130] format (an intermediate
representation for asynchronous timed systems developed at Verimag). Properties to be
verified are expressed in a formalism called UML observers. In [128], Ober et al. present
a case study of validation of the control software of the Ariane-5 launcher. The experiment
is done on a representative subset of the system, in which both functional and architectural
aspects are modeled using Omega UML 1 .x profile. The IFx, a toolset built on top of the IF
environment, is used for the V&V of both functional and scheduling-related requirements
using simulation and model-checking functionalities.
Some proposals concentrate only on ascribing a formal semantics to the selected UML
diagram. An extensive survey on the formal semantics of UML state machine can be found
in Crane and Dingel [131]. For instance, Fecher et al. [132] present an attempt to de-
fine a structured operational semantics for UML 2.0 state machine. Similarly, Zhan and
Miao [133] propose a formalization of its semantics using the Z language. This allows
the transformation of the diagram into the corresponding Flattened REgular Expression
(FREE) state model. The latter is used to identify inconsistency and incompleteness and
generate test cases.
3.2 Verification and Validation of SysML Models
Since SysML is relatively young, we can find only few initiatives that are concerned with
the V&V of SysML design models [134-139]. Most of the proposals are concerned with
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the use of simulation either directly of via Petri net formalism.
Viehl et al. [134] present an approach based on the analysis and simulation applied to a
System-On-Chip (SoC) design specified using UML 2.0/SysML. Time-annotated sequence
diagrams together with UML structured classes/SysML assemblies are considered for de-
scribing the system architecture. Moreover, the SysML version considered therein is not
the one standardized by the OMG. Huang et al. [137] propose to apply simulation. A map-
ping of SysML models into their corresponding simulation meta-models is proposed. The
latter is used to generate the simulation model. Similarly, Paredis and Johnson [138] pro-
pose to apply graph transformation approach to map the structural descriptions of a system
into the corresponding simulation models.
Wang and Dagli [135] propose the translation ofmainly SysML sequence diagrams and
partly activity and block definition diagrams into Colored Petri Nets (CPNs). The resulting
CPNs represent the executable architecture to be subjected to static and dynamic analyses
(simulation). The behavior obtained by simulation is generated in the form of Message
Sequence Charts (MSC), which are compared to sequence diagrams. This verification is
based on the visual comparison of the simulated behavior against the intended behavior.
Moreover, the assessment of non-functional requirements are not considered.
Carneiro et al. [136] consider SysML state machine diagrams annotated with MARTE
profile [51]. This diagram is mapped manually into Timed Petri Nets with Energy con-
straints (ETPN) for the estimation of the energy consumption and execution time for em-
bedded real-time systems. The analysis is performed using a simulation tool for timed Petri
nets.
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Jarraya et al. [139] consider the mapping of a synchronous version of time-annotated
SysML activity diagrams into Discrete-Time Markov Chains (DTMC). The latter model
is input to the probabilistic model-checker PRISM for the assessment of functional and
non-functional properties.
3.3 Software Engineering Metrics
We found in the literature very few initiatives on the use of metrics in systems engineer-
ing. For instance, Tugwell et al. [140] outline the importance of metrics especially those
related to complexity measurement. In the literature, many object-oriented metrics have
been proposed in order to assess quality of UML design models from a structural perspec-
tive. Software metrics have been proposed for assessing the quality of UML structural
diagrams. In the following, we review the main proposed metrics suites in the field of
software engineering focusing on UML class and package diagrams.
The NASA technical report [141] discusses the use of metrics in order to measure the
quality attributes of class and package diagrams. These metrics are classified in two cat-
egories. The first category deals with traditional metrics such as cyclomatic complexity
while the second one is specifically related to object-oriented systems such as coupling,
depth of inheritance, and the number of children.
Chidamber and Kemerer [142] propose a set of six metrics that aims to measure the
complexity of diagrams according to different quality attributes such as maintainability,
reusability, etc. Only three of these metrics can be applied to UML class diagrams. First,
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the Coupling Between Object Classes (CBO) metric measures the level of coupling among
classes in the diagram. High coupling harms design modularity and prohibits reuse and
maintainability [141]. Second, the Depth of Inheritance Tree (DIT) metric represents the
length of inheritance tree from a class to its root class. A deep class in the tree inherits
a relatively high number of methods, which in turn increases its complexity. Finally, the
Weighted Methods per Class (WMC) metric is the summation of the complexity of all
methods in the class. If the complexity of each method is considered as unity, WMC
returns the number of methods in the class. A high WMC value denotes high complexity
and less reusability.
Brito et al. [143] propose a set ofmetrics such as enacapsulation, inheritance, polymor-
phism. The Metrics for Object-Oriented Design (MOOD) metrics suite can be applied to
UML class diagrams. In the following, the relevant metrics for our case are the following:
• Method Hiding Factor (MHF) metric measures the encapsulation degree in a class. It
is the ratio of the sum of hidden methods (private and protected) to the total number
of methods defined in each class (public, private and protected). A high value of
MHF (for instance unity) indicates that all the methods in the class are hidden and
thus the considered class is not accessible and consequently not reusable. A null
value for MHF assumes that all the methods of the class are public, which hinders
encapsulation.
• Attribute Hiding Factor (AHF) metric represents the average of the invisibility of
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attributes in the class diagram. It is computed as the ratio of the sum of hidden at-
tributes (private and protected) for all the classes to the sum of all defined attributes
(public, private, and protected). A high AHF value indicates the degree of data hid-
ing.
• Method Inheritance Factor (MIF) and Attribute Inheritance Factor (AIF) metrics
measure the class inheritance degree. MIF is calculated as the ratio of all inher-
ited methods in the class diagram to total number of methods (defined and inherited)
in the diagram. AIF is calculated as the ratio of all inherited attributes in the class
diagram to the total number of attributes (defined and inherited) in the diagram. A
zero value indicates no inheritance at all, which may be a flaw unless the class is a
base class in the hierarchy.
• Polymorphism Factor (POF) metric measures methods overriding in a class diagram.
It is the ratio between the number of overridden methods in a class and the maxi-
mum number of methods that can be overridden in the class. An appropriate use of
polymorphism (low POF) should decrease the defect density as well as rework.
• Coupling Factor (COF) metric measures the coupling level in a class diagram. It is
the ratio between the actual couplings among all classes and the maximum number of
possible couplings among all the classes in the diagram. A class is coupled to another
class if methods of the former access members of the latter. High values of COF
indicate tight coupling, which increases the complexity and hinders maintainability
and reusability.
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Li and Henry [144] propose a metrics suite to measure several class diagram internal
quality attributes such as coupling, complexity, and size. Two proposed metrics can be
applied on UML class diagrams: Data Abstraction Coupling (DAC) and SIZE2. The DAC
metric calculates the number of attributes in a class that have another class as their type
(composition). It is related to the coupling complexity due to the existence of abstract data
types (ADT). The more ADTs are defined within a class, the higher is the complexity due
to coupling. The SIZE2 metric measures class diagram size. It is computed as the sum of
the number of local attributes and local methods defined in a class.
Lorenz and Kidd [145] propose a set of metrics that measures the static characteristics
of software design. A set ofmetrics measuring the size are proposed. Public Instance Meth-
ods (PIM) counts the number of public methods in a class. Number of Instance Methods
(NIM) counts the number of all methods (public, protected and private) in a class. Fi-
nally, Number of Instance Variables (NIV) counts the total number of variables in a class.
Furthermore, another set of metrics is proposed that measures the class inheritance usage
degree. Number of Methods Overridden (NMO) gives a measure ofthe number ofmethods
overridden by a subclass. Number of Methods Inherited (NMI) gives the total number of
methods inherited by a subclass. Number of Methods Added (NMA) counts the number
of methods added in a subclass. Specialization index (SIX) uses the NMO and DIT [142]
metrics in order to calculate the class inheritance utilization.
Robert Martin [146] proposes a set of three metrics applicable to UML package dia-
grams. This set of metrics measures the interdependencies among packages. Highly inter-
dependent packages tend to be not flexible since they are hardly reusable and maintainable.
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The three defined metrics are Instability, Abstractness, and Distance from Main Sequence
(DMS). The Instability metric measures the level of instability of a package. A package
is unstable if it depends more on other packages than they depend on it. The Abstractness
metric is a measure of the package's abstraction level, which depends on its stability level.
Finally, the DMS metric measures the balance between the abstraction and instability of a
package.
Bansiya et al. [147] define a set offive metrics to measure several object-oriented design
properties such as data hiding, coupling, cohesion, composition, and inheritance. In the
following, we present only those metrics that can be applied to UML class diagrams. The
Data Access Metric (DAM) measures the level of data hiding in the class. DAM is the ratio
of the private and protected (hidden) attributes to the total number of defined attributes in
the class. The Direct Class Coupling (DCC) metric counts the total number of classes that
a class is directly related to. The Measure Of Aggregation (MOA) metric computes the
number of attributes, which types are classes (composition) defined in the same model.
Among a panoply of works on the subject, Briand et al. [148] propose a metrics suite to
measure coupling among classes in a given class diagram. These metrics determine each
type of coupling and the impact of each relationship type on the class diagram quality.
Numerous types of coupling occurrences in a class diagram are covered. These types of re-
lationships include coupling to ancestor and descendent classes, composition, class-method
interactions, and import/export coupling. Genero et al. [149] illustrate the use of several
object-oriented metrics to assess the complexity of a class diagram at the initial phases of
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the development life cycle. Moreover, a set of metrics are proposed targeting UML rela-
tionships, mainly aggregations, associations, and dependencies in order to identify class
and package diagrams complexity. Among the proposed metrics, we cite for instance, the
Number of Associations of a Class metric (NAC), which represents the total number of
associations that a class has in a class diagram. The Number of Dependencies Out (NDe-
pOut) (respectively In (NDepIn)) metric is defined as the number of classes on which a
given class depends (respectively that depend on a given class). Finally, quantitative design
analysis on UML models is addressed in Gronback [150] where techniques such as audits
and metrics are proposed.
3.4 Performance Analysis
Performance modeling and assessment of software and systems during the development
process is still an active area of research. Particularly, we are interested in the analysis
of SysML-based design, where the prediction and assessment of the performance coupled
with V&V are important for a successful system solution.
In the literature, there are three major performance analysis techniques: analytical, sim-
ulative, and numerical [151]. Among various performance models, we cite four classes of
performance models that can be distinguished: Queueing Networks (QN) [152], Stochas-
tic Petri Nets (SPN) [153], Markov Chains (MC) [152], and Stochastic Process Algebras
(SPA) [151]. The subsequent review is structured according to the used performance model.
Queuing Networks (QN) are applied to model and analyze resource sharing systems.
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This model is generally analyzed using simulation and analytical methods. Within the fam-
ily of queuing networks, we can find two classes: deterministic and probabilistic. Among
the initiatives targeting the analysis of design models (including UML/SysML) using de-
terministic models, we cite for instance Wandeler et al. [154]. The latter applies modular
performance analysis based on the Real-Time Calculus and use annotated sequence dia-
grams. In the context of probabilistic QN, [155-157] address performance modeling and
analysis of UML 1.x design models. Cortellessa et al. [156] propose Extended Queuing
Network (EQN) for UML 1.x sequence, deployment, and use case diagrams. Layered
Queueing Network (LQN) is proposed by Petriu et al. [157] as the performance model
for UML 1 .3 activity and deployment diagrams. The derivation is based on graph-grammar
transformations that are known to be complex and require a large number oftransformation
rules. In contrast to our work, time annotations are based on the UML SPT profile [158].
Balsamo et al. [155] target UML 1.x use case, activity, and deployment diagrams annotated
according to the UML SPT profile. These diagrams are transformed into a multi-chain and
multi-class QN models, which impose restrictions on the design. Specifically, activity di-
agrams should not contain forks and joins otherwise the obtained QN can only have an
approximate solution [152].
Various research proposals such as [1 59-163] consider Stochastic Petri Net (SPN) mod-
els for performance modeling and analysis. King et al. [159] propose Generalized Stochas-
tic Petri Nets (GSPN) as performance model for combined UML 1.x collaboration and
Statechart diagrams. Numerical evaluations of the derived Petri net are performed in order
to approximately evaluate the performance. López-Grao et al. [160] present a prototype
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tool for performance analysis ofUML 1.4 sequence and activity diagrams based on the La-
beled Generalized Stochastic Petri Nets (LGSPN). In the same trend, Trowitzsch et al. [162]
present the derivation of Stochastic Petri Nets (SPNs) from restricted version of UML 2.0
state machines annotated with the SPT profile.
Alternatively, Stochastic Process Algebras (SPA) are also extensively used for perfor-
mance modeling of UML design models [164-171]. Pooley [170] considers a systematic
transformation of collaboration and statechart diagrams into the Performance Evaluation
Process Algebra (PEPA). Canevet et al. [168] describe a PEPA-based methodology and a
toolset for extracting performance measurements from UML 1 .x statechart and collabora-
tion diagrams. The state space generated by the PEPA workbench is used to derive the
corresponding Continuous-Time Markov Chain (CTMC). In a subsequent work, Canevet
et al. [167] present an approach for the analysis ofUML 2.0 activity diagrams using PEPA.
A mapping from activity to PEPA net model is provided, however, discarding join nodes.
Tribastone and Gilmore propose a mapping of UML activity diagrams [164] and UML se-
quence diagrams [165] annotated with MARTE [51], the UML profile for model-driven
development of Real Time and Embedded Systems, into the stochastic process algebra
PEPA. Another type ofprocess algebra is proposed by Lindemann et al. [169], which is the
Generalized Semi-Markov Process (GSMP). The UML 1.x state machine and activity dia-
grams are addressed. Trigger events with deterministic or exponentially distributed delays
are proposed for the analysis of timing in UML state diagrams and activity diagrams. The
work presented by Bennett et al. [166] propose the application of performance engineering
of UML diagrams annotated using the SPT UML profile. System behavior scenarios are
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translated into the stochastic Finite State Processes (FSP). Stochastic FSP are analyzed us-
ing a discrete-event simulation tool. No algorithms for the inner workings of the approach
is provided. Tabuchi et al. [171] propose a mapping of UML 2.0 activity diagrams an-
notated with SPT profile into Interactive Markov Chains (IMC) intended for performance
analysis. Some features in activity diagrams are not considered such as guards on deci-
sion nodes and probabilistic decisions, while the duration of actions is expressed using a
negative-exponential distribution of the delay.
More recently, Gallotti et al. [172] focus on model-based analysis of service composi-
tions by proposing the assessment of their corresponding non-functional quality attributes,
namely performance and reliability. The high-level description of the service composition
given in terms of activity diagrams is employed to derive stochastic models (DTMC, MDP,
and CTMC) according to the verification purpose and the characteristics of the activity
diagram. The probabilistic model-checker PRISM is used for the actual verification. How-
ever, there is neither clear explanation of the translation steps nor a PRISM model example
resulting from the proposed approach.
3.5 Formal Semantics for Activity Diagrams
Presently, to the best of our knowledge, there are no proposals on the formal semantics of
SysML activity diagrams. Regarding the formalization of UML activity diagrams, some
initiatives such as [173-176] are within UML 1.x. Other proposals [171, 177-181] study
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the formal semantics for UML 2.0 activity diagrams and propose a mapping into an ex-
isting formalism with well-defined semantics. In the sequel, we present the related work
divided into four distinct approaches given the targeted semantic domain of the mapping:
(1) Mapping activity diagrams into a process algebra, (2) mapping activity diagrams into
Petri-nets, (3) graph transformation techniques, (4) mapping activity into Abstract State
Machines (ASM).
The ASM formalism is proposed in [173, 177]. Böger et al. [173] consider UML 1.3
activity diagrams and define their semantics by mapping their elements into transition rules
of a multi-agent ASM (an extensions of ASM with concurrency). Similarly, Sarstedt and
Guttmann [177] propose a token flow semantics for a subset of UML 2.0 activity diagrams
based on the asynchronous multi-agent ASM model. However, this formalism impose cer-
tain restrictions on the supported control flows, for instance, it is mandatory that every fork
be followed by a subsequent join node. The approaches in [1 82, 1 83] deal with graph trans-
formation techniques ofUML 2.0 activity diagrams. Bisztray and Heckel [182] propose an
approach that combines CSP and rule-based graph transformation technique. The mapping
is based on the Triple Graph Grammars (TGGs) technique for graph transformations at the
meta-model level. However, this approach is closely dependent on the semantic domain of
CSP by considering only synchronous parallel composition. Hausmann [183] propose the
specification of visual modeling languages semantics based on the Dynamic Meta Model-
ing (DMM), which is a combination of denotational meta modeling and operational graph
transformation rules. However, this technique is quite complex and needs human interven-
tion and understandability of a large set of rules.
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Concerning process algebra, Rodrigues [175] considers the formalization of the UML
1.3 activity diagrams using Finite State Processes (FSP). A Labeled Transition System
(LTS) that captures activity behavioral aspects is generated and the LTSA model-checker
is used to assess the diagram. Yang et al. [176] propose a formalization of a subset of UML
1.4 activity diagrams using the p-calculus [123]. Activity diagram components are trans-
lated into p-calculus expressions, whereas activity edges are defined as relations linking
these processes. For the UML 2.0 activity diagrams, Scuglik [178] proposes CSP as a for-
mal framework. Many activity diagram constructs are covered. However, some constructs
such as fork/join and merge have no direct mapping into the CSP syntax. They are handled
by a combination of some elements from the CSP domain. Tabuchi et al. [171] propose
a stochastic performance analysis of UML 2.0 state machines and activity diagrams anno-
tated with the UML Profile for Schedulability, Performance, and Time. This is done using
stochastic process algebraic semantics based on IMC. Finally, none of these proposals pro-
vides an intuitive mapping, since in most of the cases there is no one-to-one correspondence
between the activity diagrams and process algebra neither syntactically nor semantically.
This may result, for instance, in the difficulty to refer back to the original activity diagram
from the corresponding process algebra term.
Among the approaches based on Petri net (PN) semantics, Lopez-Grao et al. [174]
consider UML activity diagrams as a variant of the UML state machines and propose a
mapping into the Labeled Generalized Stochastic Petri Nets (LGSPN). Störrle proposes
PN-based semantics for UML 2.0 activity diagrams [179-181]. In [179], Störrle handles
control flow using a mapping into Procedural Petri Nets (PPN), which is an extension of
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PN for supporting calling subordinate activities or hierarchy and all kinds of control flow
(well-formed or not) but neither data flow nor exception handling are supported. In [180],
Störrle examines exception handling and provides a mapping into an extension of PPN,
which is the Exception Petri Nets (EPN). The semantics is denotational and built on top
of the semantics of [179]. Recently, Störrle has addressed data flow formalization [181]
using Colored Petri Net (CPN). Although the work of Störrle seems to cover the majority
of UML 2.0 activity diagram features, some of them still need more investigation such as
streaming and expansion regions. Störrle and Hausmann [184] examine questions related
to the appropriateness of the PN paradigm for expressing the UML 2.0 activity diagram
semantics. Even though the UML standard claims that activity diagrams are redesigned to
have a Petri-like semantics, the mapping of some features such as exceptions, streaming,
and traverse-to-completion is not so natural and different variants ofPN are needed to cover
all the features. Moreover, some other problems are hindering the progress of investigations
in this direction. This includes the absence of analysis tools and lack ofa unified formalism
combining all PN variants needed to cover all activity diagrams aspects [184].
3.6 Conclusion
In summary, this chapter presented research initiatives in four areas: (1) V&V ofbehavioral
diagrams, (2) assessment of structural diagrams, (3) Performance analysis and probabilistic
behavior assessment, and (4) Formalization of SysML activity diagrams. One can note that
most of the works use a single technique focusing a unique aspect of the design. Moreover,
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state machine diagrams caught most of the attention in terms of V&V and formalization.
Finally, proposals targeting SysML just started to appear. In the next chapter, we present
a unified approach that aims at addressing both structural and behavioral aspects of the
design and enabling quantitative and qualitative assessment.
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Chapter 4
Unified Verification and Validation
Approach
In this chapter, we present the proposed verification and validation framework that was
achieved within a major research initiative [185-187] that is part of a collaboration be-
tween the Computer Security Laboratory at the Concordia Institute for Information Sys-
tems Engineering (CIISE) and Defence Research and Development Canada (DRDC)1 . The
approach supports mainly the V&V of UML/SysML design models against a given set of
functional requirements. It is based on three well-established techniques, namely formal
analysis, static analysis, and software engineering metrics. In the present thesis, we will
present our work within this project, then, we will enrich the underlying framework with a
1 The collaboration has started within the Collaborative Capability Definition, Engineering and Manage-
ment (CapDEM) project, which is an R&D initiative within the Canadian Department of National Defence.
The latter aims at the development of a Systems-of-Systems engineering process and relies heavily on Mod-
eling & Simulation.
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performance analysis. The latter supports the quantitative assessment of probabilistic be-
havior. Additionally, we focus on the formal verification of SysML activity diagrams as
being one of the most important and widely used diagrams in SE design models. Thus,
we elaborate an operational semantics for SysML activity diagrams and establish the cor-
rectness of the V&V approach with respect to this diagram. These contributions will be
detailed in the remaining chapters.
In this chapter, we intend to provide an overview of our V&V framework and describe
its building components. Accordingly, this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.1,
we give an overview of the overall approach. In Section 4.2, we detail the three techniques
forming our unified approach. Then, we focus in Section 4.3 on behavioral verification
and summarize the proposed extensions with probabilistic behavior assessment. Finally,
we describe the design, architecture and implementation of our V&V tool in Section 4.4.
4.1 Verification and Validation Framework
Our main objective is to derive a unified approach for the V&V of design models in soft-
ware and systems engineering. We cover both structural and behavioral aspects of the
design. Our approach is based on a synergistic combination of three well-established tech-
niques. These selected techniques are automatic formal verification (model-checking), soft-
ware engineering techniques (metrics), and program analysis (static analysis). The choice
of these three specific techniques is not done randomly, but, each one of them provides
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Figure 12: Verification and Validation Framework
assessment that is comprehensive to some extent. Specifically, for assessing the quality of
the design from the structural point of view, we advocate the use of software engineering
empirical methods such as metrics, which are extensively used to quantitatively measure
quality attributes of object-oriented software design [142-150]. Conversely, with respect
to the behavioral aspect, model-checking turns out to be an appropriate choice. Indeed, it
has been successfully applied in the verification of the behavior of real applications (soft-
ware as well as hardware systems) including digital circuits, communication protocols,
and digital controllers. Moreover, model-checking is generally a fully automated formal
verification technique that can explore thoroughly the state space of the system searching
for potential errors. One of the benefits of many model-checkers is the ability to generate
counterexamples for the violated property specifications. Finally, we propose to synergis-
tically integrate static analysis techniques and software metrics with model-checking in
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order to tackle scalability issues. Static analysis operates prior to the model-checker so that
it helps narrowing the verification scope to the relevant parts of the model depending on
the considered property. Additionally, specific metrics are used in order to assess the size
and complexity of the model-checker's input so that it properly enables or disables static
analysis. Figure 12 illustrates the synoptic of the overall approach. The V&V framework
takes as input UML 2.0/SysML 1.0 design models of the system under analysis together
with the related requirements. With respect to UML 2.0/SysML 1 .0 design diagrams, the
applied analysis depends on the type of the diagram under scope, whether it is structural or
behavioral. The related results may help systems engineers have an appraisal of the quality
of their design and take appropriate actions in order to remedy the detected deficiencies. In
the following, we explain in details the proposed methodology.
4.2 Methodology
A software or system design model is fully characterized by its structural and its behavioral
perspectives. The analysis of both views of the design is important in order to build a
high-quality product. From a structural perspective, UML class and package diagrams,
for instance, describe the organizational architecture of the software or the system. The
quality of such diagrams is measurable in terms of object-oriented metrics. Such metrics
provide valuable and objective insights into the quality characteristics of the design. In
addition, behavioral diagrams not only focus on the behavior of elements in a system but
also show the functional architecture ofthe underlying system (e.g. activity diagram). Thus,
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we propose to apply metrics that can be used to measure quality attributes of the behavioral
diagrams structure, namely the size and complexity metrics. From a behavioral perspective,
simulation execution of state machine and activity diagrams, for instance, is not enough for
a comprehensive assessment of the behavior. This is due to the increasing complexity of
the behavior of modern software and systems that may exhibit concurrency and stochastic
executions. Model-checking techniques have the ability to track such behaviors and provide
faithful assessment based on the desired specifications. At this stage, program analysis
techniques such as control flow and data flow analysis are integrated before the actual
model-checking. They are applied on the semantic model in order to abstract it by focusing
on the model fragments that are relevant to the properties that are being evaluated. This
helps narrowing the verification scope and consequently leveraging the effectiveness of
the model-checking procedure. In this context, quantitative metrics are used in order to
appraise the size and complexity of the semantic model prior to static analysis. This enables
the decision whether abstraction is actually needed before model-checking analysis take
place. In the following, we present in details different components of our approach.
4.2.1 Semantic Models Generation
The semantics reflects the meaning of a given entity. Transition systems are widely ac-
cepted as semantic models for various systems. Indeed, it is generally accepted that any
system that exhibits a given dynamic behavior can be abstracted to one that evolves within
a discrete state space. Such a system is able to evolve through its state space assuming
different configurations where a configuration is understood as the global state wherein the
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system abides at a particular moment. Hence, all possible configurations summed up by
the dynamics of the system and the transitions thereof can be coalesced into the semantic
model of the system. We denote by a Configuration Transition System (CTS) the transition
system specifying the semantic model of a given behavioral diagram. In essence, CTS is
a form of automaton and it is characterized by a set of configurations that includes a set
(usually a singleton) of initial ones and a transition relation that encodes the evolution of
the CTS from one configuration to another. Configurations depend on the systems dynamic
elements. Thus, a general parameterized CTS definition may be provided and tailored
according to the concrete dynamic elements of the considered behavioral diagram. Each
of these dynamic elements can be abstracted to a boolean variable. In a given configura-
tion, boolean variables associated with the active dynamic elements are evaluated to true
whereas, those associated with inactive dynamic elements are evaluated to false. An order
relation among these variables has to be established.
The CTS concept can be conveniently adapted for each of the behavioral diagrams,
including state machine, activity, and sequence diagrams. With respect to a given state
machine diagram, its dynamic elements are represented by its states, guards, join specifi-
cations status, and dispatched events. At a certain point in time, we can define the current
configuration of this diagram using the currently active states of the state machine (in-
cluding sub-states or super-states in the hierarchy), the current guards evaluation, and the
current status of the join nodes specifications. A join specification is a boolean expression
attached to a join node specifying the condition for the tokens arriving at its incoming edges
to synchronize. The evolution of the state machine diagram is triggered by the means of
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dispatched events. Thus, events are used in order to label the transitions between pairs of
configurations.
Concerning activity diagrams, a configuration is defined using the currently executing
actions, the guards evaluations, and the join specifications status. The evolution of the
activity diagram behavior to a new configuration is determined by the termination of some
executing actions. As for sequence diagrams, the dynamic elements are the exchanged
messages between the lifelines. The messages have to be encoded in the following format
S_ Msg_R, where Msg represents the exchanged message, S denotes the sender, and R
denotes the receiver. A Configuration in the semantic model of a given sequence diagram
is composed of the set of tuples composed of the sender, the message, and the receiver that
occur in parallel. Messages enclosed in a combined fragment of type Alt form multiple
branching successor configurations. Messages enclosed in Loop combined fragment form
a cycle in the CTS. Each message that is not enclosed in any combined fragment but in
Seq, represents a singleton configuration. The transitions are derived from the ordered
sequencing of events.
In order to assess a given system's behavior, we propose to systematically generate for
each behavioral diagram its corresponding CTS that is used to encode the model-checker
input. The procedure is based on a breadth-first iterative search approach that explores a
given diagram on-the-fly and generates all reachable configurations and transitions thereof.
Algorithm 1 3 presents the unified algorithm for the generation of the CTS from the be-
havioral diagram D, such that D can be of type SM for state machine diagram, AD for
activity diagram, or SQ for sequence diagram. The algorithm for sequence diagrams is
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procedure genCTS(D)




/* Check that there are still unexplored configuration. */
while FoundConfList is not empty do
crtConf:= pop(FoundConfList)
if crtConfnot in CTSConflList then




if TypeoßO) = SM then
for all e in EventList do
/* Compute the next configuration */
nextConf:= getConfiD,crtConf,e)
if nextConfnot in CTSConfList then
FoundConfList := FoundConfList ? nextConf
crtTrans = (crtConfe,nextConf)
if crtTrans not in CTSTransList then





if TypeoßO) = AD then
for all a in crtConfActionList do
/7ex/Co«/":=geiCo«/(D,crtConf,execute(a))
if nextConfnot in CTSConfList then
FoundConfList := FoundConfList ? nextConf
crtTrans = (crtConfnextConf)
if crtTrans not in CTSTransList then







Figure 13: Generation of Configuration Transition Systems
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very similar to the one for activity diagrams. The only difference resides in the explo-
ration of the next configurations, which proceeds sequentially according to the type of
the encountered enclosing combined fragment in the given sequence diagram. The CTS
is defined using CTSConfList and CTSTransList initially empty, denoting respectively the
list of configurations and the list of transitions thereof. FoundConfList is the list record-
ing the so far identified but unexplored configurations. A configuration is of the form
{crtStateList, crtGList,crtJoinLisi) where crtStateList is the list of the currently active states
(or crtConfActionList in the case of actions), crtGList is the list of the current evaluations
of all the guards, and crtJoinList is the list of the current status of the join specification
for each join node. In each iteration, the current configuration to be explored is denoted
by crtConf. The algorithm presents similarities in the processing of the different types of
diagrams. In fact, one can note that the difference lies in the mechanism triggering the evo-
lution of the diagram behavior. For the state machine diagram case, we rely on EventList
from which events are picked up and dispatched one by one. For activity diagrams, we
use crtConfActionList from which we select the action to be processed next. We use the
auxiliary function getConf, which is overloaded according to the diagram type D, with
parameter the variable crtConfdenoting the current configuration and the variable e repre-
senting the event to be dispatched (or the action a to be executed). This function returns
the next configuration nextConf.
In order to show practically the generation of CTS, we propose the state machine di-
agram example illustrated in Figure 14 modeling an hypothetical Automated Teller Ma-
chine (ATM) system. The top container state named ATM encloses four substates: IDLE,
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VERIFY, EJECT and OPERATION. The IDLE state, wherein the system waits for a po-
tential user, is the default initial substate of the top state. The VERIFY state represents the
operations of verifying the validity of the card and the PIN. The EJECT state depicts the
phase of termination of the user transaction. The OPERATION state is a composite state
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Figure 14: Case Study: ATM State Machine Diagram
The SELACCOUNT state is where an account belonging to the proprietary of the card
has to be selected. When the state SELACCOUNT is active, and the user selects an account,
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the next transition is enabled and the state PAYMENT is entered. The latter has two substates
for cash advancing and bill payment, respectively. It represents a two-item menu, controlled
by the event next. Finally, the TRANSAC state captures the transaction phase and includes
three substates that corresponds each to checking the balance (CHKBAL), modifying the
amount if necessary (MODIFY), and debiting the account (DEBIT), respectively. Each of
the states PAYMENT and TRANSAC contains a shallow history pseudostate. If a transition
targeting a shallow history is fired, the activated state is the most recent active substate in
the composite state containing the history connector.
By applying our approach, we obtain the corresponding configuration transition system
depicted in Figure 15. Each configuration is represented by a set (possibly singleton) of
active states and guards evaluations of the state machine diagram. The join specifications
status list is implicit. One can note that only active elements are shown in the configura-
tions. The events are labeling the transitions.
4.2.2 CTL-Based Property Specification
In order to unfold the potential benefits of model-checking, properties are required to be
precisely specified. In our V&V approach, we use the CTL temporal logic [64]. The latter
is a branching-time logic (in contrast to linear-time logic). Its operators allow the descrip-
tion of properties on the branching structure of the computation tree unfolded from a given
state transition graph of a system. Therein, a path is intended to represent a single possi-
ble computation in the model. It allows expressing an important set of systems properties


























































































Figure 15: Configuration Transition System of the ATM State Machine Diagram
happen"), and reachability [188]. The CTL properties are built using atomic propositions,
propositional logic, boolean connectives, and temporal operators. The atomic proposi-
tions correspond to the variables in the model while each temporal operator consists of two
components: A path quantifier and an adjacent temporal modality. Since in general it is
possible to have many execution paths starting at the current state, the path quantifier in-
dicates whether the modality defines a property that should hold for all the possible paths
(universal path quantifier A) or only on some of them (existential path quantifier E). The
temporal operators are interpreted in the context of an implicit current state.
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f ::= ? (Atomic propositions)
I \f\f?f\f?f\f-+f (Boolean Connectives)
I AG f I EG f I AF f | EF f (Temporal Operators)
I AX f I EX f I ?[ f U f] I ?[ f U f] (Temporal Operators)
Figure 16: CTL Syntax
Figure 16 presents the syntax of CTL, while Table 4.2.2 shows the underlying meaning
of the temporal modalities.
G ? Globally, ? is satisfied for the entire subsequent path
F ? Future (Eventually), ? is satisfied somewhere on the subsequent path
X ? neXt, ? is satisfied at the next state
? U q Until, ? has to hold until the point where q holds and q must eventu-
ally hold
Table 2: CTL Modalities
4.2.3 Model-Checking of Configuration Transition Systems
In order to apply automatic formal verification, we selected the NuSMV model-checker
[70]. Our choice of NuSMV is motivated by the fact that it is open source and supports
the analysis of specifications expressed in both Computation Tree Logic (CTL) and Linear
Temporal Logic (LTL) [63]. NuSMV outperforms the SMV model-checker [69], its ances-
tor, especially for larger examples [112]. Furthermore, NuSMV supports both BDD and
SAT techniques, which can be seen as complementary techniques since they solve different
classes ofproblems [70]. Apart from its capability ofgenerating counterexamples, NuSMV
is able to verify a set of properties either in batch mode or interactively. The former mode
allows better usability when dealing with large set of properties.
The back-end processing ofmodel-checking requires the encoding ofthe CTS using the
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NuSMV input language. The latter allows for the description of systems behavior based on
Finite State Machines (FSM). The input model is built using three blocks. The first block is
a syntactic declarative block wherein state variables are given a specific type and a specific
range. The second block represents the initialization block, wherein the state variables are
assigned their corresponding initial values or a range of possible initial values. Finally, the
last block describes the dynamics of the transition system using next clauses. Therein, the
logic governing the evolution of the state variables is specified. The latter consists in updat-
ing the state variables in every next step according to a logical valuation at the current step.
In order to keep the NuSMV compact and simple, we encode the evolution of the dynamic
elements contained within a configuration and not the configuration itself. Thus, we declare
a NuSMV variable for each dynamic element of the diagram with its possible values. Using
logical expressions, we define the conditions ofactivation and deactivation of each dynamic
element. This is also useful when dealing with actual model-checking since properties to
be verified ought to be expressed on the dynamic elements and not on configurations. The
elaboration of the NuSMV code fragments describing the evolution of the dynamics is the
most laborious part. It requires the analysis of the CTS configurations and transitions in
order to determine the dynamic elements evolution. For every dynamic element, we need to
specify a next block. The latter is built using a case expression specifying the activation
or deactivation conditions of the current dynamic element. These conditions are logical
expressions elaborated based on three parts: the configurations that contain the dynamic
element as active, all transitions pointing to these configurations, and all the source config-







Cand_modifyO:= (evt=insuf_2) & chkbal;
Cand_all_modify:=Cand_modifyO;
Cand_chkbalO:= (evt=empty_1 ) & modify;
Cand_all_chkbal:=Cand_chkbalO;
Can_debitO:= (evt=balok_3) & chkbal
Cand_all_deblt:=Can_debitO;











chkbal & !(modify | debit): {insuf_2,balok_3};
modify & !(chkbal | debit):{empty_1};



















SPEC: AG(modify -> EF ! modify)
SPEC: EF chkbal
SPEC: AG(chkbal-> EF ! chkbal)
SPEC: EF debit
SPEC: AG(debit-> EF ! debit)
Figure 17: NuSMV Code Fragment of the ATM State Machine
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parts, namely the transitions and the source configurations. The second part, which is con-
cerned with transitions, is used in order to identify the events that trigger the activation of
the current dynamic element. Finally, the source configurations are used to identify the
dynamic elements responsible of the activation of the current dynamic element. Figure 17
shows a fragment of NuSMV code generated from the CTS of Figure 15. For example,
we need to identify the configurations in the CTS of Figure 15 where the dynamic element
MODIFY appear in order to build its corresponding next block (only one configuration in
the left down corner). Then, one can note only one transition pointing to this configuration
labeled with event insuf . Finally, the source configuration of the latter transition has
the following active elements: OPERATION, TRANSAC, CHKBAL, [cardOk,pinOk] .
We discard OPERATION, TRANSAC, and [cardOk, pinOk] , since they also appear
in the configuration containing MODIFY (there is no change in their status). Thus, the
condition of activating MODIFY (i.e. modify - 1) is the following logical expression
evt = insuf_2 ? chkbal.
After generating the NuSMV code of the behavioral diagram, properties that express
deadlock absence and reachability are automatically generated for every state in the di-
agram and appended to the NuSMV code. In addition, user-defined properties specified
using macros notation are automatically expanded into CTL formulas and appended to
the input of the model-checker. Once the model-checking procedure is executed, the as-
sessment results pinpointed some interesting problems in the ATM state machine design.
Indeed, the model-checker determined that the OPERATION state exhibits deadlock, mean-
ing that once entered, this state is never left. This is due to the fact that the transitions with
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the same trigger are given higher priority when the source state is deeper in the contain-
ment hierarchy. Moreover, the transitions without a triggering event are fired as soon as
the state machine reaches a stable configuration containing the corresponding source state.
This is precisely the case of the transition from SELACCOUNT to PAYMENT. Thus, there
is no transition that allows the OPERATION dynamic element to be deactivated. On the
corresponding CTS, illustrated in Figure 15, one can notice that once a configuration con-
taining OPERATION is reached, there is no transition to a configuration that deactivates
OPERATION.
We present hereafter, some relevant user-defined properties described in both macro and
CTL notations and their corresponding model-checking results. The first property (4.2.3.1)
asserts that it is always the case that if the VERIFY state is reached then from that point
on, the OPERATION state should be also reachable:
Macro : ALWAYS VERIFY -> MAYREACH OPERATION
CTL : AG(VERIFY - [E[I(IDLE) U OPERATION])) (4.2.3.1)
The next property (4.2.3.2) asserts that whenever the state OPERATION is reached, it
should be unavoidable to reach the state EJECT at a later point:
Macro : ALWAYS OPERATION -> INEVIT EJECT
CTL : AG(OPERATION -+ (K[I(IDLE)U EJECT])) (4.2.3.2)
The last one (4.2.3.3) states that the CHKBAL state must precede the state DEBIT:
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Macro : CHKBAL PRECEDE DEBIT
CTL : \E[\(CHKBAL) U DEBIT] (4.2.3.3)
The property (4.2.3. 1 ) turned out to be satisfied when running the model-checker. However,
the last two properties (4.2.3.2) and (4.2.3.3) failed. The failure of the property (4.2.3.2)
was expected since, from the automatic specifications, we noticed that state OPERATION
is never left once entered (deadlock state) and it does not contain the e j ect substate.
The failure of the last property (4.2.3.3) was demonstrated by a counterexample pro-
vided by the model-checker. Though the model-checker can provide a counterexample for
any of the failed properties, we present this last one as it captures a critical unintended be-








The foregoing counterexample is represented by a series of configurations separated by
semicolons. Additionally, a comma is used to separate two or more states that are present
simultaneously in a given configuration and the variable values are enclosed in square
brackets. The failure of the last property is due to the presence of a transition from the
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state PAYMENT to the shallow history connector of the state TRANSAC. This allows for the
immediate activation of the state DEBIT when reentering the TRANSAC state by its history
connector.
The counterexample is useful in the sense that it pinpoints the source of the problem
in the design in order to help the designer infer the needed corrections. In the case of the
presented ATM design, the first correction consists in adding a trigger event, select for
instance, to the transition from the state SELACCOUNT to the state PAYMENT. This should
eliminate the deadlock and correct the second user-defined property (4.2.3.2). In order to
remedy to the failure of the property (4.2.3.3), the history connector of the state TRANSAC
should be removed and the target of the transition should be changed to point directly to
the state TRANSAC instead of pointing to the history connector. A reiteration of the V&V
on the corrected design confirms that all properties are satisfied.
4.2.4 Static Analysis Integration
Program analysis has been used to automatically analyze software programs. It allows the
collection of specific information from a program such as data and control flow dependen-
cies, invariants, anomalous behavior, reliability, or conformance to specifications [189].
Information obtained from program analysis is used for program understanding, testing,
compiler optimization, and security analysis [190]. There are two main approaches in pro-
gram analysis: Static program analysis and dynamic program analysis. Particularly, we are
interested in static program analysis techniques that can be used in order to slice (decom-
pose) a program into independent meaningful parts that can be then analyzed separately.
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Slicing, and subsequent manipulation of slices, has application in software engineering
such as program debugging and testing [18].
In the context of our approach, we use data and control flow analysis techniques on
the semantic models of the behavioral diagrams in order to slice them in a useful way.
Basically, data flow analysis consists in searching for the presence of data invariants (e.g.
specific variable values or relations) whereas control flow analysis is used in order to detect
the control flow dependencies. Statically slicing the CTS of a given behavioral diagram
allows getting subgraphs that are obviously less complex than the whole CTS. The obtained
slices can be individually subjected to model-checking. This in turn has the potential to
leverage the effectiveness of the model-checking procedure in terms of memory space and
computation time. Nevertheless, the slicing procedure has to be performed safely under the
assumptions that the properties to be verified fall into liveness or safety categories; This is
important in order to keep the verification and validation feasible and flawless.
It should be noted that slicing does not preserve global properties of the sliced CTS. A
given slice of the CTS may no longer contain a deadlock, for example. Due to the fact that
the resulting subgraphs dynamics may be severely restricted in some cases, one has to take
this fact into account when interpreting the model-checking results. Thus, even though it
might be the case that a liveness property fails for a transition system corresponding to a
particular subgraph, the property should not be declared as failed for the original model
as long as there is at least one subgraph whose transition system satisfies the property
in question. Conversely, whenever a safety property fails for a particular subgraph, then




















































automated in a transparent way to the front-end of the verification framework.
In order to illustrate the slicing approach on the CTS, we use the example given in Fig-
ure 15. Therein, the guards cardOk and pinOk are present in every configuration with
different evaluations. The exclamation mark preceding a variable in a particular configura-
tion means that it is evaluated to false. Figure 18 illustrates three subgraphs corresponding
each to a slice of the original CTS of Figure 15. The subgraph of Figure 18 (a) has the in-
variant ! cardOk that holds in all its states. Similarly, the subgraph ofFigure 1 8.(c) has the
invariant !pinOk. Finally, Figure 18.(b) illustrates a slice with the invariants !cardOk
and !pinOk. Furthermore, control flow analysis can be performed on the original CTS.
Accordingly, the subgraph illustrated in Figure 19 presents a slice of the CTS that confines
the control locus once cardOk and pinOk hold and OPERATION state is entered.


















































Figure 19: Control Flow Subgraph
input model, which corresponds to the number of state variables. Therefore, we use quan-
titative size metric on the semantic models in order to estimate their complexity. This rep-
resents an important feedback, which can be used in order to take the decision of whether
to activate the static analysis module. In order to emphasize the benefits of slicing, we
give some edifying statistics. While for the initial CTS graph, the model-checker allocated
between 70 to 80 thousand BDD nodes (depending on the variable ordering), for the sliced








Memory Footprint (BDD nodes)




28 000 to 33 000
Table 3: Memory Consumption Statistics
4.2.5 Design Quality Attributes Metrics
The quality of an object oriented system depends on different attributes such as complexity,
understandability, maintainability, and stability. Empirical methods such as those involving
software engineering quantitative methods, namely metrics, can be used to quantify such
software quality attributes. Design metrics were essentially used on UML class and pack-
age diagrams in order to assess structural aspects of software engineering design models.
In the context of our approach, we leveraged a set of fifteen metrics in order to assess the
quality of UML class and package diagrams.
In addition to applying these quantitative methods to the design itself, we consider the
use of specific metric on the semantic models and on the behavioral diagrams themselves.
To do so, we consider metrics such as cyclomatic complexity [192], length of critical path
[193], number of states, and number of transitions. On the one hand, the length of critical
path metric can provide us with measurement to determine the length of the path that has
to be traversed in a graph from an initial node to a destination node in order to achieve
a given behavior with respect to a given criterion (e.g. timeliness). The critical path is





Distance from the Main Sequence [146]
Number Of Attributes [145]
Number of Methods Added [145]
Number of Methods Overridden [145]
Number of Methods Inherited [145]
Specialization Index [145]
Class Responsibility [191]
Class Category Relational Cohesion [191]
Public Methods Ratio [191]
Number of Children [142]
Depth of Inheritance Tree [142]
Coupling Between Object Classes [142]

















Table 4: Implemented Metrics
represented by a call graph might have as critical path the one that is needed to achieve the
execution of a given subroutine in the program within minimal time delay. In the same
sense, we can measure the length of critical path on the semantic models derived from
behavioral diagrams given some important criteria related to V&V.
On the other hand, we use the cyclomatic complexity metric in order to measure the
complexity of the behavioral diagram and its semantic model. As the latter is a graph that
unfolds the entire dynamics of the behavioral diagram, its complexity has to be greater
or equal to the complexity of the diagram. If this is not the case, this implies that the
corresponding diagram has some structural parts that are meaningless or redundant from
the dynamics point of view.
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4.3 Probabilistic Behavior Assessment
A range of systems inherently includes probabilistic information. Probabilities can be used
in order to model unpredictable and unreliable behavior exhibited by a given system. It
becomes insufficient to merely satisfy functional requirements of todays systems; Other
quality standard attributes such as reliability, availability, safety, and performance have to
be considered as well. In order to enable the specification of a larger spectrum of systems,
SysML extends UML 2.1 activity diagrams with probabilistic features.
In this context, we propose to extend our aforementioned discussed framework with
probabilistic verification of SysML activity diagrams. Accordingly, we propose to in-
tegrate probabilistic model-checking techniques within the automatic formal verification
module. This consists in the systematic translation of SysML activity diagrams into the
input language of an appropriate probabilistic model-checker. Furthermore, we propose to
investigate mathematically the correctness of our approach. Thus, we define formally the
semantics of SysML activity diagrams. Accordingly, we propose a dedicated probabilistic
calculus, namely Activity Calculus (AC) that captures the essence of SysML activity di-
agrams syntactically and semantically. Our calculus is inspired by the domain of process
algebra. The latter offers a mathematically well-elaborated framework for reasoning about
concurrent and distributed systems [1 14, 123]. Moreover, we define formally the proba-
bilistic model-checker input language, which represents the target domain of our transla-
tion. Finally, the soundness of the translation algorithm is proved using both defined formal
semantics.
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The next chapters detail these proposed extensions and contributions in order to build
an efficient, automatic, and rigorous V&V approach.
Modeling Tool Repository k




















Figure 20: Architecture of the Verification and Validation Environment
4.4 Verification and Validation Tool
In order to put into practice our V&V approach, we design and implement a software tool
whose architecture is illustrated in Figure 20. The tool is intended to be used in conjunc-
tion with a modeling environment wherefrom the design model under scope can be fetched
and subjected to the V&V module. It is a Multiple Document Interface (MDI) applica-
tion in which one can easily navigate among several views at once. The main interface is
composed of a standard menu on the top and a vertical menu bar on the left.
The latter allows selecting a specific view of a given module and loading it into the
MDI. The tool interfaces with the modeling environment Artisan Real-Time Studio [194]
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Figure 2 1 : Environment Screenshot: Metrics Assessment
from where the designer can load the design model and select the diagram for assessment.
Once started, the tool automatically loads the assessment module associated with the type
of the selected diagram. For instance, if the opened diagram is a class diagram, the metric
module is activated and the relevant measurements are performed. A set of quantitative
measurement are provided with their relevant feedback to the designer. Figure 2 1 shows
a Screenshot example of metrics application. For behavioral diagrams, the corresponding
model-checker (NuSMV) code is automatically generated and generic properties such as
reachability and deadlock absence for each state of the model are automatically verified.
An assessment example using model-checking is shown in Figure 22. Furthermore, the
tool comprises an editor with a set of pre-programmed buttons through which the user
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Figure 22: Environment Screenshot: Model-Checking Results
can specify custom properties. This is based on an intuitive easy-to-learn macro-based
specification language that we defined. More precisely, we developed a set of macros
using operators like always, mayreach, etc.that are systematically expanded into their
corresponding Computation Tree Logic (CTL) operators. The editor interface Screenshot
with an example of custom properties specification is illustrated in Figure 23. Finally, a
specific window frame is dedicated for the presentation of the assessment results. Since the
feedback generated by the model-checker is not user-friendly and is not understandable by
non-expert people, we built a back-end module that analyzes the provided output traces, in
the case of failed properties, and renders relevant information about the counterexamples
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Figure 23: Environment Screenshot: Property Specification
4.5 Conclusion
Bëîre* Ctosé
In summary, we elaborated an innovative approach that contributes to the V&V of design
models expressed using the modeling languages UML and SysML. It is based on a synergy
between three well-established techniques: model-checking, static analysis, and empirical
software engineering quantitative methods. The synergy relies on the fact that if each one
of these techniques is applied alone, the resulting outcome is a partial assessment of the
design (for instance either structural or behavioral). In addition to qualitative analysis, our
approach enables quantitative assessment of design models. With respect to behavioral
diagrams, the main challenge was to build a unified model that we called Configuration
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Transition System (CTS). The latter represents a common parametrized model that de-
scribes the semantic models of state machine, sequence, and activity diagrams. In the next




Probabilistic Model-Checking of SysML
Activity Diagrams
Incorporated modeling and analysis ofboth functional and non-functional aspects of todays
systems behavior represents a challenging issue in the field of formal methods. In this chap-
ter, we are interested in integrating such an analysis on SE design models. We focus on two
aspects: probabilistic and timed behavior. SysML 1.0 [10] extends UML activity diagrams
with stochastic features. Thus, we propose to translate SysML activity diagrams anno-
tated with timing information into the input language of the probabilistic model-checker
PRISM [72]. For the timed aspect, we need beforehand to investigate time-annotation on
SysML activity diagrams. Thus, Section 5.1 presents how timing information is handled
in SysML activity diagrams and describes the used time-annotation. In Section 5.2, we ex-
plain our approach for the verification of both untimed and time-annotated SysML activity
diagrams. In Section 5.3, we present the algorithm implementing the translation of SysML
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activity diagrams into PRISM input language. Section 5.4 is dedicated to the description
of the property specification language, namely PCTL*. Finally, Section 5.5 illustrates the
application of our approach on a SysML activity diagram case study.
5.1 Time-Annotated SysML Activity Diagrams
In order to carry out quantitative analysis of time-related properties, time constraints need
to be specified on activity diagrams. However, time-annotations on top of SysML activity
diagrams are not clearly defined. Two proposals have been advanced in [10]. The first
proposal concerns the use of a model called "simple time model" defined in [21]. It is a
UML 2.x sub-package related to the CommonBehavior package and allows for the specifi-
cation of time constraints (e.g. time interval and duration) on sequence diagrams. Howbeit,
the way to apply it on activity diagrams is not clearly specified. The second alternative is
to use timing diagrams, even though these diagrams are not part of the SysML diagrams
taxonomy [10]. The majority of reviewed works select the UML profile for Schedulabil-
ity, Performance, and Time (SPT) [158] in order to annotate their diagrams with time and
performance aspects. However, this profile is compatible with UML 1 .4 and it has to be
aligned with UML 2.x in order to be used on SysML diagrams. A new UML profile, called
MARTE [51], has been recently developed by OMG in order to replace the existing UML
SPT profile. It is recommended to be used for model-driven development of real-time and
embedded systems. It aims at providing facilities to annotate models with the information
required to perform specific analysis, especially, performance and schedulability analysis.
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In the case of activity diagrams, we use the Rt Feature stereotype, which extends the ac-
tions language unit [51]. Specifically, we use the attribute relDl, which denotes relative
deadline specification. For the sake of clarity, the time annotation is performed directly




Figure 24: Time Annotation on Action Nodes
However, in order to keep our examples of SysML activity diagrams clear and un-
crowded, we will annotate timing information directly inside the action node.
5.2 Probabilistic Verification Approach
Our objective is to provide a technique by which we can analyze SysML activity diagrams
from functional and non-functional point of views in order to find out subtle errors in the
design. This allows the reasoning about the correction of the design from these standpoints
before the actual implementation. In these settings, probabilistic model-checking allows
performing both qualitative and quantitative analysis of the model. It can be used to com-
pute expectation on systems performance by quantifying the likelihood of a given property
being violated or satisfied in the system model. In order to carry out this analysis, we
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design and implement a translation algorithm that maps SysML activity diagrams into the
input language of the selected probabilistic model-checker. Thus, an adequate performance
model that correctly captures the meaning of these diagrams has to be derived. More pre-
cisely, the selection of a suitable performance model depends on the understanding of the
behavior captured by the diagram and its underpinning characteristics. It has also to be
supported by an available probabilistic model-checker. For the sake of generality, we study
first the untimed SysML activity diagrams and then address time-annotated ones.
The global state of an activity diagram can be characterized using the location of the
control tokens. A specific state can be described by the position of the token at a certain
point in time. The modification in the global state occurs when some tokens are enabled
to move from one node to another. This can be encoded using a transition relation that
describes the evolution of the system within its state space. Therefore, the semantics of
a given activity diagram can be described using a transition system (automata) defined by
the set of all the states reachable during the system's evolution and the transition relation
thereof. SysML activity diagrams present the possibility of modeling probabilistic behav-
ior, using probabilistic decision nodes. The outgoing edges of these nodes quantified with
probability values specify probabilistic branching transitions within the transition system.
The probability label denotes the likelihood of a given transition's occurrence. In the case
of deterministic transitions, all assigned probability labels are equal to 1. Furthermore, the
behavior of activity diagrams presents non-determinism inherently due to parallel behavior
and multiple instances execution. More precisely, fork nodes specify unrestricted paral-
lelism, which can be described using non-determinism in order to model interleaving of
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flows executions. This corresponds in the transition system to a set of branching transi-
tions emanating from the same state, allowing the description of asynchronous behavior.
In terms of probability labels, all transitions occurring due to non-determinism are labeled
with probability equal 1.
In order to select the suitable model-checker, we need to define the right probabilis-
tic model that captures the behavior depicted by SysML activity diagrams. To this end, we
need a model that expresses non-determinism as well as probabilistic behavior. Thus, MDP
might be a suitable model for SysML activity diagrams. Among the existing probabilis-
tic model-checkers, we select PRISM model-checker. The latter is the only free and open
source model-checker that supports MDPs analysis. Moreover, it is widely used in many
application domains on various real-life case studies and is recognized for its efficiency in
term of data structure and numerical methods. In summary, in order to apply probabilistic
model-checking on SysML activity diagrams, we need to map these diagrams into the cor-
responding MDPs using PRISM input language. With respect to properties, they have to be
expressed using Probabilistic Computation Tree Logic (PCTL*), which is commonly used
in conjunction with discrete-time Markov chains and Markov decision processes [195].
Figure 25 illustrates the synopsis of the proposed approach.
In order to test our approach, we implemented our translation algorithm into a pro-
totype tool written in Java that systematically maps SysML activity diagrams into their
corresponding Markov decision processes expressed in the input language ofPRISM model
checker. The diagrams can be fetched from any modeling environment that supports SysML.
Various model-driven development tools support UML, the defacto standard for software
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Figure 25: Probabilistic Model-Checking of SysML Activity Diagrams
development. Nowadays, many of these tools are upgraded in order to support the SysML
modeling language (Artisan Real-time Studio [194], IBM Rational Software Delivery Plat-
form [196], etc.). Generally, those tools provide also some advanced functionalities in
order to access the design models in read and write modes.
In the sequel, we present the algorithm that we devise for the systematic mapping of
SysML activity diagrams into the corresponding PRISM code.
5.3 Translation into PRISM
We assume a single initial node and a single activity final node. However, this is not a
restriction since we can replace a set of initial nodes by one initial node connected to a fork
node and a set of activity final nodes by a merge node connected to a single activity final
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node. In the following, we present a data structure definition for SysML activity diagrams
annotated with time.
Definition 5.3.1. A SysML activity diagram annotated with time on action nodes is a tuple
A = (N, N0, type, ?, next, label) where:
• N is the set of activity nodes of types action, initial, final, flow final, fork, join,
decision, and merge.
• No is the initial node,
• type: N -* {action , initial, final, flowfinal, fork, join, decision, merge], that asso-
ciates to each node its corresponding type,
• ?: JV-S-R+, a function that associates for each node of type action a duration, where
IR, is the set of real numbers. Control nodes are supposed to have no duration. As
duration is a time measurement, we consider only positive real numbers,
• next: N-* P(N) a function that returns for a given node the set (possibly singleton)
of nodes that are directly connected to it via its outgoing edges,
• label: NxN-^Actx]0, 1] a function that returns the pair of labels (g,p), namely the
guard and the probability on the edge connecting two given nodes. D
5.3.1 Translation into MDP
We rely on a fine-grained iterative translation of SysML activity diagrams into MDP. In-




nNode as list_of__ Node;
vNode as list_of_ Node;
cmd as PrismCmd;
varfinal, var as PRJSMVarld;
cmdtp as PrismCmd;
procedure T(A,N)
I* Stores all newly discovered nodes in the stack */
for all ? in N do
nodes,push(n);
end for
while not nodes. emptyQ do
cNode := nodes.popQ;
if cNode not in vNode then
vNode := vNode.add(cNode);
if type(cNode)=final then
cmdtp := C(cNode, eq{varfinal,l), raz(vars), null, 1.0);
else
nNode := next(cNode);
/* Return the PRISM variable associated with the cNode */
var :- prismElement(cNode);
if type(cNode)=initial then
cmdtp := C(cNode, eq{var,l), dec(var), nNode, 1.0)
end if
if type(cNode) in {action, merge} then
/* Generate the final PRISM command for the edge cNode-nNode */
cmdtp := C(cNode, grt(var,0), dec(var), nNode, 1.0);
end if
if type(cNode)= join then
cmdtp := C(cNode, var, raz(pinsOßvar)), nNode, 1.0);
end if
if typeicNode)=fork then
cmdtpl := C{cNode, grt(yar,0), dec(yar), nNodefOJ, 1.0);
cm<i/p := C(cNode, cmdtpl.grd, cmdtpl. upd, nNode[l], 1.0));
end if
Figure 26: Translation Algorithm of SysML Activity Diagrams into MDP - Part 1
HO
if type{cNodé)= decision then
g := U(label(cNode, nNodefOJ), 1);
upd ¦= and(dec(var) , set(g,true)) ;
cmdtpl := C(cNode, grt(var,0), upd, nNodefOJ, 1.0);
g := U(label(cNode, nNodeflJ), 1);
upd := and(dec(var), set(g,tme)) ;
cmdtp2 := C{cNode, grt(var,0), upd, nNodefl], 1.0);




if type(cNode)= pdecision then
g := U(label(cNode,nNode[OJ), 1);
? := U(label(cNode,nNodefOJ), 2);
wpd := and(dec(var) , se/(g,true)) ;
cmdtpl :-C{cNode, grt(var,0), upd, nNodefOJ, p);
g := U{label(cNode,nNodeflJ), 1);
q := ullabel(cNode,nNodeflJ), 2);
upd := a«£/(£fec(var),5e/(g,true)) ;
cmdtp2 := C(cNode, grt(var,0), upd, nNodeflJ, q);










Figure 27: Translation Algorithm of SysML Activity Diagrams into MDP - Part 2
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nodes is represented by a variable in the corresponding PRISM model. The join node
represents a special case since the corresponding control passing rule is not straightfor-
ward [21] compared to the other control nodes rules. More precisely, a join node has to
wait for a control locus on each incoming edge in order to be traversed. Thus, we need
to keep a variable for each pin of a given join node. We also define a boolean formula
corresponding to the condition of synchronization at each join node. Moreover, we allow
multiple instances ofexecution and thus the number oftokens in a given node is represented
by an integer number denoting active instances at a certain point in time. At this point, we
consider that in realistic systems a certain number of instances are active at the same time.
Therefore, we model each variable as being an integer within a range [0..max_inst] where
the constant maxjnst represents the maximum supported number of instances. This value
can be tailored according to the application's needs.
Apart from the variables, the commands encode the behavior dynamics captured by the
diagram. Thus, each possible progress of the control locus corresponds to a command in
PRISM code. The predicate guard of a given command corresponds to the precondition
for triggering the control passing and the updates represent its effect on the global state. A
given predicate guard expresses the ability of the source nodes to pass the control and the
destination nodes to accept it. A given update expresses the effect that has the passing of
control on the number of active instances of the source and destination nodes. For instance,
the fork node Fl in Figure 29 passes the control to each of its outgoing edges if first it
possesses at least one control locus and second the destination nodes are able to receive the
token (did not reach their maximum number of instances). The modification in the control
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1 : function C(n, g, u, ?', ?)
2: var := prismElement(n'y,
3 : if type(n')=flowfinal then
4: /* Generate the final PRISM command */
5: cmdtp := command(n,g,u,p);
6: end if
7: if type(n')=final then
8: v! := mc(var);
9: cmdtp := command(n, g, and{u,u'), p);
10: end if
1 1 : if type(n')=join then
12: I* Return the PRISM variable related to a specific pin of the join */
13: varpin :=pinPrismElement(n,n');
14: vorn :=prismElement{n);
15: gl ¦¦= notiyarn);
16: g2 :=less(varpin,max);
17: g' := and(gl,g2);
18: u' :=inc(varpin,l);
19: cmdtp = command(n,and(g,g'),and(u,u'),p);
20: end if
21: if type(n') in {action, merge,fork, decision,pdecision) then
22: g' := less(var,max);
23: w' := inc(var,l);




Figure 28: Function Generating PRISM Commands
configuration has to be reflected in the updates ofthe command, where the fork node looses
one control locus and the number ofactive instances of the destination nodes increases. The
corresponding PRISM command can be written as follows:
[Fl] F1>0 Sc Autofocus<max_inst & DetLight<max_inst &
D3<max_inst & !End -?
F1'=F1-1 & Autofocus' =Autofocus-1 &
DetLight'=DetLight-l & D3'=D3-1;
This dependency of the predicates and updates on the nodes at source and at destination
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of the control passing inspired us with the systematic mapping procedure. In fact, the
principle underlying our algorithm is that the predicates and updates for the source and
destination nodes are generated separately so that when composed together provide the
whole final command. The commands are generated according to the type of the source
node and the number of outgoing edges. For instance, in the case where the source node is
a non-probabilistic decision node, the algorithm generates as many commands as outgoing
edges. Concerning the probabilistic decision node, a single command is needed, where
the updates are the sum of all probabilistic occurrences that are associated with different
probabilistic choices. For a fork node, a single command enables all the outgoing target
nodes. Finally, a single command is enough for nodes with a unique outgoing edge such as
action, join, merge, and initial.
The algorithm translating SysML activity diagrams into the input language of PRISM
is presented in Figure 26, Figure 27, and Figure 28. The algorithm visits the activity nodes
using a depth-first search procedure and generates on the fly the PRISM commands. The
main procedure T(A,N) is illustrated in Figure 26 and continued in Figure 27. Initially, the
main procedure G(^4,{?/?}) is called where A is the data structure representing the activity
diagram and JV0 is the initial node. Then, it is called recursively, where N represents
the set (possibly singleton) of next nodes to be explored. The algorithm uses a function
C(n, g, u, n', p) illustrated in Figure 28 where ? is the current node representing the action
name of the command, g and u are expressions, n' is the destination node of n. The
function C serves the generation of different expressions related to the destination node
n' and it returns the final resulting command to be appended into the output of the main
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algorithm.
We make use of the usual Stack data structure with the fundamental operations such as
pop, push, and empty. We define user defined types such as:
• PrismCmd : a record type containing the fields act, grd, and upd corresponding re-
spectively to the action, the guard, and the update ofthe command oftype PrismCmd.
• Node : a type defined to handle activity nodes.
• PRISMVarld : a type defined to handle PRISM variables identifiers.
The variable nodes is of type Stack and serves to store temporarily the nodes to be
explored by the algorithm. At each while iteration, a current node cNode is popped from
the stack nodes and its destination nodes in the activity diagram are stored in the list of
nodes nNode. These destination nodes will be pushed in the stack in the next recursive call
of the main algorithm. If the current node is already visited by the algorithm it is stored in
the set of nodes vNode. According to the type of current node, the parameters to be passed
to the function C are computed. We denote by varfinal the PRISM variable identifier of the
final node and vars represents the set ofall PRISM variables ofthe current activity diagram.
Finally, max is a constant value specifying the maximum value of all PRISM variables (of
type integer). The algorithm terminates when the stack is empty and no instance of the
main algorithm is running. All the PRISM commands generated by the algorithm T are
appended into a list of commands cmd (using the utility function append), which allows us
to build the performance model.
We make use of the following utility functions:
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• The functions type, next, and label are related to the access to the activity diagram
structure and components.
• The function prismElement takes a node as parameter and returns the PRISM
element (either a variable of type integer or a formula) associated with the node.
• The function pinPrismElement takes two nodes as parameters where the second
is a join node and returns the PRISM variable related to the specific pin.
• Different functions are used in order to build expressions needed in the guard or the
updates of the commands. The function raz returns the expression that is the con-
junction of the reseting of the variables taken as parameter to their default values.
The function grt(x,y) returns the expression ? > y, while function less(x,y) returns
the expression ? < y. The function dec(x) returns the expression ?' = ? - 1. The
function inc(x) returns the expression x' - ? + 1. The function not(x) returns the ex-
pression \x. The function and{x,y) returns the expression xky. The function eq{x,y)
returns the expression ? = y. The function set(x,y) returns the expression x' = y.
• The ? is the conventional projection that takes two parameters, a pair (x, y) and an
index (1 or 2) and returns x, if index = 1, and y iîindex = 2.
• The function pinsOj'takes as input the PRISM formula corresponding to a join node
and extracts the corresponding pins variables into a list of prism variables.
• The function command takes as input the action name a, the guard g, the update u,
the probability of the update ? in this order and returns the expression [a] g -> ? : u.
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• The function merge merges two sub-commands taken as parameters into one com-
mand consisting of a set ofprobabilistic updates. More precisely, it takes two param-
eters cmdtpl = [a] gl -> ? : iti and cmdtpl = [a] g2 -* q : u2 then generates the
command [a] gl & g2 -»· ? : ul + q ¦ u2.
5.3.2 Rewards Mechanism for Timed Actions
MDP is a discrete-probabilistic model that treats time as discrete steps. In order to handle
quantitative assessment of timed actions, we propose to augment the generated MDP model
with a Markov reward mechanism. The latter is a mechanism used in order to model
quantitative measures (such as energy, cost, etc.) [197] and thus to analyze performance and
reliability of systems. There are two possible types of rewards: state reward and transition
reward. The former is a function ? : S -> R that associates for each state a real value. The
value p(s) is the reward acquired in the state s per time step [198]. The latter is a function
p' : SxS -? R that associates for each transition a real value and p'(s,s') denotes the reward
acquired each time the transition is fired. We choose to use transition reward in order to
model time-passing while executing related actions. According to the algorithm, we label
each PRISM command with the action name of the source node, which passes the control
locus to the destination node when the current command executes. More precisely, the
label corresponds to the termination of the action at the source node. Consequently, each
time that an action o terminates, which means the corresponding command is triggered, we
add ? (a) time units to the global reward "time".
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5.4 PCTL* Property Specification
In order to apply probabilistic model-checking on the MDP model resulting from the trans-
lation algorithm, we need to express the properties in an appropriate temporal logic. For
MDP models, we can use either LTL [63], PCTL [74] or PCTL* [63]. The Probabilistic
Computation Tree Logic (PCTL) [74] is an extension ofCTL [64] mainly with the probabil-
ity operator V. PCTL* subsumes PCTL and LTL [63]. It is based on PCTL where arbitrary
combinations of paths formulas but only propositional state formulas are allowed [199].
PCTL* syntax according to [199] is as follows:
f ::= true \ a \ -. f | f ? f | ???[f] | 7<Lr[F0]
? ::= f I ?? U1 V>2 I F\ U f? I X"F I F? ? F? I -> F
where a is an atomic proposition, t e N, ? e [0, 1] e E, m e {>,>,<,< }, and Tl represents
the reward operator. It extends PCTL and PCTL* in order to handle reward properties.
PRISM extends the latter syntax in order to quantify probability values with the operator
V =? and reward values with the operator Tl =?. For the case of MDP, all non-determinism
has to be resolved. Thus, properties quantifying the probability actually reason about the
minimum or maximum probability, over all possible resolutions of non-determinism, that
a certain type of behaviour is observed. Measuring the minimum/maximum probabilities
provides the worst/best-case scenarios. Moreover, the reward property is expressed in terms





























ure 29: Case Study: Digital Camera Activity Diagram - Flawed Desig
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mdp
const int max_inst = 1;
formula Jl = Jljpinl>0 k Jljpin2>0 ;
formula J2 = J2_pinl >0 k J2jpin2>0 ;
module mainmod
memful : bool init false;
sunny : bool init false;
charged : bool init false;
Start : bool init true; TurnOn : [0 .. max_inst] init 0; Fl : [0 .. max_inst] init 0;
Autofocus : [0 .. maa;_msí] init 0; DetLight : [0 .. ma:r_msí] init 0;
D3 : [0 .. maxjnst] init 0; ChargeFlash : [0 .. maxjnst] init 0;
Di : [0 .. maa;_!ns<] init 0; D2 : [0 .. maxjnst] init 0; F2 : [0 .. max_inst] init 0;
Jljpinl : [0 .. max_inst] init 0; Jljpin2 : [0 .. maxjnst] init 0;
J2jpinl : [0 .. moa;_OTsi] init 0; J2_pin2 : [0 .. moa;_OTsi] init 0;
Mí : [0 .. max_inst] init 0; M2 : [0 .. max_inst] init 0; M3 : [0 .. max_inst] init 0;
TakePicture : [0 .. mai_insi] init 0; WriteMem : [0 .. max_inst] init 0;
FZas/i : [0 .. max_inst] init 0; TurnOff ¦ [0 .. max_inst] init 0; Fnd : bool init false;
[Start] Start k TurnOn<maxjnst k \End -> Start'=false & TurnOn'= TurnOn + 1;
[Gµ?p?p] TurnOn>0 k Fl<max_inst k !And -* TurnOn'= TurnOn - 1 & W=Fi + 1;
[Fi] Fi >0 & Autofocus<maxjnst k DetLight<max_inst & D3<max_inst k !Fnci -»
Fi'= Fl-Ik Autofocus'=Autofocus + 1 & DetLight'= DetLight + 1 & D3'=D3 + 1;
[yliíío/octis] Autofocus>0 k Dl<maxjnstk \End -*
Autofocus' = Autofocus - 1 & D1'=D1 + 1;
[DetLight] DetLight>0 k D2<maxjnstk \End -»¦
DetLight'= DetLight -Ik D2' = D2 + 1 ;
[D3] D3>0 k ChargeFlash <maxjnstk \End ->
ChargeFlash'= ChargeFlash + 1 & D3'=D3 - Ik {charged1r=false);
[D5] £>3>0 & M2<max_instk \End -*
M2' = Ma + 1 & D5'= ??? - 1& (c/iar9ed'=true);
[Di] £>i>0 k Ml<max_inst k J2jpinl <max_inst k\J2 klEnd -*
0.2 : (M1'=M1 + 1) & (D1'=D1 - 1)& (memful' = true) +
0.8 : (J2jpinl'=J2jpinl + 1) & (Df=Dl - 1)& (memful' = false);
[Da] £>2>0 & J2jpin2<maxjnst k J? jpinl <max_mst k \J1 k \J2 k \End -»
0.6: (Jljpinl'=Jljpinl + 1) & (D2'=D2 - 1) & (swwM/'=false) +
0.4 : (J2jpin2'=J2jpin2 + 1) & (D2'=D2 - 1) k (sunny' =true);
[ ChargeFlash] ChargeFlash>0 k M2<maxjnstk \End -»
M^'= Afê + 1 & ChargeFlash' = ChargeFlash - 1;
Figure 30: PRISM Code for the Digital Camera Case Study - Parti
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5.5 Case Study
In order to explain our approach, we present a case study of time-annotated SysML activity
diagram ofa hypothetical model of a digital photo-camera device. The diagram captures the
functionality oftaking a picture and is illustrated in Figure 29. The corresponding dynamics
are rich enough to allow for the verification of several interesting properties that capture
important functional aspects and performance characteristics. We deliberately modeled
some flaws in the design in order to demonstrate the applicability and the benefits of our
approach. The process captured by the digital photo-camera activity diagram starts by
turning on the camera (TurnOn). Subsequently, three parallel execution flows are spawned.
The first one begins by (AutoFocus) followed by a decision checking the status of the
memory (memFull guard). In the case where the memory is full, the camera cannot be used
and it is turned off. The second parallel flow is dedicated to the detection of the ambient
lighting conditions (DetLight) and it determines whether the flash is needed in order to take
a picture. The third flow allows charging the flash (ChargeFlash) if not already charged.
The action (TakePicture) executes for two possible reasons: either it is sunny (sunny = true)
and the memory is not full (memFull = false) or the flash (Flash) is needed because of the
lack of luminosity (sunny=false). Thereafter, the picture is stored in the memory of the
camera (WriteMem) and the activity diagram ends with turning off the camera (TurnOff).
By applying our algorithm on the SysML activity diagram case study, we end up with
the MDP described using PRISM language as shown in Figure 30 and continued in Figure
3 1 . The reward structure enabling the specification of timed action and the verification of
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[M2] M2>Q k Jljpin2<max_inst k Ul k \End -*
M2'= M2-\k Jljpin2'=Jljpin2 + 1;
[Ml] Ml>0kTurnOff<maxJnst k\End -*
TurnOff'= TurnOff + Ik Ml'= Ml - 1;
[J2] 32 kTakePicture<max_inst klEnd ->
TakePicture'=TakePicture + Ik J2_pinl'=0 k J2jpin2'=0 ;
[Jl] Jl k F2<max_inst k !Fnd -
F2'=Fj3 + 1 & Jl_j)inl'=0 k Jl_pin2'=0 ;
[Fu] F£>0 & Flash<max_inst k TakePicture<max_inst k \End ->
F2'=F2 - 1 & FZas/i'= FZas/i + 1 & TakePicture'= TakePicture + 1;
[TakePicture] TakePicture>0 k WriteMem<max_inst klEnd ->
TakePicture' = TakePicture -Ik WriteMem'= WriteMem + 1;
[WriteMem] WriteMem>0 k Ml<max_inst h\End -»
WriteMem'= WriteMem - 1 & Mf=Ml + 1;
[TwrnOj^] TurnOff>0 k\End -*
TurnOff''= TurnOff - 1 & Fnd'=true;
[And] find ->
TurnOn'=0 k Fi '=0 & Autofocus'=® k DetLight'=0 & D3'=0 & ChargeFlasti =0 & Di '=0
& D2'=0 & Jljpinl'=0 k Jljpin2'=Q k F2'=0 k J2_pinl'=0 k J2jpin2'=0 k M1'=0 k
M2'=0 k M3'=Q k TakePicture1 =0 & WWieAfem'=0 & Flash'=0 & TurnOff '=0k
(memful' = false) & (stmm/=false) & (charged'=i alse);
endmodule
Figure 31: PRISM Code for the Digital Camera Case Study - Part2
time-related properties specifications is shown Figure 32 appended into the PRISM model.
After supplying the model to PRISM, the latter constructs the reachable state space in the
form of a state list and a transition probability matrix.
At the beginning, one can look for the presence of deadlock states in the model. This
is expressed using the property 5.5.1. It is also possible to quantify the worst/best-case
probability of such a scenario happening using properties 5.5.2 and 5.5.3.
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rewards "time"
[TurnOn] true : 2;
[Autofocus] true : 2;
[DetLight] true : 1;
[ChargeFlash] true : 4;
[ WriteMem] true : 3;
endrewards
Figure 32: Reward Structure for the Digital Camera Case Study
"init" => P > 0 [ F "deadlock" ] (5.5.1)
Pmax =? [ F "deadlock" ] (5.5.2)
Pmin =? [ F "deadlock" ] (5.5.3)
The labels " init " and " deadlock " in property 5.5. 1 are built-in labels that are true
for respectively initial and deadlocked states. Property 5.5.1 states that from an initial state
the probability of reaching eventually a deadlocked state is greater than 0. This returns
true, which means that the property is satisfied in some states ofthe model. However, after
more investigations, we found that there is only one deadlocked state due to the activity
final node in the activity diagram. This deadlock can be accepted since according to the de-
sired execution, at the activity final node, the activity terminates and there are no outgoing
transitions.
It is also important in the case of activity diagram to verify that we can eventually reach
the activity final node once the activity diagram has started. Such a property is stated in
Property 5.5.4. The properties 5.5.5 and 5.5.6 are used in order to quantify the probability
of such a scenario to happen.
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TurnOn >= 1 => P > O [F End ] (5.5.4)
Pmax =? [ F End ] (5.5.5)
Pmin =? [ F End ] (5.5.6)
Property 5.5.4 returns true and properties 5.5.5 and 5.5.6 both return the probability
value 1. This represents satisfactory results since the final activity is always reachable.
The first functional requirement states that the TakePicture action should not be
activated if the memory is full memfull=true or if the Autofocus action is still on-
going. Thus, we would like to evaluate the actual probability for this scenario to happen.
Since, we are relying on MDP model, we need to compute the minimum (5.5.7) and the
maximum (5.5.8) probabilities measures of reaching a state where, either the memory is
full or the focus action is ongoing while taking a picture.
Pmin =? [ true U (memfull | Autofocus > 1)L· TakePicture > 1 ] (5.5.7)
Pmax =? [ true U (memfull | Autofocus > l)k TakePicture > 1 ] (5.5.8)
The expected likelihood for this scenario should be null (impossibility). However, the
model-checker determines a non-zero probability value for the maximum measurement
(Pmax = 0.6) and a null probability for the minimum. This shows that there is a path leading
to such undesirable state, thus pointing out to a flaw in the design. On the activity diagram,
this is caused by the existence of a control flow path leading to the TakePicture action
independently of the evaluation of the memfull guard and of the termination of the action
AutoFocus. In order to correct this misbehavior, the designer must alter the diagram
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such that the control flow reaching the action AutoFocus and subsequently evaluating
the guard memfull to false have to synchronize with all the possible paths leading to
TakePicture. This might be done using a fork node that splits two thread each having
to synchronize with a possible flow before activating TakePicture. Thus, we block
the activation of TakePicture action unless AutoFocus eventually ends and memory
space is available in the digital camera. Figure 33 illustrates the corrected SysML activity
diagram taking into account the discovered problem.
As the main function of the digital photo camera device is to take pictures, we would
like to measure the probability of taking a picture in the normal conditions. The corre-
sponding properties are specified as follows:
Pmin =? [ true U TakePicture > 1] (5.5.9)
Pmax =? [ true U TakePicture > 1] (5.5.10)
The measures provided by the model-checker are respectively Pmin = 0.8 and Pmax = 0.92.
These values have to be compared with the desired level of reliability of the system.
Another interesting time-related property concerns the time needed for the activity to
be executed once. This requirement is related to the performance of the digital camera





Property (5.5.11) and property (5.5.12) are the minimal and the maximal expected
reachability rewards. The results after the verification provided by the model-checker are
Rmin = 6.56 and Rmax = 11.4.
We applied probabilistic model-checking on the corrected design in order to compare
both the flawed and corrected SysML activity diagrams. The comparison is summarized in
Table 5. The correction of the design removed the flaw revealed by property (5.5.8) since
the probability value became 0. However, we lost in terms of reliability in the best case
scenario, since the maximum probability calculated for property (5.5.10) has dropped to
0.8 instead of 0.92. Moreover, the minimum time reward has increased in property (5.5.1 1)







































































Figure 33: Case Study: Digital Camera Activity Diagram - Corrected Design
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5.6 Conclusion
This chapter presented a translation algorithm that we designed and implemented in order
to enable probabilistic model-checking of SysML activity diagrams. The algorithm maps
SysML activity diagrams into code written using the input language of the selected prob-
abilistic model-checker PRISM. Moreover, a case study is presented in order to show the
practical use of our approach. Once the translation is done, establishing confidence in its
correctness is necessary. Thus, we aim at focusing in the next chapters on the soundness
property of the algorithm. One of the prerequisites for proving soundness is to define for-




Semantic Foundations of SysML
Activity Diagrams
In this chapter, we propose to study the semantic foundations of SysML activity diagrams.
A formalization of the semantics will allow us to build a sound and rigorous framework
for the V&V of design models expressed using these diagrams. To this end, we design a
dedicated formal language, called Activity Calculus (AC), used in order to mathematically
express and analyze the behaviors captured by SysML activity diagrams. In the sequel,
the syntactic and semantic definitions of the AC language are presented in Section 6. 1 .
Therein, a summary of the informal mapping of the diagram constructs into AC terms with
an illustrative example are also provided. In order to illustrate the usefulness of such a
formal semantics, a case study is presented in Section 6.2 consisting of a SysML activity
diagram for an hypothetical design of a banking operation on an Automated Teller Machine
(ATM). We apply the semantic rules on the case study in order to show how this may
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uncover subtle errors in the design. Finally, Section 6.3 defines the underlying Markov
decision process that describes SysML activity diagram semantics.
6.1 Activity Calculus
The activity calculus is built with the goal in mind to provide a dedicated calculus that
captures the rich expressiveness of activity diagrams and formally models the behavioral
aspects using operational semantics framework. It is mainly inspired by the concept of
process algebras, which represent a family of approaches used for modeling concurrent
and distributed systems.
Apart from ascribing a rigorous meaning to the informally specified diagrams, formal
semantics provides us with an effective technique to uncover design errors that could be
missed by intuitive inspection. Furthermore, it allows the application ofmodel transforma-
tions and model-checking. Practically, the manipulation of the graphical notations as it is
defined in the standard does not provide the flexibility offered by a formal language. There
is a real need to describe this behavior in a mathematical and a rigorous way. Thus, our
formal framework allows the automation ofthe validation using existing techniques such as
probabilistic model-checking. Moreover, it allows reasoning about potential relations be-
tween activity diagrams from the behavioral perspective and deriving related mathematical
proofs.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first calculus of its kind that is dedicated to
capture the essence of SysML activity diagrams. While reviewing the state of the art, we
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cannot find proposals along the same line as our activity calculus. With respect to UML
2.x activity diagrams, most of the research initiatives use existing formalisms such as CSP
in [178], the Interactive Markov Chain (IMC) in [171], and variants of Petri nets formal-
ism in [179-181]. Although these formalisms have well-established semantic domains,
they impose some serious limitations to the expressiveness of activity diagrams (e.g. disal-
low multiple instance of actions). The majority of reviewed initiatives express the activity
diagrams as data structure tuple. Very few proposals provide a dedicated algebraic-like
notation [171,200], where only [171] aims at defining a semantic framework. The main
supported features that make our calculus distinguishable is its ability to express various
control flows with mixed and nested forks and joins that are allowed by UML specifica-
tion. Furthermore, AC allows multiple instances and includes both guarded and probabilis-
tic decision. Finally, AC allows us to define an operational semantics for SysML activity
diagrams that is intuitive and original based on tokens-propagation. In the following, we
explain in details the syntax and semantics of our activity calculus.
6.1.1 Syntax
From the structural perspective, an activity diagram can be viewed as a directed graph with
two types of nodes (action and control nodes) connected using directed edges. Alterna-
tively, from the dynamic perspective, the activity diagram behavior amounts to a specifi-
cally ordered execution of its actions. This order depends on the propagation of the control
locus (token) that starts from the initial node. When an action receives a token, it becomes
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active and starts executing. When its execution terminates, it delivers the token to its out-
going edges. Moreover, multiple instances of the same action may execute concurrently if
more than one control token is received. During the execution, the activity diagram struc-
ture remains unchanged, however, the location of the control tokens changes. Thus, the
behavior (the meaning) depicted by the activity diagram can be described using a set of
progress rules that dictates the tokens movement through the diagram. In order to spec-
ify the presence of control tokens, we use the word marking (borrowed from the Petri net
formalism).
We assume that each activity node in the diagram (except initial) is assigned a unique
label. Let £ be a collection of labels ranged over by I, I0, I1, ¦¦¦ and N any node (except
initial) in the activity diagram. We write I: N to denote an /-labeled activity node N. Labels
serve different purposes. Mainly, a label I is used for uniquely referring to an /-labeled
activity node in order to model a flow connection to the already defined node. Particularly,
labels are useful for connecting multiple incoming flows towards merge and join nodes.
The syntax of the AC language is defined using the Backus-Naur-Form (BNF) notation in
Figure 34. The AC terms are generated using this syntax. We can distinguish two main
syntactic categories: unmarked terms and marked terms. An unmarked AC term, typically
given by A, corresponds to the diagram without tokens. A marked AC term, typically given
by B, corresponds to an activity diagram with tokens. The difference between these two
categories is the added "overbar" symbol for the marked terms (or sub-terms) denoting
the presence and the location of a token. A marked term is typically used to denote an





















Figure 34: Unmarked Syntax (left) and Marked Syntax (right) of Activity Calculus
inspired by the work on Petri net algebra in [201]. However, we extended this concept in
order to handle multiple tokens. We discard the intuitive but useless solution to write the
expression M to denote a term M that is marked twice since it can result in overwhelming
unmanageable marked AC terms if the number of tokens grows. Thus, we augment the
"overbar" operator with an integer ? such that M denotes a term marked with ? tokens.
This allows us to consider loops in activity diagrams and so multiple instances.
Referring to Figure 34, the definition of the term B is based on A, since B represents all
valid sub-terms with all possible locations of the overbar symbol on top of A sub-terms. M
defines an unmarked sub-term and M represents a marked sub-term ofA. An AC term A is
either e, to denote an empty activity or l>+N, where ? specifies the initial node and TV can
be any labeled activity node (or control flows ofnodes). The symbol «-is used to specify the
activity control flow edge. The derivation of an AC term is based on a depth-first traversal
of the corresponding activity diagram. Thus, the mapping of activity diagrams into AC
terms is achieved systematically. It is important to note that, as a syntactic convention,
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each time a new merge (or join) node is met, the definition of the node and its newly
assigned label are considered. If the node is encountered later in the traversal process, only
its corresponding label is used. This convention is important to ensure well-formedness of
the AC terms.
Among the basic constructs ofM, we have:
• The term b® (resp. b.Q) specifies the flow final node (resp. the activity final node).
• The term bMerge(N) (resp. bx.Join(N)) represents the definition of the merge
(resp. join) node. This notation is used only when the corresponding node is firstly
encountered during the depth-first traversal of the activity diagram. The parameter
J\f inside the merge (resp. join) refers to the subsequent destination nodes (or flow)
connected to the outgoing edge of the merge (resp. join) node. With respect to the
join node, the entity ? represents an integer specifying the number of incoming edges
into this specific join node.
• The term Z: ForZc(M, M) is the construct referring to the fork node. The parameters
M and ?/2 represent the sub-terms corresponding to the destination of the outgoing
edges of the fork node (i.e. the flows split in parallel).
• The term bDecisionp((g) ?/?, (-.#) TV2) (resp. l:Decision({g)Mi, (-^)AZ2)) speci-
fies the probabilistic (resp. non-probabilistic) decision node. It denotes a probabilis-
tic (resp. non-probabilistic guarded) choice between alternative flows ?/? and J\f2. For
the probabilistic case, the sub-term ?/? is selected with a probability ? whereas, Af2
is selected with probability 1 - p.
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• The term ba>+N is the construct representing the prefix operator: The labeled action
ba is connected to J\f using a control flow edge.
• The term I is a reference to a node labeled with I.
A marked term B is either ? or ? «¦ M, which denotes the initial node ? marked with one
token and connected to the unmarked sub-term J\f, or l >+ M that denotes an unmarked
initial node that is connected to the marked sub-term M. Among the basic constructs of
M, we have:
• The term ?? is a special case of an AC marked term where ? = 0.
• The term ??" denotes a term M that is marked with ? other tokens such that ? > 0.
• The term bMerge(M) (resp. bx.Join(M)) represents the definition of an un-
marked merge (resp. join) term with a marked sub-term M.
• The term bFork(M\,M2) represents an unmarked fork term with two marked sub-
terms M\ and ?.?·
• The term bDecision((g) Mi, (^g) M2) (resp. bDecisionp({g) M\, (-^)-M2)) de-
notes an unmarked decision (resp. probabilistic decision) term having two marked
sub-terms M\ and Mi.
• The term ba >*' M denotes a prefix operator with a ?-times marked action connected
to a marked sub-term M.
An important observation has to be made. Since the "overbar" symbol represents the
presence (and eventually the location) of tokens, one may picture these tokens graphically
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(Ml) L»M «m 1>*M
<M2> h¿k»M «m ha*k>*M
(M3) z^71 ^M /:®
v1V1^ ?4 sçM A4
(M5> B[lMerge(M)nf] «m ?[?:?eG0ß(?*)?+*, Z]
Figure 35: Marking Pre-order Definition
on the activity diagram using small solid squares (to not mix with initial node notation)
similarly to the Petri-net tokens. This is not part of the UML notation, but it is only meant
for illustration purposes. This exercise may reveal that two marked expressions may refer
to the same activity diagram structure annotated with tokens that can be considered to be
in the same locations. For instance, this is the case for the marked expressions l>*N and
¿»?? More precisely, the term l>+N denotes an activity diagram with a token on the top
of the whole diagram. This configuration is exactly the same as having the token placed in
the initial element of the diagram, which is represented by the term 7»?? This is also the
case of ba>*N and ha» H. This complies with [21] stating that "when an activity starts,
a control token is placed at each action or structured node that has no incoming edges".
Thus, in order to identify these pairs of marked expressions, we define a pre-order
relation denoted by 4M over the set of marked expressions.
Definition 6.1.1. Let «?? M ? M be the smallest pre-order relation defined as specified
in Figure 35.
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This relation allows us to rewrite Mi into M[ in the case where M\ 4M M[ and then
apply the semantic rule corresponding to M[. This simplifies considerably our operational
semantics by keeping it concise. In these settings, we only need the pre-order concept,
however 4m can be extended easily to an equivalence relation using the kernel of this pre-
order.
Before discussing the operational semantics, we present first the translation of activity
diagram constructs into their corresponding AC syntactic elements then, we express an
activity diagram example using AC. The correspondence between the concrete syntax of


















l:Decision((g) Ni, (^g) ?/2)
l:Decisionp((g) ?/?, (-^g) ?/2)
l:Merge(N) or I
UFaTk(NuNz)
Ux. J(An(N) or I (? is the num-
ber of incoming edges)
Figure 36: Mapping Activity Diagram Constructs into AC Syntax




















Figure 37: Case Study: Activity Diagram of Money Withdrawal
of a withdraw money banking operation. It can be expressed using the unmarked term
Aithdraw as follows:
^withdraw = ¿^· ¿linter«- /2;Check ^- ?/?
Mi = ¿3:Decision0.i((notenough)./v2, (enough)^)
M2 = U--Notify»l5-Merge(l6:Q)
?/3 = l7:Fork(M4, /i3:Fork(/14:Disp«-/10, ¿i5:Print ^h2))
Ma = /8:Debit^/9:Record^-/io:2.Join(¿11:Pick>->-¿i2:2.Join(/5))
The Withdraw term expresses the structure ofthe activity diagram. One can draw exactly
the same activity diagram from its corresponding AC term.
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6.1.2 Operational Semantics
In this section, we present the operational semantics ofthe activity calculus in the Structural
Operational Semantics (SOS) style [202]. The latter is a well-established approach that pro-
vides a framework to give an operational semantics to many programming and specification
languages [202]. It is also considerably applied in the study of the semantics of concurrent
processes. Defining such a semantics (small-step semantics) consists in defining a set of
axioms and inference rules that are used to describe the operational evolution. Since the
propagation of the tokens within the diagram denotes its execution steps, the axioms and
rules specify the tokens progress within the corresponding marked AC term. Each axiom
and rule specifies the possible transitions between two marked terms of the activity dia-
gram. In some cases, we might have more than one token present in the activity at a given
instant. The selection of the progressing token is then performed non-deterministically.
The operational semantics is given by a Probabilistic Transition System (PTS) as pre-
sented in Definition 6.1.2. The initial state of the PTS corresponds to place a unique token
on the initial node. The initially marked AC term corresponding to A is the term A where
the one overbar is placed on the sub-term ? (i.e. ?>+?G) according to (Ml) in Figure 35. We
denote this marked term by B0. The general form of a transition is B —>p B' or B —>p A,
such that B and B' are marked activity calculus terms, A is the unmarked activity calculus
term, a e S ? {?}, the set of actions ranged over by a, au ·-·, b, o denotes the empty action,
and p, q e [0, 1] are probabilities of transitions occurrences. This transition relation shows
the marking evolution and means that a marked term B can be transformed into another
marked term B' or to an unmarked term A by executing a with a probability p. If a marked
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term is transformed into an unmarked term, the transition denotes the loss of the marking.
This is the case when either a flow final or an activity final node is reached. For simplicity,
we omit the label o on the transition relation, if no action is executed, i.e. B —>p B' or
B —>p A. The transition relation is defined using the semantic rules from Figure 38 to
Figure 45.
Definition 6.1.2. The probabilistic transition system of the activity calculus term A is the
tuple T=(S, S0, —>-p) where:
• S is the set of states, ranged over by s, each of which represents an AC term B
corresponding to the unmarked term A,
• so e S, the initial state representing the term B0 = A,
» -^pC ,SxEu {?} ? [0, 1] ? S is the probabilistic transition relation and it is the
Ck
least relation satisfying the AC operational semantics rules. We write s\ —>p s2 in
order to specify a probabilistic transition of the form (si, (a,p),s2) for s\, S2 e S
and (a,?) in S ? {?} ? [0,1]. D
Let e be a marked term and /, /1; ···, fn specify marked (or unmarked) sub-terms. The
term / is a sub-term (or a sub-expression) of e, denoted by e[f], if / is a valid activity
calculus term occurring once in the definition of e. We also use the notation e [/{?}] to
denote that / occurs exactly ? times in the expression e. For simplification e[/{l}] =
e[f]. We may generalize this notation to more than one sub-term, i.e. e[/i, /2,··-, fn]· For
instance, given a marked term B= l «· W-a-i >->- l2-a2 » h-Q- We write B[Ij-U1] to specify
that ??.a-? is a sub-term of B. Furthermore, we use the notation \B\ to denotes the unmarked
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activity calculus term obtained by removing the marking (all overbars) from the marked
term B.
In the sequel, we present the AC operational semantics.
Rules for Initial
The first set of rules in Figure 38 refers to the transitions related to the term ? y*- Af. "Tokens
in an initial node are offered to outgoing edges" [21]. This is interpreted by our semantics
using the axiom INiT- 1 , which means that if ? is marked, the marking propagates to the rest
of the term M throughout its outgoing edge, with no observable action and a probability
q = l. Rule INIT-2 allows the marking to evolve in the rest of the activity term from ¿ » M
to l»M' with a probability q, by executing the action a if the marking on the sub-term M




Figure 38: Semantic Rules for Initial
Rules for Action Prefixing
The second set of rules in Figure 39 concerns action prefixing. These rules illustrate the
possible progress of the tokens in the expression ha >->¦ M. "The completion of the ex-




axiom ACT-I specifies the progress of a token from ha , where action a terminates its ex-
ecution, to the sub-term M. Note that ACT-I supports the case of multiple tokens, which
is compliant with the specification stating that "start a new execution of the behavior with
newly arrived tokens, even if the behavior is already executing from tokens arriving at the
invocation earlier" [21]. Rule ACT-2 allows the marking to evolve in the rest of the activity
term from ~hcT >+ M to /!a" » M' by executing the action a and with a probability q, if the
marked sub-term M. can evolve to M'.
ACT"1 ?a?>*?-^*??a?~1>*? Vn > 0
ACT-2 ^ a nha >*M —>q ha >+M'
Figure 39: Semantic Rules for Action Prefixing
Rules for Final
The rules for activity final are given in Figure 40. "A token reaching an activity final
node terminates the activity. In particular, it stops all executing actions in the activity,
and destroys all tokens" [21]. Once marked (one token is enough), the activity final node
imposes the abrupt termination of all the other normal flows in the activity. Accordingly,
the axiom Final states that if l:Q is a subterm of a marked term B, the latter can do a
transition with a probability q=l and no action, which results in the deletion of all overbars
(tokens) from the marked activity term B.
Final B[J^] -^1 |g|
Figure 40: Semantic Rules for Final
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FORK-I
l:Fork(Mi,M2)n —*i l:Fork(M¡,J^)t Vn > 0
____________Mi-^qMl
FORK-2 l:Fork(Mi, M2f -^q l:Farh(M'vM2)n
l:Fork{M2,Mif -% IFOrU[M2M[Y
Figure 41 : Semantic Rules for Fork
Rules for Fork
The rules for fork are listed in Figure 41. "Tokens arriving at a fork are duplicated across
the outgoing edges" [21]. Accordingly, the axiom FORK-I shows the propagation of the
tokens to the sub-terms of the fork in the case where the fork expression is marked. A fork
expression is marked means that one or many tokens are offred at the incoming edge of
the fork node. Rules FORK-2 illustrates two symmetric rules showing the evolution of the
marking within the sub-terms of the fork expression. According to the activity diagram
specification, "UML 2.0 activity forks model unrestricted parallelism", which is contrasted
with the earlier semantics of UML 1 .x, where there is a required synchronization between
parallel flows [21]. Thus, the marking evolves asynchronously according to an interleaving
semantics on both left and right sub-terms.
Rules for Decision
The next set of rules concerns the non-probabilistic decision shown in Figure 42 and the
probabilistic decision provided in Figure 43. With respect to non-probabilistic decision
nodes, the specification document states the following: "Each token arriving at a decision






l:Decision((tt}Mi, IJf)M2) Vn > O
DEC-2
l:Decision{{g)M\, [^g)M2) —>·?
l:Decision((ff)Mi,(tt)'M2yi Vn > O
____________________ M1 -^ M\
DEC-3 l:Deásion({g)Mi, (^g)M2) —>q l:Decision((g)M'1, [^g)M2)
l:Decision((g)M2, (->g)Mi) -^-*q hDecision((g)M2, (->g)M'1)
Figure 42: Semantic Rules for Non-Probabilistic Guarded Decision
to determine which edge should be traversed." [21]. Axioms DEC-I and DEC-2 describe
the evolution of tokens reaching a non-probabilistic decision node. For the probabilistic
counterpart, the axioms PDEC- 1 and PDEC-2 specify the likelihood of a token reaching a
probabilistic decision node to traverse one of its branches. The choice is probabilistic; The
marking will propagate either to the first branch with a probability ? (PDEC-I) or to the
second branch with a probability 1-p (PDEC-2). This complies with the specification [10].
Rule PDEC-3 (respectively DEC-3) groups two symmetric cases that are related to the
marking evolution through the decision sub-terms. If a possible transition M\ —>q M[
-------------------------------------------------------------------------?
exists and Mi is a subexpression of hDecisionp((g)M% (^g)M2)) , then we can deduce
the transition l:Decisionp({g)Mi, (-^g)M2) —>q hDecisionp({g)M'1,{^g)M2) .
Rules for Merge
Rules for merge are presented in Figure 44. The semantics of merge node according to [21]




l:Decisionp((tt)M~¡, (Jf)M2)" Vn > O
PDEC-2
l:Decisionp((g)M\, (-^g)M2) —*i-P




l:Decisionp((g)Mi, [^g)M2) —>q l:Decisionp((g)M[, (^g)M2)
t? a
l:Decisionp((g)M2, (-^g)Mi) —>q hDecisionp((g)M2, (->g)M[)
Figure 43: Semantic Rules for Probabilistic Decision
MERG-I
-n-1






Figure 44: Semantic Rules for Merge
edge. There is no synchronization of flows or joining of tokens." Thus, the axiom MERG-I
states that the marking on top of the merge evolves with a probability 1 and no action to
its sub-term M. Rule MERG-2 allows the marking to evolve in bMerge(M) if there is a
possible transition such that M —>q M'.
Rules for Join
Rules for join are presented in Figure 45. "If there is a token offered on all incoming edges,
then one control token is offered on the outgoing edge" [21]. Axioms JOiN-I and JOIN-
2 describe the propagation of a token on the top of the join definition expression, namely
bx.Join{M ) and the referencing labels. Unlike the merge node, the join traversal requires
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JOIN-I
B[l:x.Join(M)n Jkx {? - 1}] —? B[hx.Join(M),l{x - 1}] ? > 1; n,kx>l
_______ ?_?
J0IN-2 hl.Join(M)n -^i Zd.Jom(.M) ? > 1
J0IN-3 n Q n
hx.Join{M) —>q hx.Join(M')
Figure 45: Semantic Rules for Join
all references to itself to be marked, which is described using the "join specification" re-
quirement in [21]. More precisely, all the sub-terms I corresponding to a given join node in
the AC term, including the definition of the join itself, have to be marked so that the token
can progress to the rest of the expression. The number of occurrences of the sub-term I in
the whole marked term is known and it corresponds to the value of x-1. If so, only one con-
trol token propagates to the subsequent subterm M with a probability q = 1. Moreover, [21]
states that: "Multiple control tokens offered on the same incoming edge are combined into
one before" the traversal, which is specified in axiom JOIN-I. Axiom JOIN-2 corresponds
to the special case where ? = 1. According to [21], there is no restriction on the use of a join
node with a single incoming edge even though this is qualified therein as not useful. Rule
----------------------------? -?
JOlN-3 shows the possible evolution of the marking in bx.Join{M) to bx. Join(M') ,if
the marking in M evolves to M' with the same transition.
6.2 Case Study
In the sequel, we present a SysML activity diagram case study depicting a hypothetical












Figure 46: Case Study: Activity Diagram of a Banking Operation
in Figure 46. We first show how we can express the activity diagram using the AC language
and then demonstrate the benefit and usefulness of the proposed formal semantics.
The actions in an activity diagram can be refined using structured activity nodes in or-
der to expand their internal behavior. For instance, the node labeled Withdraw in Figure
46 is actually a structured node that calls the activity diagram pictured in Figure 37. Us-
ing the operational semantics defined earlier, a compositional assessment of the design can
be performed. For instance, the detailed activities are abstracted away at a first step and
the global behavior is validated. Then, the assessment of the refined behavior can be per-
formed. The compositionality and abstraction features allow handling real-world systems
without compromising the validation process. For instance, we consider the activity dia-
gram of Figure 46 and assume that Withdraw action is an atomic action denoted by the
abbreviation d. Moreover, considering the actions a, b, and c as the abbreviations of the
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actions Authentication, Verify ATM, and Choose account respectively, the
corresponding unmarked term Ai, is as follows:
Ai = L^lf-a» I2-FOTk(Ni.,h2)
M = /3:Merge(/4:6»/5:Fork(A/'2,A/'3))
N2 = l6:Oecision0.9((g2)l3, (-,gty l7:2.Join(l8:Q))
?/3 = lg:2.Join(liQ:d»ÁÍA)
N4 = Zii:Decisiono.3«gl)M, (-#1) h)
N5 = /i2:Merge(¿13:oW9)
The abbreviations are used to simplify the presentation of the AC term . The guard
gl denotes the possibility of triggering a new operation if evaluated to true and guard g2
denotes the result of evaluating the status of the connection. Applying the operational rules
on the marked Ai, we can derive a run that leads to a deadlock, which means that we
reached a configuration where the expression is marked but no progress can be made (no
operational rule can be applied). This derivation may reveal a design error in the activity
diagram, which is not obvious using only inspection. Even though one may suspect the
join2 to cause the deadlock due to the presence of a prior decision node, the deadlock
actually occurs due to the other join node (i.e. node j oinl).
More precisely, the run consists in executing the action c twice (because the guard gl is
true) and the action b once (g2 evaluated to false). The deadlocked configuration reached
by the derivation run has the following marked sub-terms:
M2 = ¿6:Decision0.9((g2) /3, (-^g2) IfJoIn(I8-Q))
M5 = /12:Merge(/13:c^/9)














Figure 47: Derivation Run Leading to a Deadlock - Part 1
47 and Figure 48. This has been obtained by applying the AC operational semantics rules
on the term Ai, which corresponds to the initial state of the probabilistic transition system.
This run represents a single path in the probabilistic transition system corresponding to
the semantic model of the activity diagram of Figure 46. Informally, the deadlock occurs
because both join nodes joinl and join2 are waiting for a token that will never be
delivered on one of their incoming edges. There is no possible token progress from the
deadlocked configuration since no rule can be applied.
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—>? ¿«-¿i:a>->Z2:Fork(Z3:Merge(/4:òv>/5:Fork(











—>·?.3 t>+ Zi :a>-> ¿2 :Fork(Í3:Merge(Z4:6>-»· Zs1F01M




Z6:Decisiono.9((g2) Z3, (-Ö2) Z7:2.Join(Z8:0)), Z9:2.Join(
Zi0:d>-»-/ii:Decisioiio.3(<gl)Zi2:Merge(Zi3:c>*Z9),
h9^)h))))M)




Figure 48: Derivation Run Leading to a Deadlock - Part 2
6.3 Markov Decision Process
The MDP underlying the PTS corresponding to the semantic model of a given SysML
activity diagram can be described using to the following definition.
Definition 6.3.1. The Markov Decision Process Mr underlying the Probabilistic Transi-
tion System T=(S, s0,-^P) is the tuple Mt=(S, s0, Act, Steps) such that:
• Ad=Y1 ? [o),
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• Steps:S-+2ActxDist(sì is the probabilistic transition function defined over S such that,
for each s e S, Steps(s) is defined as follows:
- For each set of transitions rQ={s -^>Pj Sj, j e J, pj < 1, and S? Pj = 1}>
(a, µG) e Steps(s) such that ßr(sj) = Pj and ^r(s') = 0 for s' € S \ {sj}jej.
- For each transition t = s -^* ? s', (a,µt) e Steps(s) such that µt(d') = 1 and
¿¿r(s) = 0fors#s'. ?
6.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we defined a probabilistic calculus that we called Activity Calculus (AC).
The latter allows expressing algebraically SysML activity diagrams and providing its for-
mal semantic foundations using operational semantics framework. Our calculus serves
proving the soundness of the translation algorithm that we presented in the previous chap-
ter, but also, opens up new directions to explore other properties and applications using
the formal semantics of SysML activity diagrams. The following chapter defines a formal




Soundness of the Translation Algorithm
In this chapter, our main objective is to closely examine the correctness of the translation
procedure proposed earlier that maps SysML activity diagrams into the input language of
the probabilistic model-checker PRISM. In order to provide a systematic proof, we rely
on formal methods, which enable us with solid mathematical basis. To do so, four main
ingredients are needed. First, we need to express formally the translation algorithm. This
enables its manipulation forward deriving the corresponding proofs. Second, the formal
syntax and semantics for SysML activity diagrams need to be defined. This has been pro-
posed in the previous chapter by the means of the activity calculus language. Third, the
formal syntax and semantics of PRISM input language have to be defined. Finally, a suit-
able relation is needed in order to compare the semantics of the diagram with the semantics
of the resulting PRISM model.
We start by exposing the notation that we use in Section 7.1. Then, in Section 7.2 we
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explain the followed methodology for establishing the correctness proof. After that, we de-
scribe in Section 7.3 the formal syntax and semantics definitions of PRISM input language.
Section 7.4 is dedicated for formalizing the translation algorithm using a functional core
language. Section 7.6 defines a simulation relation over Markov decision processes, which
can be used in order to compare the semantics of both SysML activity diagrams and their
corresponding PRISM models. Finally, Section 7.7 presents the soundness theorem, which
formally defines the soundness property of the translation algorithm. Therein, we provide
the details of the related proof.
7.1 Notation
In the following, we present the notation that we are going to use in this chapter. A multiset
is denoted by (A, m), where A is the underlying set of elements and rrv. A —>¦ IN is the
multiplicity function that associates a positive natural number in IN with each element of
A. For each element a e A, m(a) is the number of occurrences of a. The notation {||} is
used to designate the empty multiset, and {| (a -> n) |} denotes the multiset containing the
element a occurring m(a) = ? times. The operator ta denotes the union of two multisets,
such that if (Ai, mi) and (A2, m2) are two multisets, the union of these two multisets is
a multiset (A,m) = (Ai, mi) ? (A2, m2) such that A = Ai ? A2 and Va e A, we have
m(a) = p??(a) + m2(a).
A discrete probability distribution over a countable set S is a function µ: S -* [0, 1]






Figure 49: Approach to Prove the Correctness of the Translation
The support of the distribution µ is the set ?????(µ) = {s e S : µ(ß) > 0}. We write µ*
for s € 5 to designate a distribution that assigns a probability 1 to s and 0 to any other
element in S. Also, sub-distributions µ are considered where £S€S µ(ß) < 1 and µ£ denotes
a probability distribution that assigns ? probability to s and 0 to any other element in S.
The set of probability distributions over S is denoted by Dist(S).
7.2 Methodology
Let A be the unmarked AC term corresponding to a given SysML activity diagram. Let V
be the corresponding PRISM model description written in the PRISM input language. We
denote by ¿? the translation algorithm that maps A into V, i.e. ¿7(A) = V. If we denote
by y the semantic function that associates for each SysML activity diagram its formal
meaning, S^(A) denotes the corresponding semantic model. According to our previous
results, the semantics of the activity diagram can be expressed as an MDP as defined in
Definition 6.3.1. Let denote it by y(A) = Ma- Similarly, let S*" be the semantic function
that associates with a PRISM model description its formal semantics. Since we are dealing
with MDP models, y(P) = Mv represents the MDP semantics of V.
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Our main objective is to prove the correctness of the translation algorithm with respect
to the SysML activity diagram semantics. This can be reduced to prove the commutativity
of the diagram presented in Figure 49. To this end, we aim at defining a relation that we
can use to compare M-p with Ma- Let « denote this relation, we aim at proving that there
exists such a relation so that M-p « Ma-
7.3 Formalization of the PRISM Input Language
We describe in this section the formal syntax and the semantics of the PRISM input lan-
guage. By doing so, we greatly simplify the manipulation of the output of our translation
algorithm for the sake of proofs. Moreover, defining a formal semantics for the PRISM
language itself leads to more precise soundness concepts and more rigorous proofs. While
reviewing the literature, there were no initiatives in this direction. The informal description
of the syntax and semantics of PRISM language is provided in Chapter 2 Section 2.5.
7.3.1 Syntax
The formal syntax of PRISM input language is presented in a BNF style in Figure 50 and
Figure 5 1 . A PRISM model, namelyprismjnodel, starts with the specification ofthe model
type modelJype (i.e. MDP, CTMC, or DTMC). A model consists of two main parts:
• The declaration of the constants, the formulas, and the global variables corresponding
to the model,





modules ::= module module_name
localvar_dec (Local Variables Declarations)
c (Commands)
endmodule
I modules \\ modules (Modules Composition)
global_declaration ::= const_dec (Constants Declarations)
formula_dec (Formulas Declarations)




Figure 50: Syntax of the PRISM Input Language - Part 1
local variables declaration followed by a set of commands.
We focus on the commands since they describe the intrinsic behavior of the model.
The formal descriptions of constants, formulas, and local and global variables declarations
are not provided in details since they are supposed to be pre-determined and generated
before the actual definition of the commands. In addition, we assume that each variable
declaration contains an initial value. We denote by x0 the initial value of the variable x.
A command c is of the form [a] w -^ u where a represents the action label of the
command, w is the corresponding (boolean) guard, and u is its update representing the
effect of the command on the values of the variables. An update is build as the probabilistic
choice over unit updates di, denoted by Sa? A¿ : d, such that S?? A¿ = 1. A given unit
update d is the conjunction of assignments of the form x' = e, where x' represents the new











I Ui + U2
:= skip
I ?' = e




























Figure 5 1 : Syntax of the PRISM Input Language - Part 2
of the model. Thus, we require type-consistency of the variable ? and the expression e. A
trivial update unit skip stands for the update that does not affect the values of the variables.




In this section, we focus on the semantics of a program written in PRISM input language
limiting ourselves to the fragment that has an MDP semantics. We define the operational
semantics of the PRISM language following the style of SOS [202]. We consider PRISM
models consisting of a single system module, since any PRISM model described as a com-
position of a set of modules can be reduced to a single module system according to a set
of construction rules described in [81]. In the case of a single module, actions labeling the
commands are not as much useful as in the case of multiple modules.
A configuration represents the state of the system at a certain moment during its evolu-
tion. It is build as a pair (<if , s) where ^ denotes the set of commands to be executed and
s the associated store, which models the memory used in order to keep track of the current
values associated with the variables of the system. Let ? be the set of values and S be
the set of stores ranged over by s, s\, s2, etc.We write s[x >-*· vx] to denote the store s that
assigns to the variable ? the value vx and the value s (y) to the variable y * ?. We denote by
[_](_) the semantic function used to evaluate expressions or guards defined in Figure 51.
Let E be the set of expressions and W the set of guards. We have [_](_): E ? W -» S -* ?
a function that takes as argument an expression e (or a guard) and a store s and returns the
value of the expression e where each variable ? is interpreted by s (?).
We define an auxiliary function /'(_)(_): Dist(S) -» Dist(S) -+ Dist(S) such that
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(skip) {skip,s)-+s











(U1 +U2, s)-* ¡(µ1)(µ2)
|iw](s) = true
([a] w -^ u, s) -* (u,s)
(c,s)^(u,s) (u,s)-+p
«c}uC,S)"({c}u^)
Figure 52: Semantic Inference Rules for PRISM's Input Language
?µ?,µ2 £ Dist(S),
/(µ?)(µ2) = µ = {
S ¿e/ ßl(Si) + Y1JiJ ß2(Sj)
S-¿-~S Sj — s
O otherwise.
The inference rules corresponding to the operational semantics of PRISM model are
listed in Figure 52. Basically, rule (skip) denotes that the trivial unit update skip does
not affect the store (i.e. the values of the variables). Rule (UPD-EVAL) expresses the effect
on the store s of a new value assignment to the variable ? using the evaluation of the
expression e. Rule (UPD-PROCESSING) is used to process a conjunction of updates (^1 ?
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d2, s) given the evaluation of (^1, s). The unit update d2 is applied on the store S1 resulting
from applying the unit update d\. This rule allows a recursive application of unit updates
until processing all the components of an update of the form ? : d, which results in a new
state of the system, i.e. a new store reflecting the new variables values of the system. Rule
(PROB-UPD) denotes the processing of a probabilistic update on the system. The result of
processing (? : d, s) is a probability sub-distribution that associates a probability ? to a store
S1 obtained by applying the update. If ? < 1, the definition of the probability distribution is
partial since it is a part of a probabilistic choice over the related command's updates.
Rule (probchoice-upd) processes the probabilistic choice between different updates
as a probability distribution over the set of resulting stores. It uses the function / in order to
build the resulting probability distribution from partial probability distribution definitions
taking into account the possibility that different updates may lead to the same store. Rule
(enabled-CMD) is used to evaluate the guard of a given command and thus enabling its
execution if its corresponding guard is true. Finally, rule (cmd-processing) states that if
a command is non-deterministically selected from the set of available enabled commands
(since their guards are true) for a given store s (first premise) and if the set ofcorresponding
updates leads to the probability distribution µ (second premise), then a transition can be
fired from the configuration {{c} ? C, s) resulting in a set of new possible configurations
where all reachable states are defined using the probability distribution µ.
An operational semantics of a PRISM MDP program V is provided by means of the
MPD M-p where the states are of the form (^, s), the initial state is {?? . sQ) such that s0
is the store where each variable is assigned its default value, the set of actions are the
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action labeling the commands, and the probabilistic transition relation is obtained by the
rule (CMD-PROCESSING) in Figure 52 such that Steps(s) - (a, µ). We omit the set of
commands ^ from the configuration and write simply s ->· µ to denote Steps(s).
7.4 Formal Translation
We focus hereafter on the formal translation of SysML activity diagrams into their corre-
sponding MDP using the input language of PRISM. We presented in Chapter 5 the trans-
lation algorithm written in an imperative language representing an abstraction of the im-
plementation code. In order to simplify the analysis of the translation algorithm, we need
to express it in some functional core language. The latter allows making assertions about
programs and prove their correctness easier than having them written in an imperative lan-
guage. Thus, we use the ML functional language [203]. The input to the translation algo-
rithm corresponds to the AC term expressing formally the structure of the SysML activity
diagram. The output of the translation algorithm represents the PRISM MDP model. The
latter contains two parts: variables declarations and the set of PRISM commands enclosed
in the main module. We suppose that the declarations of variables, constants, and formulas
are performed separately of the actual translation using our algorithm.
Before detailing the translation algorithm, we first clarify our choices for the constants,
the formulas, and the variables in the model and their correspondences with the elements of
the diagram. First, we need to define a constant of type integer, namely maxjnst, that spec-
ifies the maximum number of supported executions instances (i.e. the maximum number of
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control tokens). Each node (action or control) that might receive tokens is associated with a
variable of type integer, which values range over the interval [0, maxjnst]. Exceptionally,
the flow final nodes are the only nodes that are not represented in the PRISM model since
they only absorb the tokens reaching them. The value assigned to each variable at a point
in the time denotes the number of active instances of the corresponding activity node. An
activity node that is not active will have its corresponding variable assigned the value 0. An
activity node that reached the maximum supported number of active instances will have
its corresponding variable assigned the maximum value maxjnst. However, there are two
exceptions to this rule: the first corresponds to the initial and the final nodes and the second
to the join nodes.
Firstly, each of the initial and final nodes is associated with an integer variable that
takes two possible values 0 or 1. This is because these nodes are supposed to have a
boolean state (active or inactive). Secondly, the join node represents also an exceptional
case because of the specific processing of the join condition. The latter states that each of
the incoming edges has to receive at least one control token in order to produce a single
token that traverses the join node. Thus, we assign an integer variable for each incoming
edge ofajoin node. Their values range over the interval [0, maxjnst]. Then, we also assign
a boolean formula to the join node in order to express the join condition. This formula is
a conjunction ofboolean conditions stating that each variable associated with an incoming
edge has a value greater or equal to 1. Finally, we also consider the guards of all decision
nodes. These are helpful in describing properties to be verified on the model. Thus, we
assign a boolean PRISM variable for each boolean guard of a decision node.
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We use the labels associated with the activity nodes as defined in the activity calculus
term as the identifiers of their corresponding PRISM variables. For the exceptional cases
(meaning the initial, final, and join nodes), we use other adequate notation. As for the initial
and the final nodes, we use respectively the variables identifiers I1 and If. Concerning the
join nodes denoted in the AC term either as the subterm bx.join{N) for the definition of
the join or as / for referencing each of its incoming edges, we need to assign ? distinct
variables. Thus, we use the label / concatenated with an integer number k such that k e
[1, ?], which results in a variable l[k] associated with each incoming edge. By convention,
we use l[l] for specifying the variable related to hx.join(J\f). We denote by Ca the set
of labels associated with the AC term A representing the identifiers of the variables in the
corresponding MDP model.
A generated PRISM command c is expressed formally using the syntax definition pre-
sented in Figure 5 1 . The main mapping function denoted by & is described in Listing 7. 1 .
It makes use of the function S described in Listing 7.2. It also employs an utility function
Jzf in order to identify the label of an element of the AC term. The signatures of the two
main functions are provided in their respective listings. We denote by AC the set of un-
marked AC terms and AC the set of marked AC terms. Let C be the universal set of labels
ranged over by I. Moreover, let C be the set of commands ranged over by c, W be the set
of guard expressions ranged over by w, Act be the set of actions ranged over by a, and D
be the set of updates units ranged over by d.
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Listing 7.1: Formal SysML Activity Diagram Translation Algorithm
&: AC-* C
ST(M) = Case (M) of
IW-A/"' => let





c = S'(M')(1>0)(1' = l-l)(l.0)(l)
in
{c} U ^ (AT)
end
IMerge(M') => let









1.FoTk(M1, M2) => let





{c} u ^"(M) U ^(M)
end
end
l:Decisionp((g) M1, (^g) M2) => let
[a?] ??- Ai:di =^(?)(/>0)((/' = ?- 1)?(5' =írue))(p)(i) ¦
[Q2]«;2-Ä2:d2=^(M)(irue)((Z' = i-l)A(</' = /aIse))(l-p)(i)
in
([I]W1AW2-X1-^1 + X2Id2) U ^(M) U ^(AA2)
end
l:Deci sion ((g) M1, (-^g)M2) => let
[a1]w1-X1:d1=<?(Mi)(l>0)((l' = l-l)A(g' = true))(l.O)(l)
[a2] w2 - X2 ¦ d2 =<? (M2) (I > 0) ((V = I -l)A(g' = false)) (1.0) (I)
in
([Z] lui -Ai: di) U 3T(M1) U ([Z]w2^A2:d2) U 3T(M2)
end
If.Q => let
w = (If = I)






Listing 7.2: Definition of the ê Function
ê: AC-* W-* D-* [0, 1] -*Act-*C
£(N){w){d){X){a) = Case(A/") of
h® => ([a]w A(If = 0) -* \:d)
If.Q => ([a] to ? (Z/ = 0) -?: (ZJ- = I)Ad)
l:x.Join(AÍ') => let
W1 = w a (Z/ = 0) a ->(Ai<fc<x('[fc] > O)) ? ('[1] < maxjinst)
(I1 = (Z[I]' = Z[I] + I) ? d " "
in
([a] Wi - ? Id1)
end
Z => if Z = áf(bx.Join(W)) then
let
W1 = w ? (Z/ = 0) ? ->(Ai<fc<œ(Z[fc] > O)) ? (Z[j] < mcLxJnst)
di = (i[j]' = i[j] + l) ? d
in
( [a] W1 - ? : di )
end
end
if Z = áf(l:Merge(Af')) then
let
Wi = w ? (Z/ = 0) ? (Z < maxjinst)
di = (Z' = Z + 1) ? d
in




Wi = w ? (Z/ = 0) ? (Z < maxjinst)
di = (Z' = Z+1) ? d
in
( [a] Wi — ? : di )
end
7.5 Case Study
In the sequel, we present a SysML activity diagram case study depicting a hypothetical de-
sign of the behavior corresponding to banking operations on an ATM system illustrated in
Figure 46. It is designed intentionally with flaws in order to demonstrate the viability of our
approach. The activity starts by Authentication then a fork node indicates the initi-
ation of concurrent behavior. Thus, Verify ATM and Choose account are triggered
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together. This activity diagram presents mixed disposition of fork and join nodes. Thus,
Withdraw money action cannot start until both Verify ATM and Choose account
terminate. The guard gl, if evaluated to true, denotes the possibility of triggering a new
operation. The probability on the latter decision node models the probabilistic user behav-
ior. The guard g2 denotes the result of evaluating the status of the connection presenting
functional uncertainty. We first show how we can express the activity diagram using the
AC language and then explain its mapping into PRISM code.
In order to simplify the presentation of the corresponding AC term, namely Ai, we
use abbreviated notation for action designations. Thus, we assume the Withdraw action
to be atomic denoted by the abbreviation d. Moreover, we consider the actions a, b, and
c as the abbreviations of the actions Authentication, Verify ATM, and Choose





Ma = hi:Oecision0,3((gl}M5., (--gtyk)
M5 = /i2:Merge(¿13:oW9)
First, PRISM variables identifiers are deduced from the AC term. We use Ii and If as
variable identifiers for respectively the initial node ? and the final node l8:Q. For the join
node l7:2. Join (resp. Z9:2.Join), we use ? (resp. /9) as identifier for the formula speci-
fying the join conditions and we use the PRISM variables ¿71 and 17_2 (resp. /9_1 and
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/92) as variables identifiers for the incoming edges of the join node. Once the declaration
ofvariables and formulas is done, the module commands are generated using the algorithm
!? described in Listing 7.1 . For instance, the first command labeled [U] is generated in the
first iteration while calling 3T(A\). It corresponds to the first case such that A\ = t >+N'
and N' = W-a >-» /2:Fork(M, ¿12)· Thus, the function S described in Listing 7.2 is called
S(N')((U = I))(Qi' = O))(I. O)(U). The last case of the latter function is triggered since N'
is of the form ha»N. This allows to generate the first command and then a call of ¿7 (N')
is triggered which launches the algorithm again. The translation halts when all the nodes
are visited and all instances of the algorithm 3F stop their executions. The PRISM MDP
code obtained for the activity diagram A\ is shown in Figure 53. Once, the PRISM code
is generated, one can input the code to PRISM model-checker for assessment. However,
the properties that have to be verified on the model need to be expressed in adequate tem-
poral logic. The property specification language of PRISM subsumes several well-known
probabilistic temporal logics, including PCTL [74], CSL [204], LTL [63] and PCTL* [72].
Moreover, PRISM also extend and customize this logics with additional features. For in-
stance, PRISM adds the ability to determine the actual probability of satisfying a formula,
rather than only placing a bound on it.
In order to verify MDP model, we use PCTL* temporal logic. A property that can be
verify on the model is the presence/absence of a deadlock. The property (7.5.1) specifies




formula 19 = 19_1>0 k 19_2>0 ;
formula 17 = 17_1> 0 & 17_2>0;
module mainmod
gl : bool init false;
g2 : bool init false;
Ii : [0..1] init 1; If : [0..1] init 0;
II : [0..max_inst] init 0; 12 : [0..max_inst] init 0;
13 : [0..max_inst] init 0; 14 ¦ [0..max_inst] init 0;
15 : [0..max_inst] init 0; 16 : [0..maz_TOsi] init 0;
17_1 : [0..max_inst] init 0; ?_2 : [0..ma:r_ins£] init 0;
19_1 : [0..max_insi] init 0; 19_2 : [0..maa;_msi] init 0;
UO : [0..mai_ms£] init 0;
III : [0..max_inst] init 0; 112 : [0..max_inst] init 0;
113 ¦¦ [0..rnax_inst] init 0;
[H] Ii=Ik Il <maxjnst SiIf=O-* 1.0: (ZJ'= M + 1) & (Zi'=0);
[Zi]Zi>0&Z,2<max_msi&Z/=0->· 1.0: (Z2'=Z,2 + 1) & (Zi'=Zi - 1):
[12] 12>0 k I3<max_inst k U2<max_inst k Z/=0
- 1.0 : {I3'=l3 + 1) & {112' =112 + 1) & (Zj2'=Z^ - 1);
[Z3] Z3>0 k U<max_inst k If=O -* 1.0 : W=H + I)k{l3'=l3 - 1);
[Z^] Z^ >0 & I5<maxjnst k If=O -* 1.0 : (Z5'=Z5 + 1)&(^'=£¿ - 1);
[15] Z5>0 & I6<max_inst k \19 k 19_1 <max_inst k If=O
-> 1.0 : (I6'=l6 + 1) k(l9_l'=l9_l + 1) & (Z5'=Z5 - 1);
[W] 16>0 k I3<max_inst k M7 k I7_l<max_inst klf=0 -?
0.9 : {13' =13 + 1) k {16' =16 - 1) & (j2'=tne)
+ 0.1:(Z7_i'=Z7_i + 1) & (Z6'=Z6 - 1) & (p2'=f alse);
[Z7]Z7&Z/=0 - 1.0: (Z7_i'=0)&(Z7_2'=0)&(Z/'=l);
[19] 19 k U0<max_inst k If=O - 1.0 : {110 '=110 + 1) k {19_1'=0) k {19_2'=0):
[110]110>0 k 111 <maxjnstk If=O -* 1.0 : {lll'=lil + 1) k {110' =110 - 1);
[ZJi]Zi J >0 & I12<max_mst k ! Z7 kl7_2<max_inst k If=O -+
0.3 : {112' =112 + 1) & {111' =111 - 1) & (.gi'=true)
+ 0.7 : {17_2'=17J2 + 1) & {111'=111 - 1) & (ffi'=f alse);
[Zi^] Zi2>0 & I13<niax_inst k If=O -+ 1.0 : {US' =113 + 1) & {112' =112 - 1);
[Zi5] U3>0kH9k I9_2<maxjnstklf=0 -> 1.0: {19_2'=19_2 + 1) & {US' =113 - 1);
[Z/] Z/=l -» 1.0 : (Zi'=0)& (Z/'=0) & (Zi'=0) & (Z2'=0) & (Z5'=0) &
(Z^'=0) & (Z5'=0) & (Z6'=0) & (Z7_i'=0)& (Z7_2'=0)& (Z5_i'=0)& (Z<?_2'=0)&
{U0'=0)k {lll'=0)k {I2'=0)k {13' =0) k (.gi'=false) & (#g'=false);
endmodule
Figure 53: PRISM Code for the SysML Activity Diagram Case Study
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starting at the initial state can be expressed as follows:
"init" => P > O [ F "deadlock" ] (7.5.1)
Using PRISM model-checker, this property returns true. In fact, the execution of the action
Choose account twice (because the guard gl is true) and the action Verify ATM
only once (because g2 evaluated to false) result in a deadlock configuration where the
condition of the join node j oinl is never fulfilled.
7.6 Simulation Preorder for Markov Decision Processes
Simulation preorder represents one example of relations that have been defined in both
non-probabilistic and probabilistic settings in order to establish a step-by-step correspon-
dences between two systems. Segala and Lynch have defined in their seminal work [205]
several extensions of the classical simulation and bisimulation relations to the probabilistic
settings. These definitions have been reused and tailored in Baier and Kwiatkowska [206]
and recently in Kattenbelt and Huth [207]. Simulations are unidirectional relations that
have proved to be successful in formal verification of systems. Indeed, they allow to per-
form abstractions of the models while preserving safe CTL properties [208]. Simulation
relations are preorders on the state space such that a state s simulates state s' (written s E s')
if and only if s' can mimic all stepwise behavior of s. However, the inverse is not always
true; s' may perform steps that cannot be matched by s.
In probabilistic settings, strong simulation have been introduced, where s E s' (meaning
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s' strongly simulates s) requires that every a-successor distribution of s, has a correspond-
ing a-successor at s'. This correspondence between distribution is defined based on the
concept of weight functions [209]. States related with strong simulation have to be related
via weight functions on their distributions [208]. Let Ji be the class of all MDPs. A
formal definition of an MDP is provided in Chapter 2 Section 2.6 Definition 2.6.3. In the
following, we recall the definitions related to strong simulation applied on MDPs. First, we
define the concept of weight functions as follows.
Definition 7.6.1. Let µ e Dist(S) and µ' e Dist(S') and R Ç S ? S'. A weight function
for (µ, µ') w.r.t. Risa function d: S ? S' -* [0, 1] satisfying the following:
• ¿(s, s') > 0 implies (s, s') e R
• For all s e S and s' e S', S^?' F, s') = /x(s) and £seS f, s') = µ'(d')·
We write µ <R µ' if there exists such a weight function d for (µ, µ') with respect to R. D
Definition 7.6.2. Let M = (S, s0, Act, Steps) and M' = (S', s'0, Act', Steps') be two
MDPs. We say M' simulates M via a relation RcSx S', denoted by M E^, M', if and
only if for all s and s': (s,s') e R, if s -^* µ then there is a transition s' -^> µ' with
µ <r µ'. D
Basically, we say that M' strongly simulates M, denoted M g^ M', iff there exists
a strong simulation R between M and M' such that for every s e 5 and s' e M' each
a-successor of s has a corresponding a-successor of s' and there exist a weight function d











Figure 54: Example of Simulation Relation using Weight Function
Example 7.6.1. Let consider the example illustrated in Figure 54. We consider two set of
states S = {s, t, u] destination of X and S' = {v, w, r, z) destination states of Y. The dis-
tribution µ over S is defined as follows: µ(d) = 2/9, µ(?) = 5/9, and µ(?) = 2/9, whereas
the distribution µ' over S' is defined such that µ'(?) = 1/3, µ'(??) = 4/9, µ'{?) = 1/9, and
µ' (?) = 1/3. Ifwe consider the relation R such that R = {(s,v), (t,v ), (t,w), (u,r), (11,2:)},
we can find out if R is a simulation relation provided that we can define a weight function
that fulfills the constraint of being a weight function relating µ and µ'. Let d be a weight
function such that ¿(s, ^) = §, d(?, ?) = §, ¿(?, w) = §, ¿(it, r) = |, and ¿(it, 2) = § fulfills
the constraints ofbeing a weight function. According to Definition 7.6.1 , the first condition
is satisfied. For the second condition we have Y,s>eS' ¿(i, s') = ¿(£, t>) + d(?,?>) = § = µ(?),
Eei6s F?, ?) = S(s,v) + S(t,v) = § =µ(?), and£e'6s'<5(M,s') = S(u,r) + d{?,?) = § =
µ(??). It follows that µ <Ä µ'. Thus, X g*· y.
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7.7 Soundness of the Translation Algorithm
In this section, we aim at ensuring that the translation function & defined in Listing 7.1
generates a model that correctly captures the behavior of the activity diagram. More pre-
cisely, we look forward to prove the soundness of the translation. To this end, we use the
operational semantics defined for both the SysML activity diagrams and the PRISM input
language. Before formalizing the soundness theorem, we need first to make some important
definitions.
We use the function [J specified in Listing 7.3. The latter takes as input a term B in
AXu AC and returns a multiset of labels (Cb, m) corresponding to the marked nodes in the
corresponding activity calculus term, i.e. [B\= {| Ij € Cb \ m(lj) > 0 |}.
In the next definition, we make use of the function [_](_) defined in Section 7.3.2
in order to define how an activity calculus term B satisfies a boolean expression. This is
needed in order to define a relation between a state in the semantic model of PRISM model
and another state in the semantic model of the corresponding SysML activity diagram.
Definition 7.7.1. An Activity Calculus term B such that [B\={CB, m), satisfies a boolean
expression e and we write Je](O) = true iff [e](s[x¿ <-* m(Z¿)]) = true, V U e Cb and ?? e
variables. D
The evaluation of the boolean expression e using the term B consists of two steps. First,
a store s is defined where we assign to each variable Xi the marking of the node labeled Z¿.
The second step is to replace in the boolean expression e each variable x¿ with s(xì).
Let MVa = (SVA,s0,Act,StepsrA) and M4 = (SA,so, Act, StepsA) be the MDPs
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corresponding respectively to the PRISM model Va and the SysML activity diagram A.
We need to define in the following a relation M Ç SpA ? Sa-
______________________Listing 7.3: Function [-J Definition
[M\ =Case (M) of
l~M => fla-i)ß
?» M' => [M' \
T^Q1 => if n>0 then {| (lf ^ 1) [} else {||}
l:Merge{M')n => {| (Z -> ?) [} ? [A4'J
l:x.Join(M')n => {| (Z[I] m. n) D ta [AfJ
l:Fork(Mu M2)" => {| (Z ^ ?) [} ? [TWiJ ? [AI2J
l:Decisionp((g) Mi, (-.5) TVi2) => {| (Z ^ ?) |} ? [Mi\ ta [TW2J
l:Decision((g) Mi, (^g) TW2) => {| (Z ^- ?) |} tti [AIiJ ? [TW2J
H" » AI' => {| (Z - n) U ? [M' \






Definition 7.7.2. Let âê ç SpA ? Sa he a relation defined as follows.
For ali sp e SpA and ß e Sa, sp& BiS for any expression w e W, {w}(sp) = true implies
[lü] (ß) = true, V li e Cb and ?, e variables. D
This definition states that an AC term B is in relation with a state s if they both satisfy
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the same boolean expression. Based on this relation, we present hereafter the soundness
theorem.
Theorem 7.7.1. (Soundness) Let A be an AC term of a given SysML activity diagram
and Ma its corresponding semantic model. Let ST[A)=Va be the corresponding PRISM
model and MVa be its MDP. We say that the translation algorithm Sf is sound if MVa E^
M4. ?
ProofofSoundness. In order to prove the theorem, we have to prove the existence of a sim-
ulation relation between both the MDPs Ma and ?f?. We reason by structural induction
on the syntax of the AC term describing the activity diagram. The proofprocess consists in
proving that the soundness holds for the base cases, which are /:<g> and /:© and then proving
it for the inductive cases.
• Case of 1:<S>
The algorithm generates neither a PRISM variable nor a PRISM command associated
with this element. So, there is no transition in ?f? corresponding to this element.
According to the operational semantics, we have h® =M I'·® (according to (M3)
in Figure 35) and there is no operational inference rule associated with this element.
So there is no transition in Ma associated with this element. Thus, the theorem holds
for this case.
• Case of l:Q
The algorithm generates a single PRISM command such that:
[If]If = I - 1.0 :l'f = 0.
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There exists a state s0 satisfying the corresponding guard, meaning I(¿/ = l)l(so) =
true, from which emanates a transition of the form sq —> µ? where µ2 = µ*1.
The activity calculus term B = IfQ is related to s0 via 3&, since [(Z/ = I)](If-Q) =
true (Definition 7.7.2). This can be justified because [lf-Q¡ = {| (If ^ 1) D (Listing
7.3).
_ ,//©According to the operational Rule Final, we have IfQ —> µ such that µ = µ/ .
For ^ = {(so, //:©), (siJf-Q)}, it follows that µ <& µ2 as <5 defined such that
S(siJf-Q) = 1 fulfills the constraints of being a weight function. Thus, the theo-
rem is proved for this case.
Let Mm denote the semantics ofM and ?f? denotes the semantics of the correspond-
ing PRISM model obtained from &(N). We assume that MVu E^, Mm- We also assume
a bounded number of instances max_inst, i.e. V I, I < max_inst (ASSUMPTION 1).
• Case of L>+Af
According to the translation algorithm, we have &(l » JV) = {c} U ^(M)- By
assumption of the inductive step we have MVh ^ Mm- Thus, we need to prove the
theorem for the command c such as:
C=S(H)(I1 = I)(K = O)(IO)(Q.
Let w be the guard and d the update generated by S(Af), the command c can be
written as follows:
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e = [Z1] u> ? (Zt = 1) ? {If = O) .- 1.0 : d a (U1 = 0)
There exists a state so satisfying the guard, i.e. {w ? (I1 = 1) ? (Z/ = 0)](so) = irue
and a transition so —* µ where µ = µ^1 .
Given that [1>*??\ = {\ (Z1 -> 1) |}, we can easily verify that [(Z1 = 1) ? (Z7 = 0)](¿~
TV) = true. It remains to verify that VA/", | inj (¿»TV) = true.
There are two cases: w = -^(/\i<k<x(l[k] > O)) ? (l[j] < max_inst) or w = (Z <
maxjinst). Since VZ * Z1, ra(Z) = 0 and having ASSUMPTION 1, we can conclude
that [w](Z»TV) = true. Thus, by Definition 7.7.2 s0 Se ¿»TV.
The operational semantics rule INIT-I allows a transition T » /V —>¦ µ' such that
^(¿»TV) = 1.
For ^ = {(s0, ¿ ^ TV), (si, ¿ » TV)}, it follows that µ1 <& µ as d defined such that
¿(si, ¿»TV) = 1 fulfills the constraints ofbeing a weight function. Thus, the theorem
is proved for this case.
• Case of ba>+N
This case can be proved similarly to the previous one. We need to prove the theorem
for the command c expressed as follows:
c =<f(t??? > ???' = ? - ???.???).
Let w be the guard and d the update such that:
c = [Z] w ? (Z > 0) ? (If = 0) - 1.0 : d a (I' = I - 1)
The corresponding transition is s0 —* µ where µ = µ\? and \w ? (Z > 0) ? (Z/ =
O)](S0) = true.
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We can verify easily that {w a (I > O) ? (If = 0)](/:a»?0 = true.
Let & = {(ß?,?a^??), (si, Ua»J¡)}.
The operational semantics rule ACT-I allows a transition Ua»Af —? µ'
such that µ' (Ua ^- Af) = 1.
It follows that µ' <^ µ as d defined such that ö(si,Ua>+Af) = 1 fulfills the constraints
of being a weight function. Thus, the theorem is proved for this case.
• Case of hMerge(Af)
^(UMerge(Af)) = {c} U ¿?(Af). In order to prove this case, we need to prove the
theorem for the command c.
c =£(N)(l> O)(U = /-I)(LO)(O.
Let denote by w the guard and d the update such that:
c = [I] WA (l>0) A(I1 = O)^LO: dA(l' = Z-I)
The state s0 such that {w a (I > 0) a (lf = 0)](s0) = true is the source of a transition
of the form s0 —? µ where µ = µ*1.
We can easily verify that fw a (I > 0) a (If = O)J(UMerge(Af)) = true. Thus, by
Definition 7.7.2, (s0,UMerge(Af)) e @.
Let @ = {(sQ.,UMerge(Af)), (su UMerge(Af))}.
The operational semantics rule MERGE- 1 allows a transition UMerge(Af) —? µ'
siichthatß'(l:Merge(A7)) = 1.
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It follows that µ' <<% µ as d defined such that: ö(s-i,bMerge(M)) = 1 fulfills the
constraints of being a weight function. Thus, the theorem is proved for this case.
• Case of bx.Join(M)
This case is jointly treated with the case where I is a reference of a join node.
&(bx.Join(N)) = {c} U &(N) such that:
c =<W)(AiW*[fc] > O))(AiWW = 0))(1.0)(/[1]).
Let denote by w the guard and d the update such that:
c= [1]wa (AiW*[fc] > O)) ? (lf = 0) - 1.0 : J ? (AiWW = 0)
The corresponding transition is s0 —>¦ µ where µ = µ^1 and {w a (Ai<k<x(l[k] >
O)) a (If = O)](S0) = true.
Theactivity CaIcUlUStCrTnO[ZrX-JoZn(TV)JiX-I)] satisfies the guard iuA(/\1¿k¿x(l[k] >
O)) ? (If = 0). Thus by Definition 7.7.2, s0 & B.
The operational semantics rule JOIN-I allows a transition such that:
B[TxZfOm(Af), ì{x - 1}] —m B[bx.Join(M), l{x - 1}]
For B' = B[bx.Join(M),l{x - 1}], we can write B —> µ' such that µ' (B') = 1.
Let^1= {(s0, B), (S1, ?')}. It follows that µ' <& µ as d defined such that: 5(suB') =
1 fulfills the constraints of being a weight function. Thus, the theorem is proved for
this case.
• Case of I
I is a reference to bx. JcAn(M) or to bMerge(M). Thus, the proof can be inferred
from the previous corresponding cases.
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Let ??/? and MV2 respectively denote the semantics ofNiand N2. Also, Mp^ denotes the
semantics of the corresponding PRISM translation ¿7(N\) and Mp^2 the one of ¿? (N2)-
We assume that MVMi d% Mv1 and Mp^2 E^ µat2·
• Caseofi:Forfc(M, M)
According to the translation algorithm, we have &(i >+ W) = {c} U ^(Ni) U
Sf(N2)- By assumption of the inductive step we have M^1 E^ ^M and Mp7^2 E^
MyV2 · Thus, we need to prove the theorem for the command c.
Let denote by w\ and w2 the guards generated respectively for ?/? and N2 and d\ and
(¿2 the corresponding updates such that:
c = [Z] wiaw2a(1>0)a (If = 0) - 1.0 -.(I1Ad2A(V = I ~l)
Thus, there exists a state s0 such that \w\ a ??2 a (I > 0) ? (/y = O)] (so) = true and a
transition s0 —>· µ where µ = µ\?.
We can easily verify that [wi Aw2 ? (Z > 0) ? (Z/ = 0)J(l:Fork(Ni,N2)) = true. So,
s0&l:Fork(Ni,N2)
According to Rule FORK-I, we have I:Fork (Ni ,N2) —»1 I- Fork (Ni, N2), or
l:Fork(Ni,N2) —? µ', where µ' = µ?°*<p**\
Let Be = {(so, l:Fork(Ni,N2)), (si,l:Fork(Ni,N2))}. It follows that µ' <& µ as d
defined such that: 6(si,tFork(Ni,N2)) = 1 fulfills the constraints ofbeing a weight
function. Thus, the theorem is proved for this case.
Case of l:Decisionp((g) Ni, (^g)N2)
The translation algorithm results in the following:
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&(hDecisionp((g) M, H) N2))= ([Z] wi a u>2 a (Z > O) a (Z7 = 0) - ?? : di ? (i' =
Z - 1) ? (#' = true) + X2 ¦ d2 ? (V = I - 1) ? (p' = false)) U ^(M) U -W2).
Given the assumption of the inductive step, we have to prove the theorem for the
following command:
c = [Z] w-i AW2A (Z > 0) ? (If = 0) -^ ? : d\ ? (Z' = / - 1) ? (g' = true) + (1 -?) :
d2 a Z' = / - 1 a (g' = false).
There exists a state S0 such that the command c is enabled, i.e. [wiau>2a(/ > 0)a(Z/ =
0)|(so) = true. The enabled transition is of the form so —* µ such that /¿(si) = ?
and /i(s2) = 1 -p.
[wi AiU2 a (Z > 0) a (Z/ = 0)](l:Decisionp((g) J\fi, (->g) N2)) = true.
Thus, so !% l:Decisionp((g) N\, (-¦<?) N2).
According to the operational semantics, there are two possible transitions emanating
from the configuration lDecisionp({g) N1, (-^g) N2). The transition enabled by
Rule PDEC-I:
l:Decisionp((g)Ni, (-^)JV2) —>p l:Decisionp((tt)Ni, (Jf)N2).
The transition enabled by Rule pdec-2:
l:Dedsionp((g)Ni, (--g)N2) —>i-p l:Decisionp((ff)Ni, [U)N2).
Definition 6.3.1 defines a transition in the Markov decision process Ma such that
l:Decisionp((g)Ni, (-^g)N2) —> µ' where ^(bDeci,sionp((tt)Ni, (Jf)N2)) = ?
and ß'(l:Decisionp((ff}Ni, (U)N2)) = 1 -p.
Let & = {(so, l:Dectsionp((g)Ni, (^g)N2)), (si,lDecisionp((tt)Ñ\, (Jf)N2)),
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(s2, bDecisiönp((jJ)M1, (<*)?))}· It follows that µ' <Ä µ as d defined such that:
5(s1,hDecisionp((tt)M'u (JJ)M2)) = P and S(s2,l:Decisionp((JJ)M1, (U)AT2)) =
1 - ? fulfills the constraints of being a weight function. Thus, the theorem is proved
for this case.
• Case of bDecision({g) Mi, (-^g)M2)
The translation algorithm results in the following:
&(l:Deásion((g) M1, H) M2))= ([*] w - 1.0 : d) U -Wi) U ([Z] W - 1.0 : d')
U .W2)
Given the assumption of the inductive step, we have to prove the theorem for two
commands C1 and c2:
ci = [Z] W1 a (Z > 0) ? (Z/ = 0) - 1.0 : di ? (Z' = Z - 1) ? (g' = true).
C2 = [Z] w2 ? (Z > 0) ? (Z/ = 0) - 1.0 : d2 ? (Z' = I - 1) ? (0' = /aZse).
There exists a state so such that the commands C1 and c2 are enabled, i.e. Iw1 ? (Z >
0) ? (Z/ = O)](S0) = true and Iw2 ? (Z > 0) ? (Z/ = 0)](s0) = true. Two enabled
transitions from sq such that s0 —? µ? wnere µ?(^?) = 1 and so —> µ2 where
Ms2) = 1.
We have [^1 ? (/ > 0) ? (Z/ = Q)\(hDecision((g) M1, H)M2)) = true.
Also, {w2 ? (Z > 0) ? (Z/ = 0)}(l:Decision((g) M1, H)M2)) = true.
Thus, so & bDecision((g) M1, (->g) M2).
According to the operational semantics, there are two possible transitions emanating
from the configuration bDecision((g) M1, H) M2). The transition enabled by Rule
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DEC-I:
l:Decision((g)Afi, [^g)M2) —»i l:Decision((tt)jJ\, (Jf)N2).
The transition enabled by Rule DEC-2:
bDecision{(g)Ni, [^g)N2) —»-i bDecision{(Jf)Mu [U)M2).
Definition 6.3.1 defines two transitions in the Markov decision process Ma em-
anating from the same state such that l:Decision((g)Ni, [^g)Af2) —? µ[ where
^'1(Z:Dedsion((íí>M, 1JfW2)) = 1 and l:Decision((g)J\fu [^g)N2) —? µ\ where
ß2(l:Decision((ffW1, (U)N2)) = I-
Let Se = {(so, bDecision((g)Ni, {->g)Mi)), (si, l-Decision((ttW1, iffW2)),
(s2, l:Decision((ffWi,(ttW2))}. It follows that /Z1 <^ µ? and /4 <^ µ2 as O1 de-
fined such that: Si(si,l:Decision((tt)Mi,{ffW2)) = 1
and ¿2 defined such that S2(s2, hDecision((ffWi, (ttW2)) = 1 fulfill both the con-
straints of being weight functions. Thus, the theorem is proved for this case.
D
7.8 Conclusion
The main result of this chapter was the proof that our translation algorithm is sound. This
establishes confidence in that the PRISM code generated by our algorithm correctly cap-
tures the behavior intended by the SysML activity diagram given as input. This ensures
the correctness of our probabilistic verification approach. The next chapter concludes our




The main intent of this thesis is to propose an innovative V&V approach in order to assist
systems engineers in their mission of building fail-safe and highly performing systems
that meet the stakeholders' vision. Thus, we proposed a heretofore unattempted model-
based approach to the verification and validation of systems engineering models expressed
using UML 2.1 [21] and SysMLl.O [10]. The proposed approach supports the new model-
based systems engineering paradigm by enabling the systematic assessment of the design
solution early in the system's life cycle. It provides a critical appraisal of the design quality
and verifies its alignment with the design objectives and requirements. These results help
the systems engineers take appropriate actions in order to remedy the detected deficiencies
before the cost to repair skyrockets.
Our main contributions can be summarized as follows. First, we elaborated a unified ap-
proach composed of three well-established techniques that are: model-checking, software
engineering metrics, and static analysis. These techniques are synergistically composed
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together in order to quantitatively and qualitatively analyze the design and cover the as-
sessment of its structural as well as its behavioral perspectives. Each selected technique
target a specific issue and together they allow an efficient and enhanced evaluation of the
design model. From the behavioral perspective, we applied qualitative model-checking
synergistically combined with static analysis and software metrics on UML/SysML state
machine, sequence, and activity diagrams. We integrated static analysis techniques and
software metrics prior to model-checking in order to tackle model-checking scalability is-
sues. Moreover, we used software metrics on behavioral diagrams in order to appraise their
size and complexity. With respect to requirements and other properties that need to be
verified, we defined an intuitive easy-to-learn macro-based language that supports custom
properties specification. From the structural perspective, we proposed to apply a set of soft-
ware engineering metrics on UML class and package diagrams that quantitatively measure
important design quality attributes.
Additionally, we applied probabilistic model-checking on SysML activity diagrams,
which enables a quantitative and qualitative verification of the underlying probabilistic be-
havior. To this end, we devised an algorithm that systematically maps activity into the input
language of the probabilistic symbolic model-checker PRISM. This allows to generate a
performance model for SysML activity diagrams in terms of Markov decision processes.
We also augmented our approach in order to support the verification of timeliness-related
properties. Therefore, we specified timing information on the diagram using a UML stan-
dard profile, namely MARTE [51] and employed Markov reward mechanism for the ver-
ification of time-related properties. Furthermore, we developed an innovative dedicated
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language, namely activity calculus, which is to the best of our knowledge the first calculus
of its kind that captures the essence of SysML activity diagrams endowed with probabilis-
tic features. The devised calculus was then used in order to built the underlying semantic
foundations of SysML activity diagrams in terms of Markov decision processes using op-
erational semantics framework.
In order to verify the mathematical basis for our approach, we demonstrated formally
the correctness of the proposed translation algorithm with respect to the devised SysML
activity diagrams operational semantics. This guarantees that the properties verified on
the generated PRISM model actually hold on the analyzed diagram. Accordingly, we for-
mulated the soundness theorem based on a simulation pre-order upon Markov decision
processes. The latter establishes a step-by-step unidirectional correspondence between the
SysML activity diagrams semantics and the semantics of the resulting PRISM model gen-
erated by the translation algorithm. Thus, we also developed a formal syntax and semantics
for the fragment of PRISM input language that has MDP semantics. The proof of sound-
ness was derived using structural induction on the activity calculus syntax and the so-called
weight function concept. Finally, in order to put into practice our V&V approach and en-
able its automation, we developed a software V&V tool implementing the aforementioned
features that interfaces existing modeling environments.
This thesis comes up with an innovative approach to the analysis of systems engineer-
ing design models expressed using UML/SysML. Our approach enables the automation of
the V&V process and it aims at conserving the usability of the visual notation provided by
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the graphical modeling language. Additionally, it encompasses formal and rigorous rea-
soning. Having a flawless design enables other model-based activities such as automatic
generation of test vectors and translation between design and implementation. The results
of our research efforts have been rewarded with several publications [139, 185-187,210] in
international conferences and journals. We also submitted ajournai paper [21 1] in a highly
reputable journal and a book [212] for publication.
This thesis opens up some new research directions with solid prospectives. For instance,
our activity calculus can be easily extended in order to support other features defined in
SysML activity diagrams such as continuous behaviors. This can be done using a syntactic
enrichment of the language and the modification of the semantic rules. In this case, Markov
decision process model has to be extended with continuous-time features. This results in
a new underlying model, namely the Continuous-Time Markov Decision Processes (CT-
MDP). Furthermore, one can investigate the possibility to synergistically combine static
analysis and metrics with probabilistic model-checking. Finally, it is also possible to apply
the same approach that we propose in this thesis for SysML activity diagrams on other
behavioral diagrams, such as sequence and state machine diagrams.
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